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ABSTRACT
Continuous promotion of urbanization in China powers the urban infrastructure construction,
while under the system of socialism market economy, demand of infrastructure construction
brings heavy financial burden to the government; therefore, higher requirements on financing
modes for infrastructure industry should be met given the new conditions.
The thesis systematically identifies features and financial situations of urban infrastructure
construction in China and feasible financing modes and corresponding management systems,
discusses and compares features, efficiency and feasibility among several financing mode, as
well as the stability of cash flow and property relations based on contractual relationships,
and proposes a solution to the difficulty of financing for urban infrastructure in China, which
is financial leasing. As a new modern investment and financing mode, financing leasing is
very promising thanks to its function combining both financing and assets financing.
Particularly, the sales and leaseback model targets the stock of infrastructure, so as to help
local governments to revitalize stock, provide increment, and deleverage, and effectively
provide capital to the steady progress of urbanization and sustainable development of
municipal infrastructure construction.
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Chapter I Introduction
1.1 Research background
Research of the paper focuses on given the socialist market economy system, in the field of
urban infrastructure construction where the infrastructures are pure public goods which are
exposed to in-depth reform, how to give full play to financing leasing, a financial tool with
huge potential, to mitigate the burden of government and to help urbanization development.
This thesis systematically identifies features and financial situations of urban infrastructure
construction in China and feasible financing modes and corresponding management systems,
discusses and compares features, efficiency and feasibility among several financing mode, as
well as the stability of cash flow and property relations based on contractual relationships,
and proposes a solution to financing mode for urban infrastructure in China. Breakthroughs
in theory will overcome difficulties in financing for urban infrastructure construction,
enhance structure reform and assets revitalizing, and play an important role in the
sustainable development of infrastructure construction and steady progress of urbanization.
This thesis researches that, under the socialist market economic system, how to leverage
financial leasing, the important financial instrument which has great development potential,
to ease financial burden of the government and promote urbanization. It focuses on the urban
infrastructure construction which belongs to the pure public good when the reform enters
deep water area. This thesis systematically sorts out the characteristics, financial situation as
well as viable financing mode and management system of China’s urban infrastructure
construction so as to discuss and compare the features, efficiency and operability of different
financial modes as well as the cash flow stability and property rights formed in the
contractual relationship. Based on this, the thesis gives its own ideas in how the financial
leasing promotes China’s urban infrastructure financial modes. These theoretical
breakthroughs will be important in solving the financing problems of China’s urban
infrastructure construction, in promoting system reform and liquidizing assets as well as
guiding the sustainable development of infrastructure construction and steady promotion of
urbanization.
Urbanization in China develops rapidly in the past 30-odd years, reaching a level which
Western developed countries realized for a century. The 18th Central Committee of the CPC
preludes a new ten-year period of China’s economic transformation. This is an important
node in China’s economic and social development, relating to the future long-term
10

development prospects and whether China can transform from extensive growth to intensive
growth, thus successfully and healthily developing from economic big country to economic
powerful country. However, in this process, traditional development mode is severely
impacted. In the Third Plenary Session of 18th CPC Central Committee, it was proposed to
insist in the new urbanization road with Chinese characteristics, which is a human-centered
urbanization. The construction of new urbanization is a key point of Chinese economic
growth in the future several years as it is strategically important in boosting domestic
demand and is the only way to promote economic development and transformation. New
urbanization is intelligent, intensive, low-carbon and green, which means that it focuses on
quality and efficiency. Therefore, it sets new requirements for the supporting financial
system as well as product and tool innovation. During the urbanization of medium and small
cities, the financial situation of infrastructure is becoming clear and the financial demands
are growing, which not only brings challenges to innovative financial instruments
represented by financial leasing, but also provides new opportunities. In the 5th China
Economy Outlook Forum, Zhang Yun, president of the Agricultural Bank of China,
proposed, “In terms of investment range, private capital should be given more opportunities
to get involved in urban public facilities, railway, information industry, health care and
pension industry. In addition, as for path selection, social capital should be allow to take
part in the investment and operation of urban infrastructure by means of franchising, equity
investment, public-private partnership (PPP) so as to lay a foundation for private capital to
participate in urbanization construction.”
As shown in the figure, according to the statistics of the National Bureau of Statistics, since
1978, the urbanization rate has been increasing continuously. In 2012, the rate reached
52.57%, while in 2013, it was 53.7%. Besides, every increased percentage point of
urbanization rate means over 10 million rural population entering the city. According to the
estimates of the Development Research Center of the State Council, every increased person
in the city needs an investment of 90,000 yuan. In other words, the investment of every
increased percentage point of urbanization rate may surpass 1 trillion yuan.
The biggest bottleneck of urbanization lies in: how to raise the bulk of fund for urbanization
infrastructure? China’s urbanization needs huge funds which are expected to reach 25 trillion
yuan in the next three years & more than 40 trillion yuan by 2020 according to China
Development Bank. The demand of huge fund for infrastructure poses great challenges on
asset supply and funding mode — financial pressure of local governments will be heavier if
they are the only ones to promote urbanization. How to effectively solve the problem of fund
11

source? Previously, local governments depended heavily on traditional investment and
financing method like government borrowing, local government financing platform and land
finance. However, this leads to the heavy debt and financial burden of local governments.
What’s more, the State starts to clean up financing platform and the land finance is difficult
to carry on. As the defects of original investment and financing method gradually emerge,
tradition financing method is no longer being able to support the construction of new
urbanization. Also, issues do exist in BOT, BOT and TOT models. For example, excessive
transaction subjects, complicated transaction links and extremely high transaction cost which
lift funding cost cannot make up the fund shortage of local infrastructure fundamentally in
terms of capital base and governmental burden. Though BOT model avoids huge one-time
fiscal investment in one project by transferring “the franchise” which partly releases
financial pressure of the government, at the maturity of operation contract, the government
still needs to take back the ownership of infrastructure resulting in relatively large cash
outflow and financial burden; TOT model can effectively liquidize state-owned asset, benefit
the governmental departments from obtaining more circulating fund for the expansion of
urbanization scale and improves the utilization rate of financial fund. However, tax
limitation such as high VAT faced by the TOT model can increase financing cost. Therefore,
all the financing modes and bank loans have common limitations — with infrastructure
profiting and debt repayment, new fund cannot be provided by the fund supplier, and the
enterprise is required to pay off all the existing debts, namely the second priority charging
right as pledge is not allowed. ABS can also take back the right to earnings only if all the
loans are paid off which also brings limitation for financing. In general, traditional financing
modes have significant structural defects — the asset and liability-bearing capacity of the
construction project are not sufficiently utilized.
Based on the background and demands for financing, financial leasing emerges at the right
moment. The model mainly derives from the demand which is to make a breakthrough in the
“stock model”, to liquidize asset in a more flexible and efficient way, to solve all the
problems that current financial tools cannot solve in order to release fund shortage, control
cost, release risk, mobilize capital efficiently especially the potential fund that hasn’t been
developed, namely to explore and activate financing capacity of enterprises and provide
strong financial support for urban infrastructure construction.
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Figure 1: Urbanization rate of China (1978 ~ 2013)

New financing mode, business mode and deal structure are needed. Their innovative
development will be the highlight of next ten-year period. In the circumstances,
generation of financial leasing is historically inevitable. It brings an enormous
revolution for the funding mode of infrastructure, transforms the infrastructure funding
from movable property leasing to immovable property leasing, makes a breakthrough
in “stock model”, and creates an emerging subject matter. The innovation immensely
improves financing capability and develops new financing support. Why can financial
leasing be energetic that it reaches explosive growth in merely a couple of years and
rapidly dominates the market? The reason mainly lies in the innovation on financing
flexibility — several assets including the second priority charging right, land and fixed
asset become deferred charges, and the fixed assets that cannot be circulated become
subject. These provide internal impetus for funding of infrastructure construction and
discover a new business model. As a bridge connecting finance and the real economy,
financial leasing is an important financing method featured by both financing and
leasing-assets, thus becoming outstanding in numerous financial innovations. Zhou
Xiaochuan, member of the national committee of CPPCC and the president of People’s
Bank of China, repeatedly proposes that when dealing with infrastructure and public
facilities for urbanization, we can refer to the international financial instruments to
realize innovative financing. Zhang Xiaoqiang, member of the national committee of
CPPCC and the deputy director of NDRC, also believes that urbanization requires
financial innovation. In promoting urbanization construction, it is the only way and an
inevitable choice for government to change the way of thinking, carry out marketoriented operation as well as fully mobilize social capital and private capital to get
involved in urbanization construction. Challenge also means opportunity especially
during the economic and financial transitions. Actually there are more opportunities
13

than challenges in financial leasing industry.
1.2 Research content and research ideas
As a modern investment and financing method, financial leasing has a strong vitality
and vast potential for future development. Besides, featured by both financing and
leasing-assets, it is able to fully mobilize private capital to participate in national
economic development so as to inject vitality into infrastructure financing of
urbanization. Financial leasing, as the financial service sector with the most
development potential, is one of the core industries in developed countries. Besides, it
is known as the Third Financial Instrument, with the other two being bank credit and
security. Nearly half of the global investment in fixed assets is realized by financial
leasing. However, China’s financial leasing is still in the early days. The market
penetration rate (the proportion of equipment investment achieved by leasing in the
total equipment investment), an important indicator of the development of financial
leasing industry, is 15% - 20% in developed countries. But in China, it is only about
5%, which means this industry has a big potential in China. As a new financing method
and an indispensable part of financial transaction platform, financial leasing will play
an important role in China’s economic growth.
With the issuance of preferential policies for financial leasing of national and local
government departments, the restoration of the balance payment of business tax policy as
well as the improvement of legal system, financial leasing industry has got new development
opportunities in recent years. According to China Lease Alliance, up to the end of June,
2014, the total number of national financial leasing companies is about 1350, 324 more than
last-year’s 1026, with the growth rate at 31.6%. Among them, domestic leasing companies
remain 123; financial leasing companies increase 2, reaching 23; foreign-capital leasing
companies develop greatly, which increase 322 compared with last year’s number, reaching
1202. These enterprises include some large-scale foreign leasing companies whose
registered capital is more than ＄100 million like Ping An International Financial Leasing
Co., Ltd, China Guodian Financial Leasing Co., Ltd and CNOOC International Financial
Leasing Co., Ltd. So this means every day there emerges two foreign companies. The
balance of national financial leasing contract is about 2.6 trillion yuan, 500 billion yuan
more than 2.1 trillion yuan of the end of December of 2013, with the growth rate being
23.8%. Among them, the balance of financial leasing contract is about 1.03 trillion yuan,
increasing 19.8%; that of domestic leasing contract is around 820 billion yuan, growing
28.8%; that of foreign leasing contract is nearly 750 billion yuan, increasing 36.4%.
14

In financial leasing industry, leasing business of large-scale mechanical equipment has made
great progress. Apart from engineering machinery, port equipment, metro and locomotives,
medical equipment and environmental equipment, large marine equipment like offshore
platforms and advanced fire-fighting equipment also enter this industry. The financial leasing
business keeps broadening, thus playing a role in the new field. More importantly, with
developing China’s financial leasing industry, China has stepped steadily towards the biggest
leasing province in the world. Therefore, large multinational companies in aircraft and
shipbuilding industry keep seeking cooperation with China. During Premier Li Keqiang’s
visit to other countries, ICBC Leasing has signed aviation lease agreement with many
countries. Financial leasing industry has a great development potential in China thanks to the
improved laws and regulations as well as the strong industrial endogenetic power. The
business volume of financial leasing will increase stably, which is expected to surpass 5
trillion yuan before 2016. Then at that time, China is likely to become the biggest leasing
country in the world.
The flourish of leasing industry depends on the improved relevant laws, regulations and
supporting measures. The State enacts a series of policies to promote the healthy
development of financial leasing. With the biggest potential in producer services, financial
leasing industry is supported by Chinese government as a key target. Guiding Opinions of
the State Council on Accelerating the Development of Producer Services to Promote
Industrial Restructuring and Upgrading (Guo Fa [2014] No. 26) emphasizes that “The
operational service and management information system of financial leasing industry should
be established and improved so as to enrich leasing method and enhance its professional
level. This will help to build a financial leasing service system with diversified financing
channels, intensive development, effective regulation and sound legal system”. Besides, it
also requires standardizing financial leasing industry so that it can realize “standardized
procedures and management as well as efficient operation”. This policy reflects the
determination of the central government, that is, by taking advantage of financial system
reform, it will normalize relevant regulations and management of financial leasing so as to
make this industry a new promotor to the sustainable economic and social development as
well as urbanization construction. During the exploration, financial leasing industry forms its
own development model and industry standards which are in line with China’s national
conditions. For example, the ranking of traditional leasing industry depends on capital funds.
However, this measure, obviously, is not suitable to financial leasing as it is not focused on
capital. By comparison, ROA, ROE and net profit have better measure performance.
Therefore, based on this, some industry pioneers like GBU Financial Leasing propose to
15

make cumulative trade size as the measurement indicator, which is accepted by the industry.
A series of new indicators, new ideas and new methods start to emerge in the industry and
gradually attracts the international attention to China’s financial leasing industry.
Financial leasing industry in China has entered a new stage of vigorous development.
Therefore, it is needed to look back and sort out its basic principles and development law.
The application practice of financial leasing should be the starting point so as to summarize
and refine the theoretical basis and modeling framework to guide practice. Following the
routine of practice – theory – practice, this thesis aims to systematically and deeply explore
the features, pattern and principles of financial leasing. It also discusses the role of financial
leasing in supporting the infrastructure construction by putting it in the urbanization
background of China. By combing the successful practice of GBU Mode, this thesis will
provide backing for the financial leasing in supporting infrastructure construction, build a
financial mode for China’s transition economies, provide a basis for the real economy, sort
out ideas and establish framework. This will be a reference to the future development trend
and direction of the financial leasing industry.
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Chapter II Asset class and financial characteristic of urban
infrastructure
Urbanization is an inevitable outcome during the development of social productivity. With
the rise and development of the British Industrial Revolution in the mid-18th century, the
process of urbanization is accelerating. The new edition of American World City says,
“Urbanization is a process including two aspects of changes: one is that people move from
rural area to cities and engage in non-farm work there; the other is that rural lifestyle
transforms to urban lifestyle like values, attitudes and behaviors.” The first part highlights
the population density and economic functions, while the second part emphasizes the social,
psychological and behavioral factors. In fact, these two parts are interactive. The definition
of urbanization in the National Standard City planning Terms of People’s Republic of China
is that: Urbanization is a historical process in which people’s production and lifestyle
transforming from rural type to urban type, which mainly reflects in the process of rural
population changing into urban population and the city keeps developing and improving.
Therefore, urbanization is a process which changes people’s mode of production, lifestyle
and behavior with the development of productivity. It is not only a simple transformation of
the rural and urban population structure, but a transformation of industry structure and its
spatial distribution structure. In this process, traditional mode of production, lifestyle and
behavior changes into the modern mode of production, lifestyle and behavior.
2.1

Basic concept of infrastructure in urbanization process

As the basis of a city’s development, infrastructure has the features of foundation and
monopoly as well as public product and spillover effects. Therefore, governments, especially
those in developing countries, play an important role in infrastructure construction.
According to economic property, infrastructure can be divided into operating projects,
prospective operating projects and non-operating projects, thus promoting the diversified
development of infrastructure investment.
Table 1: Industry category of infrastructure in urbanization

Industry

Services
Water making

Water supply
Pipe network
Drainage

Sewage treatment
18

Pipe network
Preparation of gas, heat production
Gas and heating
Pipe network
Power plant
Electricity supply and transmission
Pipe network
Road traffic

Roads, bridges, rail transportation, port and airport
Urban green space

Green
Park
Environmental sanitation

Waste collection and removal
Waste treatment

City - Three prevention

Air defense, flood fighting, earthquake proof

Post and telecommunication

Postal services, telecommunication

Culture, education, health and

Library, radio and television, schools, health care, sports
and other

Urban public infrastructure is a complex integrated system combining Six Systems, which is
pulling one hair and the whole body is affected. It has obvious engineering technical features
as well as the economic and financial attributes in operation and cash flow. These are shown
in Figure 1:
• During development, construction and

• In consumption, it is

operation, it is treated as an organic
whole to arrange.

• Maintaining a reasonable proportion
of internal subsystems

• Planning ahead

noncompetitive in an limited
way and partly exclusive

Characteristics of
infrastructure
construction

• External effects are obvious
Property of
economy and
finance

Property of mixed
goods

• One-time large-scale investment is
Property of
engineering
technology

Holistic

needed.
Property of
natural monopoly

• A large number of frozen capital
forms the market entry barriers
objectively.

• Economy of scale; marginal cost is
• Choosing construction site

Regional

diminishing.

Long-term

• Big investment and long construction period. Urban

in specific urban areas

• Benefit area of service has

development space should be considered in the city
planning and should be left room for.

obvious limited boundaries

• In the construction of integrated functions of cities,
infrastructure should be given priority.

Figure 3: Comprehensive system of urban infrastructure
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Apart from this, infrastructure construction has a strong social attribute, which is reflected in
two aspects – public welfare (service for the public) and operation (gaining economic benefit
through operation. It is competitive). Besides, its long-term benefit is more important than
the short-term one. During the urbanization process, the infrastructure construction is
developing along the track of envelop. With the advance of urbanization process, social
production and living standards will be improved, which will propose new requirements to
infrastructure service and promote the construction of new infrastructure. Therefore, original
lower infrastructure will gradually develop towards advanced infrastructure, while advance
infrastructure will move to more advanced level.

2.2 The significance of infrastructure in urbanization process
The Chinese government sees it as one of the main targets of economic and social
development to steadily and orderly promote urbanization. The speed of China’s
urbanization is the fastest in the world. Besides, China is also the first country which
depends not on immigrant, but on its own to realize urbanization, which makes it unique.
Therefore, urbanization plays an important role in China’s economic development.
Infrastructure construction is closely related to people’s livelihood and is an important part
to urbanization. But in urbanization process, China, as a transitional economy, has many
shortcomings like insufficient total amount of infrastructure construction, low standards and
extensive operation and management. The urbanization rate in China keeps growing, with
annual added resident population being more than 200 million. With the expanding of urban
population, pressure on infrastructure like roads, water supply and public transportation is
also increasing. Inadequate infrastructure level may hinder the city development and the
orderly operation of society. Opinions of the State Council on Strengthening Urban
Infrastructure Construction specifies that, old infrastructure should be transformed, while
that which is closely related to people’s livelihood should be given priority to, such as water
supply, gas supply, heat supply, electricity, telecommunication, public transportation,
logistics and disaster prevention. In addition, Opinions also set clear requirements and
planning for the infrastructure construction in the future several years. For example, by 2015,
36 major cities realize the collection and disposal of all the wastewater and the harmless
treatment of all the domestic waster; important flood prevention cities reach the national
standards; taking 10 years to build and improve urban drainage and flood control system.
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Table 2: The composition table of infrastructure

Water resources development, utilization and management system;
Urban water
supply and
drainage system

stormwater drainage system; water production and supply system;
sewage disposal and treatment system.
Electricity production and delivery system; artificial gas production
and gas, natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas supply system; heat

Urban energy
system

production of central heating and heat delivery
system.

Urban transportation
system

Roads and parking facility system; public transportation system;
rapid transit system; external communication system.

Urban communication
system

Post and telecommunication facility system; telecommunication
facility system.

Urban environmental
system

Sanitation system; environmental protection system; landscaping
system

Urban disaster
prevention system

Fire protection system; flood control system; earthquake proof and
land subsidence prevention system.

2.3 Financial situation and potential contradiction in infrastructure construction
2.3.1

Financial characteristic of infrastructure construction

The initial investment of urban infrastructure is very high and accumulative. Besides, due to
high management cost and the benefit spillover effect, the cost of some projects accumulate
and thus resulting in low returns and slow capital return. Therefore, most private capital is
unwilling to enter the infrastructure construction of pure public goods. However, financial
leasing serves as a bridge which connects infrastructure construction and private capital. In
terms of the financial situation of infrastructure construction, the investment and financing
system undergoes three main stages. 1) The first stage: before 1970s, the only source of
funds was the free investment of the State budget. At that time, bank played little role. But
this mode resulted in the fund shortage of government. 2) The second stage: after 1980s,
thanks to the development of monetary credit system and capital market as well as the
establishment of banking system, especially that of central bank, bank loans poured into
infrastructure construction. In this stage, there are two functions of the fiscal financing: one
is injecting capital to companies engaged in public infrastructure construction by state budget
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or prospective state budget; the other is borrowing from the public by taking advantage of
national debt funds and national credit. This function is the extension of financial financing.
3) In the mid-1990s, with the standardized development of credit financing method, policybased finance and commercial finance are separating with each other, with national
development bank mainly providing long-term credit financing. Due to the advance of
capital market and the bud and growth of securities financing, the financing of urban
infrastructure construction has closer relationship with securities market, thus gradually
forming a pattern of credit financing being the main method while fiscal financing and
securities financing being the auxiliary way. After this, securities financing plays a more and
more important role in urban infrastructure construction, with the state issuing several
policies to encourage this.
Table 3: Distinction of urban infrastructure project types

Project properties

1)

Municipal and public infrastructure examples

Operating items

Such as toll highways, toll bridges, running water and gas

Prospective operating items

Such as subway, light rail and bus

Non-operating items

Such as open urban roads and urban greening

Investment property

In terms of investment property, infrastructure construction projects in urbanization are
both general and unique. Saying they are general as they are similar with other competitive
projects in investment and operation: first, according to the overall strategic plan of
urbanization, related departments proposes feasible plans for municipal infrastructure
projects. In addition, the government, in accordance with its financial situation, arranges
these projects in order of their priority. After this, it completes relevant formalities in line
with the projects’ approval authority and then selects the responsible party and main
projects. At last, it will construct, supervise and manage the projects to ensure that they can
be built on time so as to effectively promote the urbanization.
On the other hand, the characteristics of big investment, long construction period, strong
property of natural monopoly and more social benefits than economic benefits determines
that infrastructure construction is unique. The adjustment of market mechanism to the
infrastructure is unsatisfied. Therefore, governments in different countries carry out
appropriate macro-control to urban infrastructure industry and make sure its successful
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development by supervision and control. In developing countries, governments lead the
way and guide the investment and operation of infrastructure construction. They also
strengthen the regulations on municipal infrastructure construction (price regulation in
particular) so as to establish a supporting infrastructure platform for urban economic and
social development.

2)

Financing property

As the property of operation of urban infrastructure construction becomes strengthened, the
financing method transforms into market financing. The most important responsibility of
the investment entities is to choose appropriate financing method in accordance with the
development stage of national economy and the maturity of market. In terms of investment
entities, the forms of financing can be divided into direct financing and indirect financing.
As different countries have different economic development courses and financing
properties of urban infrastructure construction, their financing methods, from the
perspective of macro-control, can be divided into five categories: fiscal financing, credit
financing, securities financing, equity financing and trust financing.
Table 4: Traditional financing methods

Financing
method

Definition

Fiscal
financing

Capital construction investment of expenditure budget used directly in urban
infrastructure
projects and construction funds which have financial capital as the guarantee or
promise debt service. It includes budgetary funds and bond funds.

Credit
financing

Borrowing money from banks through the way of government credit loan. National
development banks are the main loan banks of credit financing of urban
infrastructure projects.

Securities
financing

Construction funds of urban infrastructure projects from issuing shares or bonds.

Equity
financing

Construction funds of urban infrastructure projects that are raised though the
reform of share system of urban infrastructure companies and through
attracting new investors, or selling equity.

Trust
financing

Construction funds of urban infrastructure projects that are raised through
designing relevant trust products.
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2.3.2
1)

Potential contradiction

Infrastructure construction is severely insufficient

Considering the future demand structure of infrastructure investment, current public
facilities are seriously insufficient. Relevant investment will increase with the development
of urbanization. Railway construction in China is still lagging behind, which has a big
potential. Besides, investment in public facilities keeps growing, such as sewage disposal,
the laying of gas pipeline, urban greening and waste disposal.

2)

The shortage of funds

Driven by accelerated urbanization and the big city framework, small cities and towns start
to carry out their infrastructure construction and new city construction plan. In the
beginning of 2014, Wang Baoan, deputy minister of Ministry of Finance, said that
urbanization rate would reach 60% in 2020 with the relevant investment being 42 trillion
yuan. The development of urbanization sets high requirements on large-scale infrastructure
construction, but traditional resource of funds and financing structure can hardly satisfy this
construction. Central China, which is still in the early and middle stage of industrialization,
has a big problem as the limited governmental financial resource cannot meet the huge
needs of infrastructure investment. Han Jun, deputy director of Development Research
Center of the China State Council, said, new-type urbanization must resolve the problem of
fund sources. For many years, urbanization construction funds mainly come from debt and
land transfer revenue. But this source is not sustainable, and may bring huge pressure to
local governments. Where the money comes from is the basic problem in urbanization
process. As the market access is loosening, the market is becoming more and more
important in allocation of resources, which may break the limits of private investment.
Social capital, as a new driver of urbanization, supports urbanization construction in a wider
and deeper level.

3)

Lack of financing channels

The financing channel of infrastructure by local government is simple, which mainly comes
from commercial bank loans. The state strictly controls the company’s lending business of
local government’s financing platform, which is harmful to expanding financing channels of
infrastructure construction. Municipal infrastructure projects require huge investment and
have high risk and long construction period. However, organizational system of finance is
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centered by commercial finance and thus pursuing for profitability, safety and liquidity.
Therefore, financial organizations may not have much interest in infrastructure projects,
which is another problem in fund raising of urbanization.
At present, shantytown reconstruction, affordable housing establishing and urbanization
construction in most regions basically follow the mode of Government platform + Land
finance. Governments raise funds through loans in regional financing platform and balance
profit by land sale. Therefore, because of heavier debt burden, local governments lack
management and control of the project development and quality and also lack systematic
planning and implementation.
In the 5th China Economy Outlook Forum, Zhang Yun, president of the Agricultural Bank of
China, proposed that compared with the previous urbanization, China’s new urbanization
has a great different financing structure. Hardware construction like infrastructure needs a
large amount of money. Apart from this, the financing needs of public services and social
security also increase greatly. Such change requires innovative financing methods. Multilevel financial market instruments should be fully leveraged to provide sustainable funds for
urbanization construction. An investment system of urbanization construction with various
forms and channels and is diversified is an inevitable choice. However, due to the shortage
of funds, the advantages of financial leasing become outstanding. It is a new idea in
infrastructure construction financing to attract social capital through financial leasing and
invest in operational infrastructure construction with permanent engineering equipment
investment as the main body, such as the city gas, heat and the pipe network equipment of
water supply and drainage.

4)

There are lots of subside assets
The state clearly requires that financial industry should make full use of incremental and
invigorated the stock. It also proposes that asset securitization should appropriately consider
loans of major national infrastructure construction, agriculture-related loans, SME loans and
local government financing platforms of clean-up compliance. Therefore, in the future,
innovative financial instruments like asset securitization and credit assets that revitalize the
commercial banks will increase the liquidity and the value of cash flow of relevant assets in
infrastructure construction and will invest funds in new areas of urbanization construction.
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Chapter III Design and defects of traditional mode of urban
infrastructure
The World Bank (1994, 1998) analyzed the infrastructure financing situations of developing
countries, and said their financing systems should be based on market. The main sources
of funds in original system are tax and government borrowing. But new financing channels
include establishing infrastructure development bank and new infrastructure fund. “The longterm target should be expanding domestic capital market to provide efficient and reliable
funds for infrastructure.” The conclusion is: under the circumstances of improved
administrative capacity and mature domestic capital market, infrastructure investment and
financing transform from project financing to financing of professional infrastructure
financial institutions and finally to capital market financing.
As for the research and practice of infrastructure financing mode in foreign countries, there
are two representative modes that develop greatly and widely in recent years, which are
Project Financing and PPP (Private Public Partnership). They are also the good meeting
point between public capital and private capital. Project Financing is specialized for project
companies which are built for specific projects. When borrowing money, lenders use the
cash flow and operating income as the source of repayment and treat the company’s assets as
the guarantee (Peter k. Nevitt, Frank Fabozzi, 1997). Specific forms of project financing
include BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) and its innovative mode BT (Build-Transfer), TOT
(Transfer-Operate-Transfer) and ABS (Asset-backed-securitization). These innovative
financing modes make great contributions to accelerating infrastructure construction in
urbanization. Besides, as they have accumulated some mature experience in practice (such as
BOT and BT), they form improved theoretical system and risk control management. At the
same time, the state also enacts a series of laws, regulations and policies to support and
standardize these new financing modes so as to encourage and promote private capital’s
involvement into infrastructure construction.
According to the development experience of China, traditional financing mode can be
summarized as Land finance + loans of financing platforms. But this form cannot be
continued due to the storage of land. Besides, it may cause excessive debt, increase financial
risk and bring several side effect like raising house prices. In 2014, the State Council issued
the National Development and Reform Commission on Deepening Economic Reform in 2014
focused on the Work of the Views of the Nation and clearly required to regulate government
debt financing system. This policy aims to developing new channels and abandoning
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outdated ones – which not only closes the back door of financing platforms, but also opens
the front door of regional government bond financing. It promotes the establishment of local
government debt financing mechanism which based on government bonds and gradually get
rid of the financing functions of financing platform companies. The Ministry of Finance
published Measure for the 2014 Pilot Project for the Autonomous Issuance and Repayment
of Local Government Bonds that requires further reform on government bonds. This marks
that China’s local government bonds develop from deputy issuance and repayment to
autonomous issuance and deputy repayment as the transition. However, it must be
recognized that the scale of local government bonds still cannot satisfy the funding needs of
urbanization construction. There are six years between this year and 2020. Therefore,
supposing the annual investment is about 7 trillion and the minimum standard of the
urbanization construction projects capital is 30%, then the other 70% should be raised by
market financing. Every year local governments invest around 2 trillion yuan to urbanization
construction projects, so the other 5 trillion yuan should come from market financing. “It is
currently unrealistic to fully depend on the government bonds to raise 5 trillion yuan every
year.” 1
It is commonly believed in the industry that, in the short-term period, government bonds
cannot be the Main Force in financing and thus being unable to shoulder the responsibility to
raise several trillions of funds. What’s more, as the land policy cannot be continued and the
financing functions of financing platforms are withdrawn, governments are facing the
problem of how to solve the shortage of funds and expand financing channels during
urbanization.
3.1 BOT Mode
BOT Mode (Build-Operate-Transfer) means that, governments, through contracts, grant
franchising of project construction and operation in a certain period of time to the sponsors
of infrastructure projects. Sponsors should be responsible to the planning and construction of
infrastructure projects in large and medium cities, including financing, construction,
operation and maintenance. These projects are featured by high risk, long duration and huge
investment. Within the concession period, sponsors are solely responsible to the
infrastructure projects and have the rights to charge users with appropriate fees so as to
recover costs of projects (facilities) and gain profits. After the franchising period, the
operating rights will be all handed over to the governments or public institutions. In the
from Economic Information Daily – the interview summary of Wu Xiaodong, the chairman of Hefei construction
Investment and Holding
1Excerpting
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actual operation, BOT has many changes, such as BTO (Build - Transfer - Operate), BOOS
(Build – Own – Operate - Sell), BT (Build - Transfer), OT (Operate - Transfer) and so on.
BOT is widely used in toll roads, sewage disposal and power plants. The typical operation
mode of BOT is as follows.

Other investors

Bonds or shares

Government departments

Investment recovery

Franchising agreement

Investment
Large infrastructure
Product
Service

Private investors

Investment recovery
Franchising

Consumption of
infrastructure
products

Figure 4: Operational structure diagram of BOT Mode

In recent years, some developing countries make use of BOT to construct infrastructure and
gains some results. So this mode attracts the attention from the world and is publicized as a
new investment approach. However, BOT is not a new thing as it has at least 300 years’
history.
In the 17th century, the British trinity house was responsible for offshore affairs, including the
construction and operation of lighthouse. It also had a special right to build lighthouse and
charge ships. However, according to the experts, for 65 years (from 1610 to 1675), the trinity
house built no lighthouse. But at the same time, there emerged at least 10 lighthouses built
by individuals. The investment approach of private lighthouses is quite similar with today’s
BOT mode: individual applies to the governments for the rights to establish and operate
lighthouse. The application must include the signs of several ship owners to show that the
lighthouses to be built are beneficial to them and thus they are willing to pay tolls; then after
being approved by the government, individuals rent land from the government for lighthouse
building and charge ships in the franchising period; after this period, the government will
withdraw the franchising and allow the trinity house to manage lighthouses and charge ships.
By 1820, for all the 46 lighthouses, 34 were built by private individuals. Visibly, the
investment efficiency of BOT Mode is much higher than that of the government.
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As for the government which promotes urbanization construction, the biggest advantage of
BOT is that it can effectively motivate social capital. By transferring franchise, governments
can avoid one-time huge amount of financial investment and pay in installments through
sewage and garbage fees as well as a small amount of budget. This method can release the
financial pressure of the government. As for companies, BOT has low risk and stable
investment recovery due to the guarantee of sewage and garbage fees. Even though the total
cost of projects increase because of the requirements of profit return of private companies,
these companies can effectively motivate this industry by taking advantage of the market
forces.
In spite of its important role in urbanization infrastructure construction, BOT Mode has its
own disadvantages, which can be concluded as follows:
1) Because of the huge investment, contractors, or the sponsors of the infrastructure, take the
most construction task and risk. So the financing cost is very high, which, in return,
requires a high return of investment. In addition, most funds come from bank loans or
corporate bonds, so the high financing costs and return of investment (generally,
companies require 10% of the bank interest rates) bring high pressure to the project yields.
(Liao Jiali, 2006)
2) It is not stable and has a long investment period. Investors control all the projects, so it is
easy to have the problem of lack of funds or delay of the construction. Besides, lacking
the grasp of risk may cause incomplete government supervision.
3) In this process, the government still take some risks, which include: ①due to the limited
information about the market, the government lacks full understanding of the market
potential and price trends, which may cause pricing errors. Besides, blindly promising
high return of investment to investors increases the financial burden of the government.
②A lack of government supervision may cause vicious competition of private companies
or may even result in private monopoly or corruption, which not only harms social justice,
but also makes the government lose the control ability. ③Inappropriate contractors of
projects chosen by the government may sacrifice the construction quality to reap high
profits by using immature technology and equipment. They may pay little attention to the
long-term development of projects, leaving the risk to the government. In addition,
franchise is a problem itself as it may lead to the monopoly of investors.
3.2 BT Mode
BT Mode is a financing mode based on Build-Transfer, so it is also called Repurchase Mode.
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By franchising agreement, governments introduce foreign capital or private capital to
construct infrastructure which belongs only to the government. After the construction, in line
with the agreement, relevant rights of the projects will be repurchased by the government,
that is, companies invest and governments repurchase the projects in installments. There are
six key points in this method: the identification and planning of projects, public bidding,
contractor selection, development, construction and transfer.
Simply put, BT investment is a kind of handing over keys. After the investment and
construction, social investors will hand over the keys to the government and the latter will
repurchase the projects. When repurchasing, the government should consider the reasonable
return of investors. There are many standard BOT projects, but BT project which are similar
to BOT ones are few.
BT financing mode has lots of advantages. For public projects, using BT mode by issuing
guarantees of banks or other financial institutions can make sure the safety of investment
funds. As long as the future earnings can be guaranteed, there will basically be no risk of
funds after signing the financing loan agreement. The high earnings of BT Mode are
reflected in three aspects: first, by BT Mode, investors can find an investment approach for
their surplus capital and gain considerable earnings; second, by taking loans for BT projects,
financial institutions share the earnings of projects and can gain stable financing loan interest;
at last, transferring the successfully-built BT projects to local governments (or governmentaffiliated companies) can bring high economic and social benefits to them and to local
people.
BT Mode can leverage the strengths of large building companies in financing, construction
and management. Huge projects built by BT Mode have centralized engineering quality and
large investment, which can make full use of the advantages of good credit, high credibility,
easy financing ability and the capacity to organize huge projects construction of large
building companies. Besides, in this process, these companies can increase the performance
of BT financing and construction, thus accumulating experience for improving company
quality and laying a foundation for entering international construction market. BT Mode is
able to boost local economy. The characteristics of capital construction projects are large
occupation of funds, long construction period and capital recovery and slow recovery of
bank loan. Besides, the enthusiasm of investors and commercial banks are not high.
However, adopting BT mode to construct the projects which have fixed earnings in the
future can motivate investors and increase their initiative of financing as well as shorten the
construction period of projects, which will lead to the successful construction and transfer of
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projects. This will help to gain benefits quickly, thus solving local employment problem and
promote the development of local economy.
In China, using BT Mode to construct public projects is just beginning. This new financing,
construction and transfer mode is still in the process of wading across the river by feeling
the stones, accumulating experience and keeping improving. In the real practice, there may
be some risks and disadvantages. But currently, projects which take BT mode are working
well, thus solving the problem of lacking funds and promoting the sustainable development
of local economic.
In market economy, BT Mode is a new investment mode developing from BOT Mode. As
for the projects adopting BT Mode, their ownership belongs to the government or
government-affiliated companies; Governments transfer the franchise of financing and
construction to investors; Investors are the legally registered state-owned building
companies or private companies; Banks or other financial institutions, in line with the future
earnings of projects, provide financing loans; Governments (or project preparatory offices)
will consider the social and economic development needs and complete the preparatory
work like initiating a project, writing project proposal, carrying out feasibility study, making
planning and submitting for approval. They will also entrust their subsidiary companies or
consulting agency for public bidding and sign BT investment contracts (or investment
agreement) with the winning bidders (investors); Winning bidders (investors) build BT
project companies which exercise owner’s function, be responsible for the investment,
financing and construction management as well as shoulder the construction risk. After the
projects being completed, in line with the BT contracts (or agreement), investors will
transfer the projects to the government (or government-affiliated companies). Governments
(or government-affiliated companies) pay the fees of financing and construction to investors
in installment according to the agreed total price (or the evaluated total price after the
completion of projects). In the whole process, governments and management departments
exercise the supervision and guidance functions so as to make sure the successful financing,
construction and transfer of BT projects.
The construction costs of BT projects are huge. There are lots of steps in this process:
determining projects, preparing projects, inviting public bidding, negotiating, signing
relevant BT contracts and transferring projects. Besides, government permit, approval and
foreign exchange guarantee are also included. So this process is uneasy to implement due to
its wide range, high complexity, difficult operation and many obstacles. What’s more,
financing costs increase because of so many steps.
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In BT Mode, it is difficult to take financing supervision and regulation as the BT projects
are subcontracted. As the only one which contacts directly with the general contractors, the
government advices the project companies to take implementation. Therefore, this may
refine the projects and make the subcontracting problem more serious.
The quality of BT projects cannot be guaranteed. Governments encourage and coordinate
investors to build the Three-level quality guaranteeing system to apply for government
supervision, improve management system and make sure safe production. However, to
increase interests, investors are not strict in construction standards, contents and process.
Therefore, the construction quality cannot be guaranteed.
In BT Mode, governments gain social capital financing through franchising agreement and
give reasonable commercial profits to social capital. So these are the costs of governments.
Repurchasing leases the short-term financing pressure of governments; bidding through
repurchasing decreases the investment costs of infrastructure; the means of payment of
governments are flexible. Apart from cash payment, tax incentives and land use rights
transfer can also be used. Besides, the introduction of social funds increases government
revenue and creates jobs, thus increasing economic and social benefits and achieve a multiwin situation. Risks in the BT financing mode include: the loss of efficiency and risks result
from changes of design and total investment, especially when governments are unaware of
these. Governments should invest money in order to strengthen supervision. In addition,
changes in the market may cause many risks. Some uncertainties like delays in completion
affect the cash flow of projects. Governments also need to sign contracts concerning the
minimum fees and agreement for protection and coordination to guarantee the stable level of
fees and corresponding rate of return. Besides, foreign capital may cause foreign exchange
risk.
Apart from improving BT operating mechanism and strengthen the government supervision
to BT projects, it is also important to build corresponding risk mechanism, determine risk
categories and develop countermeasures of risk aversion. In addition, when adopting BT,
governments should also introduce the intermediary services of the independent third party.
At present, famous overseas and domestic consulting and design companies for investment
projects all have strong professional knowledge and skills of BT investment, such as the
China International Engineering Consulting Corporation (CIECC). Securities companies or
well-known investment consulting firms can be employed in financing and capital operation.
In China, BT is still a new thing with short history and less experience. Therefore, protection
of specific contracts and laws is the most fundamental thing. Besides, government authority
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should be legally determined, such as the rights of investment budget, design planning
determination, quality inspection and financial audit. However, nowadays, there is no
specific law for BT, so the pace of legislation should be accelerated.
3.3 TOT Mode
TOT Mode (Transfer-Operate-Transfer) means that, for ownership and management rights
of completed projects within a certain period of time, government departments transfer them
with compensation to investors. Investors can recover the investment and gain reasonable
benefits by operating the projects in this time. When contract expires, projects will be given
back to government departments. The business model is as follows:
Transfer
Government
departments

Investors
Investment
Investment
recovery
income

Provide
product service

Consumers of product

Figure 5: Operational structure diagram of TOT Mode

Compared with BOT Mode, TOT has a big advantage: projects can be built by governments
firstly and then transfer them to investors, which avoid the risks raised by the lack of
government supervision such as the illegal acts of construction party. So TOT Mode can be
widely used. In addition, there are some other strengths of TOT: it effectively liquidizes
state-owned assets, thus helping government departments gain more cash flow to expand
urbanization construction and increase the utilization of financial resources. It introduces
market operation and advanced management model to the projects, which improves their
service level and increase the degree of internationalization. With strong compatibility, it can
realize free exchange without depending on RMB. Unlike BOT Mode which includes the
transfer of ownership, TOT only involves the transfer of management right. Therefore, this
mode is more flexible, which can not only decrease the risk but can avoid the hidden danger
of losing the control of state-owned assets.
3.4 ABS Mode
ABS Mode means Asset-Backed Security. Based on illiquid assets and guaranteed by the
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foreseeable cash flow of the assets, this financing method raises funds by issuing securities
in the capital market. In this process, AAA or AA SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle) which is
set by government authorized agencies is the main body. As for the characteristics of asset
securitization, Christine A Pavel (1988) believes that this is actually a process in which loans
are restructured as securities and are sold to investors. In recent years, ABS is one of the
most important financial innovations in the world financial sector. There are several
participants: originators, SPV, investors, credit rating agencies, credit enhancers, trustees and
service people. These participants have their own duties, with mutual cooperation and
mutual restraint. The core operational structure is as follows:
Authorization
Central government

SPV
Stock
Returns

Recovery

Consumers of
product project

Capital
investment

Provide product service

Shareholders

Figure 6: Operational structure diagram of ABS Mode

ABS has the following main characteristics:
1) Different from debt financing, ABS mainly adopts the method of issuing securities or
income certificates. ABS only sells the specified financial assets of financiers or treats
these assets as pledge, without taking the total assets as the guarantee.
2) Governments transfer the rights of infrastructure construction and the future usufruct to
SPV. This can solve the problem of lacking funds on the basis of controlling the
ownership, control and decision-making of infrastructure, without worrying about that
important projects may be controlled by foreign tradesmen. So it solves the problem in
BOT. ABS is quite beneficial to the government and investors.
3) Decreasing financing costs. Increasing credit rating through credit enhancement can
guarantee a low bond yield. Besides, financing projects do not need the government
permits and foreign exchange guarantee, which lowers the financing costs. In addition,
small institutions and low intermediate fees like remuneration and price difference in the
financing process lead to the low financing costs.
4) Isolating investment risks. Generally, originators transfer assets to SPV, which is the real
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sale. This isolates the relationship between the risk of originators – the governments and
the risk of projects themselves, which results in bankruptcy isolation. This is to say, if
initiators or originators bankrupt, securitized assets will not be the liquidation property,
which protects the benefits of investors. In addition, there are lots of bond holders which
are mainly the specialized agencies. They, together with the external credit enhancement,
decrease investment risks.
The main shortcomings of ABS are: the operation is complex and difficult. The policy of it
is strong. The implementation process involves lots of parts, including securities, guarantees
and non-bank financial services. So this requires a high efficiency and maturity of financial
system. But the current financial institutions and financial regulatory agencies can hardly
meet this requirement, no matter from the integrity of system or from the operational
efficiency. In terms of risk source, ABS financing method cannot avoid construction risk,
operating risk, currency risk and policy risk (Zhang Man and Tu Meizeng, 2000). In
addition, the ABS financing is complex also because it involves several parts like
accounting, taxation and foreign exchange control. But the current legal environment and
system construction cannot provide guarantee for it. What’s more, there even exist some
conflicts.
3.5 Restructuring and innovation of traditional financing method
TBT is a combination of TOT and BOT, with BOT being the main part and TOT being the
supporting one. The implementation process of TBT is as follows: through bidding,
governments transfer the management right of the projects which are operated for a while to
investors without any compensation; investors build project companies to establish and
operate the projects to be built; when the projects are operating, governments get benefits
that are equivalent to the management right from BOT project companies; according to TOT
and BOT agreement, investors return the management right to governments in succession.
Simply put, governments transfer a built project and a project to be built to investors and get
an income which increase year by year from them (the income from the project to be built).
At last, governments will withdraw all the rights of the project to be built from investors.
TBT Mode has two characteristics:
First, from the perspective of governments, TOT liquidizes fixed assets and gains increment
through inventory. By doing so, the future income can be withdrawn at one time.
Governments can invest part of the funds from TOT to BOT project companies. By doing so,
governments are able to motivate a large amount of private capital with a small number of
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state-owned capitals. As is known to all, BOT financing has a shortcoming, which is the
government has no control power to the projects within a certain period of time. But if
governments become the shareholders of project companies, then such problem can be
solved.
Second, from the perspective of investors, BOT financing method depends largely on the
government behavior. BOT projects both at home and abroad all show that a certain
percentage of government investment is the prerequisite of attracting private capital. In
every stage, governments will coordinate the relationship between the parties, which can
promote the smooth progress of BOT projects. Such behavior can decrease the risk of
investors and increase their confidence to projects, which is beneficial to BOT financing.
TOT makes project companies make money from the beginning of BOT franchising period.
Besides, future stable cash flow makes financing easy for BOT project companies.
3.6 PPP mode
After 1990s, a new financing mode, PPP (Public-Private-Partnership, namely public sector private enterprise - partnership) emerged in the West, particularly in Europe, and played an
important role in public infrastructure, especially larger one-off projects, such as roads,
railways, subways, etc.
The definition of PPP is interpreted in different ways in different market environments. For
example, European Commission defines it as public sectors and private organizations
shoulder risks and responsibilities together according to advantages and disadvantages of
both parties, so as to promote the public projects or other services which were responsible
by public sectors only in the past; relative efficiency promotion organizations define it as
involved by both public sectors and private organizations and relied on advantages of both
parties to provide public services together; and Canadian PPP Commission defines it as
meeting public demands by business cooperation between public sectors and private
organizations based on appropriate sharing of risks, allocation of resources and sharing of
interests. Comprehension of PPP in the thesis is consistent with that of industry both home
and abroad: under PPP mode (Private build - Public leasing - Private operate), government
transfers investment rights to private sector through licensing agreement, and the private
sector is committed to financing and construction.
Currently, there are broad researches on PPP mode for infrastructure. According to the
searching results of papers on PPP published on high-level international journals, many indepth researches on PPP are published in the following journals: Construction Management
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and Economics, International Journal of Project Management, Journal of Construction
Engineering and Management, Journal of Management in Engineering, Habitat
International, Journal of Urban Planning and Development, Automation in Construction,
and so on. Researches on PPP focus on project risk sharing, project financing, case studies,
transaction structure of projects, etc. For instance, for research on risk management of PPP,
Li, Edwards, and Hardcastle (2005) believe that PPP project risk can be divided into three
categories, namely macro, medium and micro; Hastak and Shaked (2000) categorize total 73
risk factors of international engineering projects to nation, market and project three levels by
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). In addition to quantitative analysis, there are many
qualitative analysis of risk assessment. With questionnaire, Akintoye and Macleod (1997),
Lyons and Skitmore (2004), Fayek, Young and Duffield (1998) proposed risk assessment
methods based on qualitative analysis of risks such as experiences, judgment and subjective
assessment of experts. There is also Monte Carlo method for PPP risk assessment, including
risk assessment of highways with fee by Songer, Diekmann and Pecsko (1997), NPV at risk
– risk assessment for investment in infrastructure by Ye and Tiong (2003), and so on. There
are abandon researches on PPP mode, which will not be explained in details due to limitation
of the length of the thesis.
PPP is a form of mutual cooperation between government, for-profit companies and nonprofit companies based on a certain project, through which, the parties can achieve more
favorable outcomes than acting alone. When all parties are involved in a project, government
doesn’t transfer all responsibilities to private companies, and supports the project to help
achieve all parties’ interests while sharing responsibilities and financing risks.
PPP mode is an optimization of project financing and implementation with win-win or
multi-win as the basic concept of partnership and typical structure that: government
departments or local governments sign a concession contract with special purpose company
set by bidding organization by means of government procurement (SPC generally is a
limited liability company consisting of bidding construction company, service management
company or third-party investor), and the SPC is responsible for financing, construction and
operation. Governments usually reached a direct agreement with financial institution not to
guarantee the project, but to promise lending institution to pay related costs under the
contract agreement. This agreement delivers SPC a smooth access to loans from financial
institution. The essence of this financing mode is: governments speed up infrastructure
construction and effective operation by giving private companies long-term franchise and
earnings rights. Connotation of PPP mode mainly includes the following four aspects:
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First, PPP is a new project financing mode. It is project-centered & serves as a way to realize
project financing, arranging financing based on expected benefits of the project, assets and
government support efforts rather than project investor or sponsor. Project direct returns and
transformed benefits through government support are source of funds to pay the loan. Project
company’s assets and governments’ limited commitment serves as security guarantee for the
loan.
Second, PPP financing mode can make more private capitals to involve in the project for
higher efficiency and lower risk, which is encouraged by current project financing modes.
The government public sectors and private companies build whole-course partnership based
on concession agreement and jointly share responsibilities during the entire cycle of
operation. PPP financing mode operating rules enable private companies to participate in
confirmation, design and feasibility study and other preparatory efforts of urban rail transit
project, which not only reduces their investment risk, but introduces their management
methods and techniques into the project, while harnessing project construction and operation
effectively to reduce investment risk and better protect interests of the country and private
companies. This is of great significance for shortening project cycle and reducing operating
costs and even debt ratio.
Third, PPP mode can guarantee profitable private capitals to a certain extent. Investment
objective of private sectors is to seek the project which enables them to pay loans and make
profits, so unprofitable infrastructure projects can’t attract private capitals. However, under
PPP mode, the government can give private investors appropriate policy support as
compensation, such as tax incentives and loan guarantees, and give private companies
priority to develop lands along railways. These policies could stimulate private capitals to
invest urban rail transit projects.
Fourth, PPP mode can improve urban rail transportation service quality while reducing
burden and risk of government investment at initial stage. Under PPP mode, public sectors
and private companies jointly participate in construction and operation of urban rail transit
and the latter is in charge of project financing. This might more project capitals, thereby
reducing debt ratio, which will not only save government investment, but also transfer part
of the risk to private companies, so as to reduce governments’ risk. Both parties can achieve
mutually beneficial long-term goal and better serve the community and the public.
Organization forms of PPP mode are very complex and may include private profit-making
companies, private non-profit organizations as well as public non-profit organizations such
as government. This will inevitably cause different levels and types of interests and liability
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divergence between the parties concerned. Until the government and private company build
partnership can the divergence be blurred and the goal of the project be achieved under the
premise of seeking common ground.
Institutional level of PPP mode is like a pyramid, where government stays on the top and
lead private companies to involve in infrastructure project. Government has a comprehensive
policy framework, objective and implementation strategy for the project, and guide and
constrain all parties. In the middle of the pyramid is government agency responsible for
interpretation and application of government policy guidelines to form specific project
objectives. At the bottom of the pyramid is private participant who signs a long-term
agreement or contract with government agency, to coordinate their objectives and those of
government agency, and try to help all parties reach their expected objectives. One of the
most notable characteristics of this mode is the coordination between the government and
investors and operators and their roles in the project.
PPP mode is a full concept of project financing, but does not completely change the project
financing, and propose a new model for organization structuring during project lifecycle. It
is a partnership between government, for-profit and non-profit companies with win-win or
multi-win as principle, by which all parties can achieve more favorable outcomes than
acting alone (its operation idea as below). Although all parties did not reach best interests,
but the total return, social benefit, is the largest, which is obviously more in line with the
purpose of public infrastructure.
PPP model has many successful demonstration examples in urban construction in China.
Beijing Metro Line 4 adopted PPP mode for the first time in the country, and divided all
investment construction tasks into A and B at a ratio of 7/3. Part A includes the construction
of cave, stations and other civil engineering under the charge of government; Part B consists
of investment, operation and maintenance of vehicles, signals and other equipment assets,
attracting investment from PPP project companies set up by social investment. Government
department signed a franchise agreement with PPP company, and assessed participating
companies according to the quality, efficiency and other indicators of the service provided
by PPP company. In growth stage, government leased investment assets to PPP company for
free or at a nominal price to guarantee normal investment returns; in maturity stage, in order
to recover part of government investment, while avoiding PPP company gains excess profits,
rent (for simplicity, a fixed rent is adopted in the implementation process) was adjusted to
allow government investment company to involve in revenue distribution; at the end of the
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concession period, PPP company transferred all assets of the project to the government or
renewed business agreement.
MTRCL obtained operation and development rights of Shenzhen Metro Line 4. Under the
agreement signed by Shenzhen Municipal Government and MTRCL, MTRCL set up a
project company in Shenzhen to invest in second-stage construction of Line 4 in BOT
manner with overall length of 16km, and a total investment of about 60 billion. Meanwhile,
Shenzhen Municipal Government has leased first-stage project of Line 4 which began
operation in 2004 to Shenzhen MTRCL before operation of second-stage project in 2007.
From second-stage operation day onward, Line 4 will be operated by MTRCL’s project
company which owns the franchise for 30 years. In addition, MTRCL also receives
development rights of 2.9 million ㎡ lands along Line 4. Throughout the construction and
operation period, the project company is absolutely controlled by MTRCL, and is
independent and self-financing. All assets shall be transferred to Shenzhen Municipal
Government upon termination of operation.
Peter and Nevitt (1995), and Nisangul (2002) roughly divide PPP mode risks into technical
risks, financial risks and political risks, and alternatively construction and development stage
risks and pre-production and production stage risks according to chronological order of
project development. PPP model can be summarized in the following figure:

Figure 7: Financing structure under PPP mode
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Several financing modes are compared on features and application as below:
Table 5: Advantages & disadvantages of several financing modes

Financing
mode

Investor

Operator

Characteristic

Application range
Not involve construction of
larger infrastructure of
people’s livelihood, such as
power plant, transportation,
etc.

BOT

Private
investor

Private
investor

Small investment
recovery risk, high
returns

TOT

Govern
ment

Private
investor

Revitalizing assets

Key infrastructure

ABS

Shareho
lder

Trust
company
SPV

Stable cash flow
can be securitized

Larger trunk railway

Private
investor

Short payback
period,
separate
construction &
operation

One-off project, widely
applicable

PPP

Private
investor
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Chapter IV Principles and deal structure of financial leasing
Problems with the traditional pattern of infrastructure development become noticeable during
urbanization: massive investment in fixed assets, serious depreciation and ineffective usage
of fixed assets, all of which constrain development of the real economy. Therefore, both
scholars and professionals in the field are trying to unshackle the real economy from those
constraints through a financial structure which provides the needed capital and eases the
burden of inefficient fixed assets, with impact on real economy specifically in liquidizing a
huge amount of stock fixed assets. Financial leasing, as a bridge between finance and the real
economy, is attracting increasing interest against that backdrop. Its advantage lies in the fact
that it can serve as a link between industry, trade and finance, and thus directs the orderly
flow of factors of production and ensures the direct flow of capital into the real economy,
improving the effective use of capital for urbanization. According to World Leasing Yearbook,
leasing is growing by 30% annually worldwide, becoming the second most important
method of financing, only after bank loans. This chapter first of all introduces the principles
and characteristics of financial leasing, and then goes on to investigate into the advantages of
financial leasing in infrastructure development during urbanization and the means of
exploiting financial leasing.
4.1 Basic definitions
Finance relies on the real economy and in turn serves the real economy through providing
circulation of capital. Therefore, the value of finance should reflect the actual value of the
real economy. The reason why financial leasing business is able to develop and prosper is
that it addresses capital shortage in the real economy through financing. Financial leasing
refers to the practice whereby the lessor purchases the asset chosen by the lessee from the
chosen supplier and then leases the asset to the lessee. Specifically, the lessor purchases the
asset based on the requirements of the lessee on the supplier and asset and then leases the
asset. In return, the lessee pays a series of rentals for the use of that asset. Neither party has
the right to terminate the agreement during the lease term. In this way, the lessor retains the
ownership and the right of disposition and charges rentals while the lessee has partial or
complete control over and use of the asset, providing them the benefits of ownership. So
financial leasing is in fact transfer of the benefits and risks of ownership. Ultimately,
ownership can be transferred or retained. According to Accounting Standards for Enterprises
No. 21 - Leases, leases that pass at least one of the following tests should be identified as
financial leasing.
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1)

Ownership of the asset is transferred to the lessee at the end of the lease term;

2)

The lease contains a bargain purchase option to buy the asset at less than fair market
value therefore it can be reasonably assumed from the commencement of the lease that
the lessee will take that option;

3)

The lease term is for the major part of the economic life of the asset even if title is not
transferred;

4)

At the inception of the lease the present value of the minimum lease payments amounts
to at least substantially all of the fair value of the leased asset.

5)

The leased assets are of a specialized nature such that only the lessee can use them
without major modifications being made.

Differences between financial leasing and operating leasing are summarized below:
Table 6: Financial leasing versus operating leasing

Financial Leasing

Operating Leasing

Calculation of
Rentals

Amortization of financing
costs

Duration of use of leased assets

Risks & Liabilities

Separation of right in rem
and creditor’s rights

Separation of right in rem and
creditor’s rights

Purpose of Leasing

Acquisition of the leased
assets by the lessee

Short-term use of the leased assets by
the lessee

Choice of Leased
Assets

At the choice of the lessee
(customer)

The lessee chooses to use leased assets
purchased by
the lessor

Inventory

None

Yes

Term of Lease
Contract

Medium-to-long term (over 1
year)

Mostly short-term use

Management of
Leased Assets

Lessee (customer)

Lessor

Insurance

The lessee insures the leased
assets against risks specified
in the
agreement

The lessor insures the leased assets
against risks specified in the
agreement; the lessee exploits such
coverage as he sees fit

Beneficiary

Lessor

Lessor
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Termination of
Contract Before
Expiry Date

Impossible

Possible

Expiration of the
Contract

The lessee acquires the
option to buy the asset

The lessee returns the equipment to the
lessor

Hire Purchase Price

Generally bargain price

Fair value

4.2
1)

Basic characteristics of financial leasing
Liquidize existing assets

To liquidize existing assets is at the core of financial leasing. Development of urban
infrastructure entails massive investment. However, assets with poor liquidity, including
national pipeline network, roads and roadbeds cannot be used as collaterals for bank loans;
only the right to charge tolls or fees can be mortgaged. Financial leasing, therefore, presents
itself as an ideal solution: assets will be liquidized in the form of leaseback; therefore,
businesses can get the capital they need as fixed assets are converted into cash. That helps
to execute cash-flow matching and optimize the liability structure. Moreover, financial
leasing features flexible rental payments and can contribute significantly to government
investment in fixed assets through asset restructuring or even professional investment
banking services. These are beyond other financing methods including bank loans.
2)

Paying rentals by installment

The government, as the lessee, can choose to pay rentals by installments as long as it has
ownership of the infrastructure project concerned based on the separation of ownership and
right of use. Thus, liquidity and effective use of assets are ensured.
3)

A combination of financing and asset financing

A typical characteristic of financial leasing is that financing is obtained through assets. That
guarantees risk controllability. Financial leasing is in demand though it does not promise
extravagant profit as it plays an essential role in financing and asset financing and linking
the virtual economy with the real economy. Moreover, it is based on the real economy;
therefore demands will not be subject to political influence or economic cycles (especially
in the case of financial leasing for urban infrastructure).
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4)

Unique pattern of capital flow

Capital flows through four stages in financial leasing: acquisition, leasing, use and payment
of rentals. The value of the equipment in question remains consistent from acquisition to
leasing; appreciation occurs when the equipment is in use as is shown in the chart below:

Equipment
purchase

Equipment
leasing

Equipment in
use

Payment of
rentals
Government

Figure 8: Cash flow mode of financial leasing

4.3 Theoretic research on financial leasing — theory of four pillars
China is a forerunner of financial leasing, but because of the time lag in developing theories
and applicable laws, theories prove inadequate to guide practices, resulting in operational
errors and misunderstanding, which in turn leads to irrelevant or improper policies and
regulations. Therefore, future development of financial leasing might be negatively affected.
Amembal’s four pillar theory is a research on financial leasing generally accepted by both
academic community and industry in China. It directs the academia’s attention to policies,
laws and regulation. According to Amembal, understanding of four pillars behind financial
leasing, namely the legal, direct tax, financial accounting and the regulatory will be ever
more important with development of this business. None of these distinct pillars is
disposable; and subtle inconsistencies between them such as differences between laws, direct
taxes and administrative regulations may have significant positive or negative implications
for development and market penetration of financial leasing.
Amembal thinks that financial leasing derives its vitality from the fact that leasers as owners
of leased equipment enjoy more complete rights than creditors who only have indirect rights.
The superiority of such rights depends on factors including the legal provisions and
environment of a nation, the terms of the leasing contract and market culture. Development
of financial leasing, a new way of financing, relies on development of supporting policies
and laws, including a legal system for financial leasing, improvement of financial leasing
contracts and regulations on tax and accounting.
Subjects of taxation for direct taxes, the second largest pillar, also affects development of
financial leasing. Tax incentives are a source of motive power for modern leasing business.
A key point of tax policies is who is entitled to deduct depreciation, the lessee or the lessor.
That is especially important for emerging leasing markets because if the lessor has the right
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to deduct depreciation, the lessee will pay less in rentals, thus enjoying tax incentives earlier
than if they purchase the asset directly. In that case there will be more incentives for
development of leasing business.
There are two schools of thought concerning accounting for financial leasing: school of form
and school of substance. The former holds that the same accounting method should be
applied to financial leasing and operational leasing alike as this method will be more
beneficial in terms of taxes payable. The latter, however thinks that capitalized lease method
should be applied to financial leasing, as this method will prove more beneficial to both the
lessor and the lessees and boost leasing business as a result. The school of substance is
preferred by the academia in general.
Well-defined regulations are indispensable for development of financial leasing. Financial
leasing business is developing with few restrictions in countries including Australia, Britain
and Germany where it is well-established; however, access restriction and regulations are
indispensable in emerging countries where financial leasing is fledgling as they will ensure
the sound development of financial leasing and resolve risks, ultimately safeguarding the
stability and order of the financial system. Amembal proposes that off-site supervision
should be adopted to ensure the right balance of tightness and relaxedness in regulations:
tightness in the sense that strict capital requirements are in place to guard against risks and
boost customer confidence; relaxedness in the sense that enterprises can have a free
environment to innovate. An example is that leasing companies should be subject to
regulations on their balance sheet, long-term usage and disclosure of information on
individual customers. These regulations, on the other hand, should not be too strict,
especially for leasing companies which are not authorized to take deposits from individuals.
The principle for formulating regulations is to provide guiding rules without hindering the
development of financial leasing business.
4.4 Legal attributes of financial leasing
Financial leasing is in essence division and share of rights. It is called the jewel in the crown
of Property Law to highlight its importance. Of four rights stipulated in the Property Law,
right of use, right of possession and right to charge will be transferred through financial
leasing and right of ownership of assets leased back will be retained, guaranteeing the proper
division of rights. Thus financial leasing is distinct from other financing methods including
trust funds and mortgage loans. That distinctness determines the characteristics of risks
involved and cash flow generated.
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Foresightedness in formulating laws and regulations governing financial leasing is
important in ensuring that these laws and regulations will be conducive to sustainable
development of financial leasing and business innovation. Moreover, such foresightedness
will help to weaken the financial elements of financial leasing and improve the services
provided; moreover it will ensure proper regulations of details including the lessee’s right to
choose the leased asset, parties of the transaction, term of lease, payment of rentals, and
bargain purchase option or unrequited transfer after the expiration of the contract.
A definition of financial leasing for the purpose of regulation is important. Under the
framework of four-pillar theory, financial leasing may be defined differently by legal,
financial, tax or regulatory authorities for their respective area of oversight. Therefore there
might be a scenario where one single transaction is identified as financial leasing by some
authorities and operating leasing or conventional leasing by others for dispute settlement
and litigation, accounting, taxation and supervision. Judgment of the nature of transaction in
question determines the rights and obligations, balance sheet, profits and risks of parties
involved. According to the current laws and regulations in China, the lessor in a finance
lease is exempted from liabilities in the case of quality issues with the leased equipment;
that, however, does not apply to operating leasing. The lessee is required to record the
leased equipment as his fixed asset and depreciation in financial leasing; leased equipment
is recorded as the lessor’s fixed asset in operating leasing. The tax base of a finance lease
transaction is the rental income after deduction of costs; that of an operational lease
however is the gross rental income. Financial leasing is defined as a financial business for
regulatory purposes; therefore companies are required to get financial licenses for their
financial leasing business and subject to restrictions including debt to assets ratio.
Companies which only engage in operating leasing, however, do not need financial licenses.
Therefore, companies must take into consideration of each authority’s definition of and
regulations on financial leasing and operating leasing when they are designing schemes for
financial leasing.
1)

Provisions of Contract Law

China set up a dedicated chapter for financial leasing in its contract law in 1999 using
Unidroit Convention on International Financial Leasing as a reference. That chapter gives a
brief description of basic characteristics of financial leasing from a legal perspective and
stipulates the rights, obligations and liability for breach of the contract of parties involved.
Article 237 of Contract Law stipulates that A contract for financial lease’ is a contract
whereby the lessor, in accordance with the seller and the leased object chosen by the lessee,
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purchases the leased object from the seller and provides it for use by the lessee, and the
lessee pays the rent therefore. This definition reveals takes a formalism approach whereby
definition of financial leasing is based on the form, rather than the commercial nature: the
fact that ownership of the leased equipment does not change is about the form, i.e., legal
ownership; transfer of rights of possession and use and benefits of ownership to the lessee is
about the substance, i.e., economic ownership. Ensuing articles of Contract Law, however,
confirms the commercial nature of financial leasing.
According to China’s Contract Law, leasing is subcategorized as leasing and financial
leasing. Financial leasing companies would further divide their business as financial leasing
and operating leasing. But the former is a subcategory of leasing from a legal perspective,
the latter is about the accounting method the company chooses to adopt; therefore operating
leasing does not mean legal term in parallel with financial leasing.
2)

CBRC’s definition

Article 3 of the 2014 Revised Administrative Measures for Financial Leasing Companies by
China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) stipulates that “financial leasing under the
measurements refers to transactions whereby the lessor, based on the lessee’s choice or
approval of the supplier and leased object, obtains the leased object from the supplier and
provides it for use by the lessee in return for rental charges as stipulated by the contract”.
This definition highlights the point that the contract concerned is signed based on the
lessee’s skill or judgment in relation to the leased objects and supplier; transfer of benefits
and risks of ownership, however, is not the focus of this definition. Therefore, like Contract
Law, CBRC also takes a formalism approach in its regulations whereby the retaining of legal
ownership and transfer of right of use and risks and benefits of ownership are highlighted
while the commercial nature of financial leasing is weakened. The revised Administrative
Measures for Financial Leasing Companies announces the switch from a chief investor
system to an initiator system whereby five types of qualified institutions can be initiators of a
financial leasing company. The amended measurements better accommodate financial
leasing companies’ operational need and need of risk control in that at least one qualified
commercial bank, manufacturer or oversees financial leasing company must be among the
initiators of a financial leasing company and it should account for at least 30% of the total
investment. Moreover, initiators must promise not to transfer their shares in the financial
leasing company concerned, nor to pledge shares as collateral or for trusts within five years.
Moreover, the revised measurements pay more attention to the credit level and risk profile of
initiators and give a clearer definition of the level of risk control. According to the revised
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measurements, companies which have clear defects in corporate governance structure and
mechanism; which have multiple affiliated enterprises, complex and nontransparent share
rights and frequent and abnormal connected transactions; which do not have obvious core
business and which have businesses in too many industries; whose cash flow is vulnerable to
the overall economic condition; or whose debt to assets ratio and leverage ratio are higher
than industrial average cannot serve as initiators. Furthermore, the revised measurements
stipulate that initiators should, according to Articles of Incorporation, provide liquidity
support in the case of payment difficulty and complement adequate capital in time in the
case of operating losses to better protect the legitimate rights and interests of stakeholders
and contribute to the steady growth of the financial leasing company.
The revised measurements are less restrictive in terms of deposits of shareholders and the
business scope. Financial leasing companies are allowed to take time deposits (3 months and
longer) of non-bank shareholders under the revised measurements; however, only time
deposits with a term of over one year were allowed under the old measurements. Moreover,
financial leasing companies can invest in fixed income securities, thus expanding the pool of
assets for financial leasing under the condition that investment in fixed income securities
accounts for at maximum 20% of the net capital.
Moreover, the revised measurements take a classified management approach whereby
qualified financial leasing companies can diversify their business through issuing bonds,
asset securitization and project companies in bonded areas in China. Financial leasing
companies are encouraged to establish subsidiaries as pilot projects and concentrate on a
specific industry so as to develop expertise and core competitiveness. The revised
measurements add vitality to the financial leasing industry and provide a wider space and
more opportunities for innovation and breakthroughs.
3)

Definition for accounting purposes

Unlike Contract Law and CBRC regulations, accounting principles focus more on the
commercial nature of financial leasing, i.e., financing through asset leasing. Differences in
the commercial nature of financial leasing and operational leasing, and transfer of risks and
benefits of ownership are highlighted for accounting purposes. As long as transfer of
economic ownership is involved, the transaction in question is regarded as financial leasing
for accounting purposes regardless of the legal form of the contract; otherwise the
transaction is regarded as operational leasing. Article 5 of Corporate Accounting Principles
No. 21 - Leasing issued by Ministry of Finance in February, 2006 stipulates that financial
leasing refers to leasing which in essence involves the transfer of all risks and benefits of
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ownership regardless of whether the ownership is transferred or not ultimately. It also
provides five detailed criteria:
a) Ownership of the asset is transferred to the lessee at the end of the lease term;
b) The lease contains a bargain purchase option to buy the asset at less than fair market
value therefore it can be reasonably assumed from the commencement of the lease that
the lessee will take that option;
c) The lease term is for the major part of the economic life of the asset even if title is not
transferred;
d) At the inception of the lease the present value of the minimum lease payments amounts
to at least substantially all of the fair value of the leased asset.
e) The leased assets are of a specialized nature such that only the lessee can use them
without major modifications being made.
Normative provisions can be divided into provisions for the establishment of rights and
technical provisions. Statutory rules are provisions for the establishment of rights and
obligations of the two parties involved. Technical provisions, on the other hand, regulate the
form and procedure of transactions without directly stipulating rights and obligations.
Accounting principles are mostly technical provisions; therefore they do not specify the
rights and obligations of the two parties of a transaction. However, implementation of such
principles gradually results in the same legal effect as statutory rules due to transaction
parties’ tendency to maximize benefits. For instance, the lessee will decide whether to
capitalize or expense for accounting purposes, and accordingly put terms related to transfer
of ownership, rentals, term of leasing based on the five criteria for financial leasing for
accounting purposes in the leasing contract. In this way he can ensure the transaction is
regarded as financial leasing or operating leasing for accounting and information disclosure
purposes. To sum up, the parties of a transaction can maneuver technical operations for the
desired objectives.
4)

Definition under tax law

Taxation directly affects the costs of financial leasing companies. For the purpose of
deciding which tax should be levied, the commercial nature of financial leasing should be
investigated. The party who enjoys the risks and benefits of the transaction concerned is
required to pay taxes. In this sense, definition of financial leasing under tax law is similar to
that under accounting principles. State Administration of Taxation and Ministry of Finance
have been formulating and revising tax rules for financial leasing since December, 1993.
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Financial leasing is defined by Annotations on Business Tax Category issued by State
Administration of Taxation in December 27, 1993 as equipment leasing business which is
financing in nature and features transfer of ownership. To be more specific, the lessor
acquires equipment to be leased in accordance with the lessee’s requirements on
specifications, models and performance. The lessor is the legal owner of the leased
equipment during the term of the contract and the lessee only has the right of use. The lessee
has the option to purchase the leased equipment at the residual value and acquire ownership
of it at the end of the contract. So definition of financial leasing under tax law is a
combination of form and substance.
Financial leasing is defined by its substance under income tax provisions. Its definition under
Corporate Income Tax Law includes three aspects: terms of lease, rentals and fair value. To
be specific, the lease term equals or exceeds 75% of the asset’s estimated useful life and the
present value of the lease payments equals or exceeds 90% of the fair market value of the
equipment. Definition of financial leasing under tax laws is based on the accounting
principles, i.e., the financing nature and transfer of ownership are emphasized. That is mostly
reflected through treatment of depreciation under income tax. On the other hand, financial
leasing is regulated through licensing of financial leasing companies. Also companies’
treatment under the regime for turnover tax differs depending on whether they have licenses
issued by Bank of China, Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation and State
Economic and Trade Commission. A comparison of definitions of financial leasing for the
purpose of turnover tax and income tax show, the former is based on the form; while the
latter is based on the substance. That shows that a single regulator can give different
definitions of financial leasing. The result is confusion in legislation for financial leasing and
the implementation of such legislation. Because local tax authorities’ understanding of
financial leasing differs, the same business may be taxed differently.

Figure 9: Definition of financial leasing under different regimes

Differences in the starting point, focus and approach means that definition of financial leasing
under accounting principles and tax laws and the legal definition may have similarities and
difference: financial leasing and operational leasing as defined for accounting purposes may
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both fall under financial leasing by legal definition. Leasing, by its legal definition, only refers
to operational leasing defined for accounting purposes. On the other hand, the category of
operational lease under accounting principles may include financial leasing and leasing by
their legal principles. The category of financial leasing under accounting principles, however,
all falls under financial leasing from the perspective of the law. Examined in terms of the
focus of individual law and regulation, commercial law takes a formalism approach in its
definition of financial leasing; tax law and accounting principles, on the other hand, focus on
the substance, i.e., the nature of financial leasing and fairness to the party involved. A
formalism approach concerns itself with three parties involved under either one of the two
types of contracts. The focus, moreover, is the fact that the lessor signs a purchase agreement
based on the choice of the lessee. Therefore, the rights, rewards and risks of ownership are
transferred to the lessee. Definition of financial leasing based on the substance, on the other
hand, is more about risks and rewards of the lessor and the lessee, and thus establishing the
economic ownership. Such an approach defines the boundary of financial leasing in terms of
rentals and term of lease to highlight the fact that the transaction is fair by its commercial
nature. According to this approach, financial leasing is established by transfer of economic
ownership and risks and rewards of the ownership. On the other hand, if the lessor still has the
economic ownership of the leased asset and risks and rewards of such ownership, the
transaction in question should fall under the category of operating lease. In this sense, the
focus of this approach is the substance, rather than the form of financial leasing. This
approach is adopted by tax law, which lays down the technical criteria. However, uncertainty
over the applicability of a certain law must be reduced by the authority through sticking to the
same tests. Moreover, such uncertainty can also be reduced if definition of financial leasing is
the same under turnover tax and income tax.
It should be pointed out that a tax regime, accounting principles and regulations are basically
in place is China, nevertheless, an independent Law on Financial Leasing is lacking. The
Standing Committee of the 10th National People’s Congress decided to include Law on
Financial Leasing in the legislation plan of the 10th National People’s Congress. The
working group under the Financial and Economic Committee in charge of the draft finished
the third draft of Law on Financial Leasing for public comment in November, 2016. This
draft was not submitted for deliberation, and was not introduced. With the absence of a
dedicated law, the major legal basis for regulating financial leasing in practice was initially
Rules of the Supreme People’s Court on Some Issues Concerning the Trial on the Disputed
Cases over the Contracts for Financial Leasing issued in May 27, 1996 and then provisions
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in Chapter 14 of Contract Law issued in 1999 became the major legal basis for regulating
contractual relationships in financial leasing.
Current tax policies on financial leasing in China are listed in details below: before the pilot
project of changing the business tax to added-value tax, leasing companies mainly pay
business tax. According to the regulations issued by the State Administration of Taxation,
for financial leasing business operated by organizations with financial leasing business
approved by the People’s Bank of China, whether the ownership of leasing property is
transferred to the lessee, business tax shall be paid and no added-value tax is charged
according to Interim Regulations on Business Tax in People’s Republic of China. For other
organizations who operate financial leasing business, when the ownership in goods is not
transferred to the lesser, business tax shall be charged, nor added-value tax; when the
ownership in goods is transferred to the lesser, added-value tax shall be charged, nor
business tax.
However, inadequate legal protection of the lessor’s rights of ownership over the leased
asset as a result of the gap in legislation on registration of leased assets in financial leasing
has become more noticeable; therefore, there is an urgent need for legislation or judicial
interpretation to address that bottleneck.

4.5 Protection of rights in rem over leased assets
Article 242 of Contract Law stipulates that “The lessor enjoys the ownership over the leased
object. If the lessee goes bankrupt, the leased object shall not fall into the category of
bankrupt property.” According to Article 246, “Within the period of possession over the
leased object by the lessee, if the leased object causes any personal injury or property loss
to a third party, the lessor shall not bear any liability.” Article 248, moreover, stipulates
that “The lessee shall pay the rent as contracted. If the lessee fails to pay the rent within a
reasonable period of time after being urged, the lessor may demand the full payment of the
rent, or dissolve the contract and take back the leased object.”
However, there are many potential problems with the current legal system. For instance,
though the lessor is the legal owner of the leased asset, the lessee has rights of possession
and use during the term of the lease; therefore risks induced by the use of leased assets for
asset refinancing on the part of the lessee remain. In the case of airplanes, ships and plants as
leased assets, there are specified authorities for the registration of leased assets. Such
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registration serves as a public record; therefore the lessee’s use and possession of the leased
items do not affect the legal ownership of the assets in question. However, in the case of
machinery and other assets for which there are no authorities to register ownership with,
possession is the major evidence of title. As a result, if the lessee transfers the leased assets
to a third party, the transferee may obtain title of the leased assets under the good-faith
acquisition system. The lessor’s right to rentals, consequently, may be endangered. Article
19 of the third draft of Law on Financial Leasing for public comment drafted by the
Financial and Economic Committee of the National People’s Congress stipulates that leased
objects should be registered at the competent authority. The lessor is subject to the third
party acting in good faith for the loss suffered due to non-performance of the registration
obligation. However, this legislation was not introduced and a registration system for leased
objects is still lacking, posing an obstacle to development of financial leasing to China.
The lessor in a finance lease has to take all sorts of measures to protect his title over the
leased asset in the absence of provisions on registration of leased objects. For instance, some
make conspicuous marks on leased assets to demonstrate ownership and indicate the fact that
the assets in question are leased assets. Some authorize the lessee to mortgage the leased
assets to themselves and register the mortgage at competent authorities if applicable to
prevent leased assets from being transferred or mortgaged by the lessee. But it is still unclear
whether such practices will constitute a legitimate defense against the claim of the third party
acting in good faith. At the same time, competent authorities are working on registration and
inquiry for financial leasing. There are two systems for registration and inquiry of financial
leasing in China: one is developed and operated by Credit and Reference Center, the
People’s Bank of China under the approval of the People’s Bank of China. It was launched
on July 20, 2009 and has since been providing registration, inquiry and verification services
for financial leasing transactions through the CRC Movables Interest Registry Platform at
www. zhongdengwang.com. Another is the registration system developed by Ministry of
Commerce which went into operation in October, 2013. It mainly serves financial leasing
companies which are not regulated by financial authorities. According to Ministry of
Commerce, pilot domestic financial leasing companies and foreign-invested financial leasing
companies under its regulation should register their leasing business and leased assets on the
Ministry’s registration system. The registration system of the Credit and Reference Center,
as major provider of registration and inquiry services, has been accepted by leasing
companies and commercial banks. Because commercial banks are most likely to play the
role of mortgagers and transferees, registration on the system of the Credit and Reference
Center has become an important measure for protecting the rights in rem over the leased
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assets. However, a defect of this system is that it is not supported by legal provisions or
judicial interpretations. Ministry of Commerce requires leasing companies under its
regulation to register their business on its administration system for finance lease; however,
there is no provision for inquiry by the third party. To sum up, gaps in legislation must be
made up for in order to serve the economic development of the society and meet the needs of
the financial leasing sector. Therefore, there is a need to endorse the two systems mentioned
before to strengthen protection of the lessor’s rights in rem over leased objects, and facilitate
development of the financial leasing sector as a result.
There are no legal provisions on registration of ownership over leased assets; and the
possibility of enacting a law on financial leasing soon is thin. Therefore, protection of rights
in rem through judicial interpretations might come into play. The Supreme People’s Court
issued Explanations for Applicable Laws for Settling Financial Leasing Contract Disputes in
February, 2014 (No 3[2014] Judicial Interpretations) (referred to as Explanations henceforth).
Explanations, which are responses to the needs of the financial leasing sector and judicial
practices, especially to the needs of protecting rights in rem, are effective since March 1,
2014.
According to Article 9 of Explanations, the Supreme People’s Court will not support the
lessor’s claim that the third party has no claim over the right in rem on the ground that the
ownership is transferred or other rights in rem over the leased assets are established by the
lessee or the actual user without the approval of the lessor if the third party obtained title or
other rights in rem under the conditions set out in Article 106 of Property Law. Exceptions
include: (1) the lessor has made conspicuous marks on the leased assets so that the third
party was aware of or is deemed to be aware of the fact that the assets to be transferred were
leased assets at the time of the transaction; or (2) the lessor authorized the lessee to mortgage
the leased assets to the lessor and the mortgage was registered with competent authorities in
accordance with applicable laws; or (3) the third party did not make financial leasing
inquiries from competent authorities in accordance with laws or administrative, industrial or
local regulations; or (4) other situations where the lessor has proof of the third party’s
knowledge of the subject matter of the transaction being leased asset.
According to Explanations, the lessor’s defense against the third party’s claim over rights in
rem on the ground that ownership was transferred or other rights in rem over the leased
assets were established by the lessee or the actual user without the approval of the lessor will
not be supported by the People’s Court if the third party obtained title or other rights in rem
under the conditions set out in Article 106 of Property Law. Explanations continue to point
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out four possible exceptions. The first exception is about indication of ownership though
marks on the leased objects, hence ruling out the possibility that the third party was acting in
good faith. The second exception can be seen as ownership replaced by mortgage of the
lessor’s free will or pledge to himself. Theoretically, that seems to be a divergence from the
civil law’s principle of theoretic vigor and self-consistent logic; but in practice, this
registration practice effectively makes up for inadequate protection of rights in rem due to
gaps in legislation. Moreover, it won’t affect public interests or the interest of a third party.
Therefore, this practice which helps to protect the legitimate rights and interests of the lessor
by preventing default in bad faith on the part of the lessee should be given the force of law.
In this respect, Explanations prioritize the practical needs unsatisfied by legislation over
close reasoning of the civil law theory through endorsing the practice mentioned before.
While the first and second exceptions are about specific efforts of individual lessors to
protect their rights over leased objects, the third exception represents attempts at protecting
rights in rem in the whole sector. A crucial question is whether judicial interpretations are
authorized to require a potential third party to make inquiries on specified system for
financial leasing transactions. In practice, the registration system of the Credit and Reference
Center, People’s Bank of China has become a major provider of registration and inquiry
services. The system under Ministry of Commerce represents another effort by regulators to
promote financial leasing registration and inquiry. But stipulation of third party’s obligation
of inquiry on the above-mentioned systems is beyond the scope of judicial interpretations as
doing so would border upon establishing obligations for subjects under civil law. So
Explanations stipulate that third party shall fulfill the obligation of inquiry if such an
obligation has been stipulated by law or administrative or industrial or local regulations. In
other words, if the third party is not under the oversight of industrial or local authorities, he
does not have the obligation of inquiry; therefore he can still obtain ownership or other rights
in rem in good faith. On the other hand, if there are legal or administrative provisions or the
third party is under the oversight of industrial or local authorities which request inquiry
explicitly, the third party cannot claim ownership or other rights in rem for nonperformance
of the inquiry obligation on the ground of good-faith acquisition under Property Law. In this
case, Explanations, instead of stipulating the obligation of inquiry, create the possibility
whereby the lessor can prove by evidence that the third party did not meet the condition for
good-faith acquisition. This provision, therefore maintains a proper level of openness so that
rules or industrial or local regulations introduced in the future will be compatible with
existing provisions on good-faith acquisition of leased assets. Moreover, it is relevant to
existing registration and inquiry practices without imposing the burden of inquiry on the
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third party. It will contribute to development of the financial leasing sector by making up for
the legislation gap in terms of registration for financial leasing transactions.

4.6 Financial leasing practices abroad
The establishment of the first financial leasing company in America in 1952 marks the
beginning of modern financial leasing. Since then this new financing method has been
developing rapidly, becoming the second largest financing method only after bank loans
within 50 years. It plays an important role in international capital market and is adopted in
different countries. According to World Leasing Yearbook, financial leasing grew by an
average of 30% annually worldwide between the end of 1970s and the beginning of 1980s. It
had experienced a drop in transaction volume between 2001 and 2002 before growth
resumed again in 2003. In the year 2003, trading volume of financial leasing globally
reached a historical high of 511.66 billion US dollars. That record was broken again in 2005
when a new peak appeared with a total trading volume of 579.13 billion US dollars and a
growth rate of 13.2%. Financial leasing kept the growth momentum even during the
economic downturn and its unique advantage in liquidizing assets contributed to the
recovery. Financial leasing is widely adopted by business and the government, and is
increasingly mature. However, its development is uneven globally: it is responsible for over
30% of investment and has a market penetration of 15% to 30% in developed countries. For
instance, trading volume of financial leasing in the US accounts for half of that of global
leasing. Moreover, financial leasing has a market penetration of around 30% in the US.

4.6.1

Development of financial leasing in individual countries

1） Financial leasing in the US
As the birthplace of financial leasing, the United States has the longest history of developing
financial leasing and it is also the country where financial leasing is most mature. Since the
establishment of the first financial leasing company in 1952, financial leasing has become a
major force for economic development in America. American financial leasing market,
moreover, takes up nearly half of the global market share. Over 80% of equipment in the US
is obtained through financial leasing.
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Figure 10: Distribution of financial leasing market in the US

There are mainly four types of organizations engaged in financial leasing business in the US：
1）banks which boost revenue while also providing a new financing channel through
financial leasing; 2 ） manufacturers which produce and sell products and also provide
leasing services, a possible example is aircraft manufacturers; 3）independent financial
leasing companies which only engage in financial leasing and which only focus on the
financial functions of financial leasing; 4）Others, such as investment banks, insurance
companies and private finance companies. Because of the largely laissez-faire approach in
the US, this type of organizations can develop freely while contributing to the financial
leasing industry.
There are supportive laws, regulations and policies in place in the US. First, there are a
variety of applicable tax incentives. According to Investment Tax Credit (ITC) policies, the
lessor will be considered the tax owner of the equipment and, as such, receive certain tax
benefits in the transactions. As a result of these benefits, lessors experience tax savings that
they in turn may pass on to the lessee in the form of a reduced lease rental payment.
Consequently, the lessee can indirectly share in the lessor’s tax benefits. Under this regime, a
2% reduction can be enjoyed for equipment with a less than 3 year depreciation life; a 6%
reduction for 3 to 5 year depreciation life equipment and a 10% reduction when the
depreciation life exceeds 5 years. There are also tax benefits in the form of accelerated
depreciation, and companies have more liberty in terms of the depreciation method and
allowance for doubtful accounts. Moreover, the lessee can expense the rentals. Furthermore,
financial leasing business conducted in developing countries is covered by the US
government’s political risk insurance; and Export-Import Bank also provides export credits
and export guarantees to add another shield against political risks. To sum up, applicable
laws, accounting principles, tax regimes and regulations are well established in the United
States, providing support to financial leasing business.
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2） Financial leasing in Japan
Modern financial leasing soon began to appear in Japan after its appearance in the US. The
year 1963 witnessed the establishment of Japan’s first leasing company Japan Lease
International Corporation and the beginning of modern financial leasing in Japan. The period
between the late 1960s to the late 1970s was an era of rapid growth for Japan’s financial
leasing sector when numerous general leasing companies were established and banks,
companies and factories started to engage in financial leasing, resulting in massive growth of
trading volume. Specialized leasing companies began to appear in 1980s, an era of steady
growth and international expansion for financial leasing sector. This sector, however,
suffered during the bubbles of the 90s and wasn’t brought back to life until after 2000.
In China financial leasing has been propelled by the need to support infrastructure
development during urbanization; by comparison, it boomed in Japan because of demand for
investment in new equipment and industrial restructuring after the Second World War.
Financial leasing business in Japan is mainly undertaken by general leasing companies
which are scattered across Japan and which tend to have multiple lines of business. The
majority of the lessees are small and medium enterprises. Government supports and policies
have contributed significantly to development of financial leasing in Japan. For instance,
there are credit insurance requirements for leasing whereby coverage is compulsory for small
and medium enterprises which can claim 50% of losses from the government in the case of
bankruptcy. Thus leasing companies can get 50% of rentals at minimum, ensuring the
controllability of risks. That is conducive to their steady development. There are also
government aids and subsidies for specified industries, including agriculture, forestry and
aquaculture. Moreover, there are tax incentives for investments and projects intended to
strengthen the basis of growth to encourage small and medium enterprises to finance their
business activities through financial leasing.
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Figure 11: Types of organizations in financial leasing in US and Japan (Source: US Census; Japan Leasing
Association)

Financial leasing only contributes to 0.03% of China’s GDP; by comparison, its contribution
to GDP is significant in both the United States and Japan. Moreover, financial leasing has a
market penetration of 15% to 30% in developed countries; but that figure is low in China.
Therefore, there is still much room for growth in China. China can borrow the experience of
Japan and the United States to develop its financial leasing sector. On the regulatory front,
the regulatory pattern is unique to each individual nation so as to cater to the level of
development and market maturity. The United States adopt a laissez-faire approach while in
the case of Japan moderate regulations are in place, but supportive policies play a leading
role. China as a developing country lacks well-established capital market and market
mechanism. Moreover, financial leasing is still fledging in China. Government interventions
in the form of tax incentives and regulation are needed at this crucial stage. Therefore, the
Japanese model and experience are more relevant.

4.6.2

Relevance of foreign experience in developing financial leasing

Rapid growth of financial leasing started in late 1970s due to the competitive advantages of
this business. In as early as 1996, Global Leasing Report announced that financial leasing
ranked second among five financing methods in terms of the total capital raised, only second
to bank loans. Development of financial leasing features great regional differences: North
America, Europe and Latin America are the largest markets with high market penetration.
Developed countries have well-established market mechanism, mature management pattern
and sophisticated tax and legal regime, providing valuable experience for China to draw on.
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First, the market-driven system should be improved to facilitate industrialization in line with
the pace of urbanization. The market economy and industrialization have provided the
necessary conditions for the upsurge of financial leasing worldwide since the 1960s. The
reason lies in the fact that financial leasing is in essence financing through asset leasing and
that the leased assets are mainly machinery and equipment. The transition from
industrialization to mechanical automation also means the transition from labor-intensive to
capital- and knowledge-intensive industries. During this phase of transition, expansion in the
scale of production generates demands for new equipment. Shortened product lifecycle and
replacement cycle, ever fiercer competition and accelerated technological advances, are also
fueling the demand for new equipment. Only in a well-established market economy will
enterprises, especially small and medium enterprises be able to make up for investment
shortage through external financing. On the other hand, financial leasing whereby equipment
can be obtained through installment payment of rentals is contributing to industrialization.
Second, innovation in financial leasing in line with China’s unique urbanization strategy
should be encouraged. New financial leasing services are introduced against the backdrop of
fierce competition in developed countries’ history of financial leasing. For instance,
leveraged leasing for expensive airplanes or satellite communication equipment is gaining
momentum in the US. Subleases of finance lease are common in international transactions.
This practice goes like this: the lessor subleases equipment obtained from another leasing
company to the lessee. So the lessor’s role is like that of a broker. There are other innovative
forms of financial leasing, including leaseback, synthetic lease and venture leasing.
Last but not least, tax and legal regimes should be further improved. One factor behind the
rapid development of modern financial leasing in the United States is favorable tax treatment,
especially for the lessor. According to the Investment Tax Credit mechanism, the lessor is
entitled to a tax reduction of 10% of the acquisition cost. Such reductions may be passed on
to the lessee in the form of a reduced lease rental payment. Moreover, according to the
accounting principles, leasing companies can choose between straight-line depreciation,
double declining balance method and 150% reducing balance depreciation. They can also
determine the proportion of allowance for bad debts. Lessees, on the other hand can expense
rentals. These accounting principles enable both the lessor and the lessee to reduce their
respective taxable income and consequently tax payments.

4.7 Financial leasing in China
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The former Chinese vice president Rong Yiren proposed to introduce financial leasing
business in China from abroad in 1981 to attract foreign investment and encourage trade in
services and technological development of domestic companies. China is nearly 30 years
behind developed nations in developing financial leasing. Actually, financial leasing started
almost concurrently with reform and opening up. The introduction of a knitter production
line for Zhuo County Plastic Plant in Hebei province by China International Trust and
Investment Corporation (CITIC) in 1980 was a milestone. After that, CITIC made its first
attempts at financial leasing service which proved to be profitable. Its earliest transactions
include providing textile machinery for Zhuozhou Textile Factory, Hebei and 200 Nissan
cars for Capital Taxi Company, Beijing. CITIC also made an agreement with a multinational
company based in Sweden to provide a Boeing 747 for Civil Aviation Administration of
China through leveraged lease. On the basis of the earliest successes, CITIC continued its
financial business mainly for the purpose of bringing in foreign capital.
CITIC and Orient Leasing Co. from Japan co-founded China Orient Leasing Company, the
first joint venture leasing company in China in April, 1981. In July of the same year, China
Leasing Co., Ltd, the first financial leasing company in China, was founded by CITIC and
another domestic organization. The birth of those two financing and leasing company
marked the beginning of financial leasing and a modern leasing system in China. As of 1997,
16 financial leasing companies were approved by People’s Bank of China. Financial leasing
experienced headwinds after 1997 as Hainan International Leasing Co., Ltd, Guangdong
International Leasing Co., Ltd, Wuhan International Leasing Co., Ltd, and China Huayang
Finance and Leasing Co., Ltd went bankrupt one after another ad exited. As of 2003, there
were 12 financial leasing companies, 40 foreign-invested leasing companies an over 400
trust and investment companies and finance companies engaging in financial leasing.
Financial leasing has experience four stages of development in China over the past twentyplus years:

1)

Initial stage (1980-1986)

Pioneering financial leasing companies began to appear and obtain financial licenses in early
1980s. But the scope of business was limited. Earliest financial leasing companies were
small-scale and not well-run for lack of experience and understanding of the industry and the
risks involved. Low registered capital, deviation from the core business and high percentage
of leased assets hindered business growth and posed potential threats to future development
of these companies. China was then strictly a planned economy with defective legal system,
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not just in terms of lack of financial laws and regulations, but also nonexistence of a basic
legal framework for business which includes Contract Law, accounting principles and tax
regime. Earliest financial leasing companies as forerunners played a significant role in this
sector’s development in China.

2)

Expansion (1987-1996)

An increasing number of companies began to realize the advantage of financial leasing in
investment, financing, marketing and asset management and therefore ventured into this
sector since the late 1980s. That led to the expansion of the sector. Financial leasing was
mainly for the purposes of introducing foreign capital and investment to serve the need of
technical reform of domestic companies, asset management and boosting product sales.
Development of financial leasing also helps to bring in foreign capital and promote new
investment and financing concepts and new methods of project assessment and risk
management.
The emergence of new companies resulted in rising balance and transactions. The total assets
of these companies were valued at 14 billion Yuan, however, capital adequacy ratio was low
with was only 600 million yuan of registered capital and 5 million US dollars under foreign
exchange capital account. Lack of a proper policy environment to accommodate the explosion
of financial leasing business posed another threat. Legal and tax regime, regulations and
financial management were yet to be developed, resulting in chaotic corporate management
and aggravation of risk factors.

3)

Outbreak of risks (1997-2000)

Corporate governance structure was unsound at this stage with a lack of internal control and
risk management. The external environment was not favorable, either, with incomplete legal
regime and misallocation of responsibilities among regulatory authorities or the absence of
regulations. Illegal operation was rampant among banks engaged in financial leasing. Some
of them borrowed capital at high costs through various means, including attracting deposits
through high interest rates, and invested the capital raised in real estate and other industries.
Business expansion and accumulated risk factors began to expose threats posed by low
capital adequacy ratio. Leasing companies in general risked of losing their access to liquidity
and were plunged into crisis. The sector as a whole was in for a cleanup. Companies which
had difficulty in continuing their operation because of poor asset quality and liquidity went
bankrupt or faced a shakedown and increased their capital by issuing new shares. The case of
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Wuhan International Leasing Co., Ltd would be quoted as an example. Wuhan International
Leasing Co., Ltd leased operation out a certain listed company which used Wuhan
International Leasing’s financial license to borrow capital from security exchanges for its
own use. Moreover, this listed company in question would not return the capital borrowed.
Some other leasing companies, on the other hand, deviated from their core business and
focused instead on investing in industry, resulting in poor operational performance (Ma
Lijuan, Trust and Financial Leasing, Capital University of Economics and Business Press,
2008 Edition, Page 286). During the sector-wise clean-up in 1997, the government mainly
required organizations in the sector to specialize and regulated them by their line of business.
Banking services beyond the scope of financial leasing were eliminated from this sector.
Financial leasing which was not home-grown, lacks the full development history from
genesis to fledgling and ultimately to sophistication, diversity and maturity in China. The
internal impetus was also lacking. Therefore, the inclusion of financial leasing into China’s
financial system inevitably produced frictions and constraints. Moreover, the financial
sector was not well-established in China, either, with inadequate organizations and
regulations. Inadequate understanding of the internal mechanism, major functions and
advantages of financial leasing, additionally, resulted in massive hurdles for development of
financial leasing in China, not to mention hurdles for reform and innovation in the sector.

4)

Development under regulation (2001-2013)

After growing pains in late 90s, financial leasing began to develop steadily with improvement
in the four pillars of the legal, accounting principles, the regulatory and taxation. This sector
also began to focus more on the core business and improve the capital adequacy ratio. The
customer base was also expanded to include public transport, urban development, health care,
aviation and IT sectors. Ministry of Commerce and State Administration of Taxation issued
Notice on Matters Regarding Financial Leasing Business in 2004 which announced Ministry
of Commerce’s pilot project of allowing some domestic leasing companies to conduct
financial leasing. As of 2005, 9 domestic leasing companies were granted the license for
financial leasing. By April, 2006, another 11 domestic leasing companies were licensed.
China Banking Regulatory Commission issued new measurements on regulating financial
leasing companies which allow banks and manufacturers to found leasing companies.
Due to historical reasons, regulatory policies and modes of financial leasing in China is that
different types of financial leasing companies are regulated and supervised separately by
different departments, in details, financial leasing companies invested by foreign capital
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shall be regulated and supervised by the Ministry of Commerce, financial leasing companies
are approved and regulated by CBRC, and pilot financial leasing companies invested by
domestic capital are regulated and supervised by the Ministry of Commerce and State
Administration of Taxation. The highest level of regulations are those issued by the
ministries. Content of regulation includes two general aspects, namely, market access and
risk control. Market access mainly covers administrative licensing, limitation of capital fund,
restriction of eligibilities of shareholders, etc.; while the other mainly refers to scale and
ratio of risky assets, etc. In addition, regulations on financial leasing companies also involve
concentration of risks, related party transaction, and so on.
However, such multiple regulatory departments mode in China has some disadvantages,
for example, (1) different companies observe different laws even they operate the same
business, and legal status, market access threshold, business scope and so on of such three
types of financial leasing companies are different even unequal, which impacts on taxation
and favorable policies and regulations, and restricts the development of financial leasing
industry; (2) management of financial leasing business is chaotic, the industry cannot be
regulated with a uniform mode, while the policies of government are hard to be implemented
effectively; (3) chaotic management results in focusing on approval while neglecting
supervision by the regulatory departments. Such problems are caused by historical reasons
and needed to be addressed by related new policies.

5)

Accelerated growth (2014- to date)

In the second half of 2013, replacement of operating taxes by value-added taxes caused
confusion in China’s financial leasing. After the policy changes, this sector was presented
with new opportunities and resumed rapid growth in 2014. In the first half of 2014,
authorities introduced a series of policies on adjusting and promoting financial leasing.
Official release of No. 106 [2013] document at the end of 2013 and Supplementary Notice
on Relevant Policies on the Pilot Program of Levying Value-added Tax in Lieu of Business
Tax on the Railway Transportation and Postal Service Sectors [Effective] on January 2,
2014 by Ministry of Finance and the State Administration of Taxation removed obstacles for
development of financial leasing. This sector was further boosted by Explanations for
Applicable Laws for Settling Financial Leasing Contract Disputes issued by the Supreme
Judicial Court on February 24 and Measures for the Administration of Financial Leasing
Companies by China Banking Regulatory Commission on March 13. Favorable local
policies introduced in Shanghai, Tianjin, Shenzhen and Zhejiang also represent new
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opportunities for the sector. As a result, the number of financial leasing companies, the
overall strength of this sector and the number of transactions are growing. Interim Provisions
on the Administration of the Specialized Subsidiary Companies of Financial Leasing
Companies (No. 198 [2014]) issued by the General Office of the China Banking Regulatory
Commission on July 11, 2014 stipulate that financial leasing companies can establish
subsidiaries specialized in certain industries in free trade zones, bonded areas in China and
oversees in accordance with applicable rules and regulations. That marks the beginning of
rapid growth of this sector in 2014.
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Chapter V Design of a financial leasing mode for infrastructure
development during urbanization
5.1 Policy background for promoting urbanization through financial leasing
Infrastructure construction is the basis and lifeblood of urbanization. It is related to the big
picture and paves the way for development. Development of infrastructure promises the
multiplier effect for urbanization as it can multiply the effect of investment and its
contribution to social demands and GDP is valued at several times of the investment (Tan
Xiangdong, 2011). Financing in essence is gathering idle funds through financial
organizations and instruments for investment. In a modern market economy, financing is
achieved through standardized financial contracts or instruments by financial organizations
in the financial market. Fulfillment of a financing activity is the result of cash flowing from
organizations in surplus to those in deficit through a certain mechanism or system. The
movement of cash is sometimes facilitated by an intermediary (indirect financing) and
sometimes fulfilled without an intermediary (direct financing). Effective financing
contributes to proper allocation of financial resources and helps financiers to maximize
value and wealth. This chapter as the beginning chapter of this book mainly deals with basic
theories, systems and relevance of investment and financing.
Higher requirements are placed on financial capital and market maturity to serve
infrastructure development during urbanization. Large demand in capital, long project period,
abundant stock assets, single traditional development mode are features shared by most of
projects in infrastructure industry. Capital is flowing into urbanization projects from the
society, assisting the market in the role of identification, selection and self-regulation. It also
contributes significantly to urbanization through promoting upgrade of public facilities,
service network and the clustering effect of cities. Demands of infrastructure follow a certain
pattern during urbanization: infrastructure is in short supply during the initial phase of
urbanization. Accordingly, the quantity of capital available is the most important aspect of
financing. Demands of infrastructure continue to grow and differentiate with a higher level
of urbanization. At this stage, there are increasing demands for and requirements on financial
services to finance infrastructure development. Then accelerated urbanization unleashes
diversified demands and innovative financial services in line with the market rule and
capable of mobilizing capital are in greater demands. Urbanization projects at this stage have
the potential to be commercialized through a certain investment and financing plan as local
governments are innovative enough to bring them to the market with a view to absorb capital
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from the wider society. The ultimate goal is commercialization of infrastructure projects,
namely, projects are invested and run by market players. The mechanism of how
infrastructure development promotes urbanization is shown below:
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Figure 12: Mechanism of promoting urbanization through infrastructure development

According to Decision on Implementing the Scientific View of Development and
Strengthening Environmental Protection and Comprehensive Work Scheme of Energy
Conservation and Reducing the Discharge of Pollutants of the State Council, pipeline
projects, including urban gas and heating supply and water supply and sewage, treatment
facilities for urban sewage, wastes and hazardous wastes (ex. incinerators and landfills) and
pollution treatment projects will be given priority to during the 11th five-year period and
beyond. That unleashed great demands for financial leasing. Notice on Effectively
Conducting Construction Work for Urban Water Drainage and Flood Control Facilities
issued by the General Office of the State Council on April, 2013 represented substantial
policy support for development of water drainage and flood control facilities. According to
this notice, demand for construction of drainage system promises to increase significantly
within 5 to 10 years. Plan for improving urban infrastructure was laid out at the executive
meeting of the State Council chaired by Premier Li Keqiang on July 31, 2013. Construction
and renovation of underground pipelines, construction of facilities for treating and recycling
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sewage and household garbage, and development of public transport systems with large
capacities including subways and light rails were emphasized at the meeting. Opinions of the
State Council on Strengthening the Management of Urban Underground Pipelines were
published on September 16, 2013 which stressed the plan for strengthening underground
urban infrastructure including water drainage, pipeline networks and subways. This
document includes the following points:
1) To intensify effort to construct and renovate urban pipeline networks. Renovation of
80,000 km of urban gas pipelines and 92,800 km of old pipeline networks for central
heating in Northern cities and towns were finished as of 2015. As a result, rate of
pipeline-related accidents have been reduced significantly and the targeted gas
penetration of 94% for cities and 65% for county-level cities and towns has been
achieved.
2) To accelerate development of facilities for treatment of waste water and wastes.
Thorough collection and treatment of waste water have been achieved in 36 major cities;
ad centralized treatment of waste water has been achieved in all the cities across China
with a treatment ratio of 85%. A sewage pipeline network of 73000 km has been built
and 90% of household wastes have been safely disposed of in cities as of 2015.
3) To strengthen development of urban roads and transport infrastructure. 1000 km of new
railways went into operation by 2015. Means of public ground transportation with large
capacities are being developed. Development of control center, parking lots,
maintenance centers, terminals and stops is to be accelerated. Supporting facilities
including transit hubs, charging points and stations and public parking facilities are to
be developed and included into urban regeneration and expansion plans.
The current trend points to a favorable environment for development of financial leasing in
China: accelerated urbanization and industrialization unleash huge demands for municipal
infrastructure including large scale equipment, transportation and power grids; however,
traditional financing would not be able to provide the needed capital. Demands for financial
leasing are on the rise across all fields, as a result. The scope of financial leasing in expanded as
well. Supportive government policies, moreover, are contributing to development in this sector.
Premier Li Keqiang remarked that financial leasing was a new high ground in China and that
the state council intended to support it when he was inspecting Binhai New Area, Tianjin on
December 27, 2013. Vice Premier Wang Yang also wrote on the development report of
financial leasing submitted to him that this sector had huge potentials and that Ministry of
Commerce and other relevant government agencies should coordinate to support this sector.
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Establishment of China Association of Financial Lease helps to solve common problems facing
the industry, provides a platform of exchange and communication between businesses and
governments and collects and compiles industry information and statistics. It also publishes
industry report and provides a credit system. Moreover, it mediates disputes between financial
leasing companies and contributes to the environment and policies of this sector.
Premier Li Keqiang remarked that allocation of financial resources must be optimized through
exploiting incremental assets and liquidizing existing assets to support economic restructuring
and the real economy on June 19. Facts show that the economic health and vulnerability of a
nation are not represented by the growth speed, but by the balance sheet. The liabilities on the
balance sheet help us to identify risks of currency mismatch, term mismatch, and mismatch of
capital structure as well as a clearer frame for analyzing how risks are passed on between
different organizations. 28 billion of FDI stock has been generated by the 4 trillion stimulus
measures since global financial crisis. Propelled by expansion of investment, capital-thirst local
governments obtain funding through off-balance-sheet lending and interbank debt financing.
The capital thus obtained flow to local financing platform and real estate credits, resulting in
reduced efficiency of investment and resource allocation. That also led to rising debt ratio and
worsening of the balance sheet of governments, citizens, companies and financial institutions.
Industrialization and urbanization are two driving forces behind economic development, and
infrastructure construction is even more important according to the 12th five-year plan. The No.
1 document of the central government in 2011 is the first to propose the exploitation of financial
leasing for large water projects. Financial leasing will be ever more important against the
backdrop of heavy debt burden of local governments because of its advantages in liquidizing
assets and promoting investments.

5.2 Types of financial leasing companies and regulatory requirements
Based on the regulators, scope of business, and market entry, leasing companies in China can
be categorized as:
1) Financial leasing companies. According to Measures for the Administration of Financial Leasing
Companies, financial leasing companies are mainly regulated by China Banking Regulatory
Commission. The minimum registered capital is 100 million yuan and the major contributor
should account for a minimum of 50% of shares. The upper limit of the leverage ratio is 12.5.
Commercial banks, domestic and foreign leasing companies, domestic equipment manufacturers
and other financial organizations approved by CBRC fall under this type; though the minimum
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capital requirements differ. The business scope of financial leasing companies mainly include:
financial leasing, absorbing shareholders’ time deposits with a term of no less than 1 year,
accepting security deposits paid by the lessee, interbank lending, issuing bank debentures after
approval of the authority, lending to financial institutions, foreign exchange lending, economic
consulting, and auction and disposal of leased items by their residual values. The net capital
should be no less than 8% of risk-weighted assets and the balance. Balance of financial leasing
business with a single affiliated party should not exceed 30% of the net capital of the financial
leasing company. Moreover, balance of financial leasing business with a single lessee should not
exceed 30% of the net capital of the financial leasing company, either. The amount of inter-bank
lending should not exceed 100% of the financial leasing company’s net capital. Financial leasing
companies are not allowed to take deposits from banks which are shareholders of the company.
2) Domestic leasing companies. They are regulated by Ministry of Commerce and State
Administration of Taxation. Such companies must have a minimum of 170 million US dollars in
registered capital, which is higher than that of financial leasing companies. The upper limit of
leverage ratio is relatively strict at 10. They business scope mainly include: financial leasing,
leasing, purchase of leased property from home and abroad, disposal of scrap value and
maintenance of leased property, and consultancy on leasing transactions, accepting security
deposits paid by the lessee, and transfer of lease receivables to commercial banks and commercial
insurers. Their advantage lies in the fact that they are under minimal constraints. These
constraints are: risk assets (including guarantee balance) cannot exceed 10 times of the net capital.
Domestic leasing companies are not allowed to take deposits or deposits in any disguised form.
Nor can they provide working capital loans or other loans under the lease item to the lessee. They
should not engage in investment or equity investment or inter-bank lending.
3) Foreign-capital leasing companies. They are mainly regulated by Ministry of Commerce
according to Measures for the Administration of Foreign-capital Lease Industry. Such companies
must have a minimum of 100 million US dollars in registered capital. The upper limit of leverage
ratio is the same as that of domestic leasing companies. They may undertake the following
businesses: leasing, purchase of leased property from home and abroad, disposal of scrap value
and maintenance of leased property, and consultancy on and guarantee for leasing transactions.
They are subject to almost the same regulations as domestic leasing companies.

5.3 New thoughts behind PPP — promoting urbanization through financial leasing
An innovative pattern has come into being whereby public goods or services are funded by
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financial leasing, achieving a win-win situation of 1+1>2. To promote PPP and system
innovation was formally prioritized at China’s National Financial Work Conference at the
end of 2013. Financial leasing, a flexible financing means under few policy constraints, can
bring in foreign and private capital for basic industries in China. Therefore it is an effective
financing channel to address capital shortage constraining development of basic industries.
Also it is in line with the policy direction of Ministry of Finance.
PPP refers to the partnership between government and private organizations in urban
infrastructure projects or provision of public goods and services. Such a partnership is
formed based on a concession agreement stipulating each party’s rights and obligations to
ensure smooth cooperation and the desired results. Finance Minister Lou Jiwei once
remarked on the importance of PPP mode to the Chinese economy: Promotion of PPP under
the backdrop of innovating investment and financing system for urbanization, resolving debt
risks of local financing platform and encouraging companies to go out not only represents a
more advanced operation mode on the micro level, but also a system reform on the macro
level. PPP is opening up a channel for further developing mixed ownership under the rule of
law. Financial leasing fits in well with the core of PPP, i.e. to thoroughly commercialize the
commercial aspects of basic industries. High returns on investment, in turn helps to attract
private capital into financial leasing market for basic industries. Thus a virtuous cycle comes
into being, opening up the financing channel for infrastructure construction.
Financial leasing under the PPP mode achieves the integration of financial capital and the
real economy. The most distinctive feature of financial leasing is the fact credits are
provided through the combination of goods and capital. Financial leasing addresses capital
shortage in development of urban infrastructure, obstacles in financial channels and
irrational mechanism for sharing risks from two aspects: the entrance (source) and the exit
(flow). Securitization of private assets expands sources of financing, thus ensuring a steady
supply of funding and diversified sources. Moreover system and capital restraint as observed
in public offering are broken, therefore financial leasing has huge potentials. In terms of exit,
i.e., application of capital, financial leasing can play a significant role in development of
urban infrastructure. Basic industries in China feature steady returns, huge profit potentials
and low investment risks; therefore they are able to attract foreign and domestic investment.
Financial leasing is capable of playing a facilitating role in the process. It can cater to many
aspects of infrastructure, including heating, water supply and transport; moreover, it is a
sustainable way of financing. So in the end it will contribute to urbanization.
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5.4 Inevitability of financial leasing in urbanization
From 1978 to 2007, the total value of transactions in financial leasing increased from 40.8
billion US dollars to 78.04 billion, with an average annual increase of 11.3%, higher than the
global GDP growth rate of 6.9% at the same period. After 2008, growth of international
leasing business suffered severe decline due to the global financial crisis, lower than global
GDP growth rate as well as growth of fixed asset investment. Global financial leasing
market, after a record decline of 23% in 2009, embraced a 10.7% of growth in new business
volume in 2010. The major force behind that was strong growth in emerging countries and
markets represented by China. Therefore, financial leasing does have the potential of
booming in China.
When the Central Work Conference on Urbanization ended in December 2013, public
attention was thrown upon issues such as the source of funding for urbanization and how to
avoid another round of rising local government debt. Existing financial policies and fiscal
policies can no longer support the conventional construction mode which bases itself on
local government debt under the guidance of government. Therefore local governments’
dependence on land needs to be changed. The real breakthrough lies in the fact of enabling
market institutions to play the major role and thoroughly changing the structure and function
of local platform. The concept advocated on the 3rd Plenary Session of 18th CPC Central
Committee should be applied to the local platform, transforming the government from
reliance on debt to reliance on capital. This section mainly explores the mutual dependency
of two core concepts: infrastructure construction for urbanization and financial leasing.
Financial leasing is an inevitable choice of mode in infrastructure construction for
urbanization and financial leasing ultimately contributes to infrastructure construction for
urbanization. These two are closely related and thus inseparable.

5.4.1

Financial leasing is the inevitable choice for infrastructure construction for
urbanization

Some innovative modes have already shown up for investment in urbanization and financing,
which shift from government-driven to market-driven through the concept of general city
operator and avoid the increase of government debt by the means of setting up joint venture
institutions with the local government. They showed new path for government asset
management. The most outstanding feature of sales and leaseback in financial leasing is to
liquidize existing assets. It can effectively mobilize local municipal assets in stock (e.g.
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highway and all kinds of pipe networks) so the additional funds could be used for
constructing new infrastructure projects; it enlarges the use of funds so such funds becomes
the capital funds for new projects. In this way, it responds to State Council’s policy of
making good use of both stock and increment, helping local government lever banks for
loans through its special mode, so the local financing capacity is levered to extend
geometrically. This is a huge advantage that no other financing methods could replace. On
the other hand, direct leasing, through cooperation with local urbanization fund (the
principle promoter of the fund serves as guarantee of the financial leasing project), directly
leases municipal infrastructure which is urgently needed in the area and could not be
effectively supported by the fund (such as all kinds of pipe networks and roads) to the
government, so the government could obtain full use right of such municipal infrastructure
merely by paying rent for using the infrastructure without the need of large amount of capital
investment in the initial stage. Furthermore, the level of infrastructure in this area could thus
rapidly improve and the progress of local urbanization could be accelerated. Such process,
without giving the government additional debt, fully mobilizes social capital through flexible
structural design, and reduces the fiscal pressure for the government, which lowers the fiscal
lever of the government in other words.
In addition, the large market and rich funding sources of financial leasing match with the
enormous need for funding and long construction cycle. Financial leasing is in the private
market, which has great potential. It is enormous market space, and it could also explore the
international market. Thus there is a huge potential for the source of funding. And it is
demonstrated in the outstanding example of GBU mode. In Summer Davos 2010 and China
Financial Summit 2011, cross-border structural innovative financing program of Golden
Bridge United Financial Leasing was a highlight. Through targeted issuance of ABS (assetbacked securities) of foreign countries, financial leasing company obtains sufficient source
of funding and distributes risks through the international market; meanwhile, it develops
financial leasing mode in a global perspective, learns risk management experience and
innovate financing methods.
These outstanding features of financial leasing, which other financing methods are not able
to replace, are high compatible with infrastructure construction projects and can be widely
applied to profit-making infrastructure financing whose main body is permanent engineering
equipment investment, including financial leasing for pipe networks of urban gas, heat and
water supply/discharge, financial leasing for engineering equipment such as transportation
facility of railway transportation projects (urban metro, light rail, etc.) and even the railway
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itself, as well as financial leasing for urban sewage and waste treatment plants, hazardous
waste treatment plant (incineration plant, landfill, etc.) and environmental pollution control
facilities and equipment. Thus it becomes an inevitable choice for infrastructure construction
in urbanization.

5.4.2

Infrastructure construction is a necessary direction for financial leasing mode

Choosing object for financial leasing is an important issue for the business. Such investment
in infrastructure area related to the national welfare and people’s livelihood answers to the
policies and corporate social responsibility and mission and corresponds to the current
macroeconomic background and policy environment; besides, it is also the optimal choice
for financial leasing company. Financial leasing mode is suitable for projects that are able to
independently generate profit and perform independent accounting financially among purely
profit-making infrastructure, which mainly refer to profit-making public infrastructure as the
cash flow is relatively guaranteed and fixed assets including equipment for the projects have
high investment proportion among the whole proportion (usually over 60%). Compared with
other investment objects, targeting infrastructure in urbanization for financial leasing can
help adequately lower risks, delivering relatively higher degree of security assurance. And
financial leasing company, as the lessor, need not to worry if the funding is not recoverable
but only need to consider the length of payoff period. If the payoff is guaranteed and rate of
return is fixed, the longer the lease term is, the more the profit will be, which is extremely
beneficial for financial leasing company. This is an important factor drawing in overseas
investors. On the other hand, strong financial institutions such as banks, funds and
investment banks backing up financial leasing companies enables the latter to have adequate
capacity and strength to undertake financing pressure in infrastructure construction. For
example, “GBU mode” mainly targets “development of infrastructure of large state-owned
enterprises and Chinese government” and highly values “existing government investment
and stock state-owned assets invested by large state-owned enterprises”2. For instance, in
the practice of “GBU mode”, industries of expressway, bridge & tunnel, oil and gas pipeline
have the right to fix product prices due to the support of Chinese government, and thus they
are quite monopolistic in their industries; therefore, such industries have stable economic
income, big potential for profit and small investment risk, making them very suitable for
financial leasing mode. GBU Financial Leasing demonstrated in detail features of such
infrastructure construction and designed a comprehensive plan to liquidize stock for the local
2

GBU Financial Leasing: Innovating Financial Service to Facilitate the Real Economy, Financial Times, December 17, 2012
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government. It made use of enormous stock assets including expressway, bridge & tunnel
and oil and gas pipeline through sales and leaseback, enabling 100% financing, and thus
obtaining large amount of capital with strong liquidity. Such funds were further used for
development and construction of new projects and boosting profitability of the government
itself. In this way, it resolved the challenge of capital for the government, and delivered
stable operating profit and low-risk operating advantage for the financial leasing company.

5.5 Advantage and risks of financial leasing in urbanization
5.5.1

Analysis of advantages of financial leasing

5.5.1.1 Liquidizing stock assets
China now has a huge amount of assets needs to be liquidized. There has already been more
than 75% of capital invested in fixed assets in the development of economy since the
opening-up and reform, and thus it has generated an enormous stock fixed assets while
construction of many new projects are trapped by short of funding. The biggest challenge of
liquidize stock assets is how to properly deal with the stock troubled assets and the priority is
how to liquidize the stock assets going into virtual economy and those stuck in nonperforming assets and over-capacity area. In the perspective of long cycle, China’s overall
return on invested capital shows a general decrease after decades of high-speed growth and
rapid boosting of return on invested capital, while there are no emerging technologies or
industrial reforms to increase that return on invested capital in a short time. Under such a
background, the decreasing return on invested capital and enormous debt dramatically bring
down both the need of people and government departments to expand credit and the speed of
asset growth, while accelerating growth of debt increasingly unveils the risk of declining
balance sheet. When the government’s balance sheet is in danger, it would be difficult to
continue expanding the debt. But, financial leasing offers new ideas for the government to
liquidize stock assets. Funds raised through financial leasing could be used as capital fund of
new investment projects or as project construction fund, and thus effectively resolve the
issue of raising project capital fund in urban construction. It breaks through the conventional
financing methods, and speeds up infrastructure construction for urbanization.
So far, financial leasing remains the only effective way to liquidize China’s state-owned
existing assets. Sales and leaseback, in particular, liquidizes and realizes stock fixed assets of
the lessee, turning physical assets into financial assets or cash with very high liquidity. By
combining stock, industry and finance, financial leasing solves two challenges — over
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capacity in some industries and insufficient capital fund — in urbanization construction at
the same time. Therefore, it is able to effectively drive demand for investment and influence
the nation’s macro-economic trend in the end.

5.5.1.2 Sustainability
Local governments have no right to issue bonds by themselves except a few pilot regions.
There is a highlighted issue for local governments who carry out financing in disguised form
through ways including trust, BT (build-transfer) and illegal fund raising and some places
have issues such as illegal guarantee, illegal financing, altering use of debt capital and idle
debt capital.
Default events and large amount of implicit guarantee of local financing platforms lead to
potential credit crisis. The urban construction investment bond market has frequent
underselling since July, 2011, the pressure of which even impacted the local bonds issued by
the central government on July 11. This has made the local governments’ difficulty in
financing worse. Thus, one focus of local governments’ tasks to develop economy currently is
to adjust financing strategy in time and develop new channels of financing. Currently in the
difficult situation of financing, operation of financial leasing on real estate including urban
road, bridge, dock and office space could make good use of government assets troubled by
debt problems and boost the use efficiency of capital; meanwhile, such operation could help
with new infrastructure projects. Thus it is significant for local financing platforms to ease
their difficulty in financing.
Comparing with other financing methods (debt financing, industry funds, etc.), financial
leasing has its advantage of sustainability in supporting infrastructure construction. First of
all, financial leasing invests equipment instead of capital, which can prevent investment
fund from being drained away and thus resolve the issue of loss of control over fund use and
control where the fund is used, to effectively avoid break of fund chain and guarantee
construction of projects. Secondly, financial leasing includes the core ideas of liquidize
BOTH stock and increment; it helps increase capital liquidity and virtuous cycle by means
of market, applying funds to sectors with potential to grow, and in that way it assures the
stability of capital backflow and effectively prevents risks; the de-leveraging feature of
financial leasing could effectively mitigate Chinese government’s problem of high debt ratio
at present, and thus effectively facilitate the sustainable development. Lastly, financial
leasing has relatively stable cash flow; different from competition cash flow of enterprises
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who have systematic risks and industry risks, clients of financial leasing are main bodies of
infrastructure construction with national franchise right; therefore such bodies have steady
usufruct over infrastructure, high credit rating and very low cash flow risk, which can also
help increase rating when ABS is issued. High credit rating reduces financing cost and
facilitates de-leveraging. With planned financing in capital market, effective selection of
fund source and reducing impact of fluctuating interest rate of financial institutions on
financing cost, financial leasing does have important advantages in aspects including cash
flow stability and financing cost.
Of course, financial leasing is still confronted with systematic risks. When the market in
overall is faced with liquidity crisis, stability and sustainability of cash flow of financial
leasing cannot be secured effectively.

5.5.1.3 Reducing the financial burden of government
Reducing financing cost and de-leveraging has already been the top priority in Chinese
economy. By the end of 2007, proportions of government debt, non-financial enterprise debt
and resident debt in GDP are 38%, 109% and 19% respectively and has increased to 42%,
142% and 31% respectively by the end of 2012. It shows debt financing of Chinese
enterprises rapidly grows since the crisis, and the proportion remains relatively high
comparing to developed countries: the ratio exceeds Korea (110%), Japan (100%), U.S (70%)
and Germany (50%), and even exceeds European countries in heavy debt such as Span
(134%), Portugal (130%), Italy (82%) and Greece (65%). But if the government quits
stimulation and financial institutions no longer increase leverage, how we maintain the
economic growth speed? Premier Li Keqiang emphasizes two key points of making good use
of both stock and increment again and again, showing the government’s determination to
follow the way of market operation and allow all kinds of financial and non-financial
institutions to travel light. Financial leasing can effectively lighten the financial burden of
government and avoid severe fund shortage caused by simultaneous start of multiple public
infrastructure construction projects involving large amount of funds. By using financial
leasing, government departments only need to regularly pay rent according to term of
payment agreed with financial leasing company, effectively avoiding capital pressure and
high leverage risk brought by conventional bank loans and improving predictability and
sustainability of government financial plan. Financial leasing mode boosts rate of capital
turnover and rate of stock turnover effectively, showing prominent industry advantage.
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5.5.1.4 Efficient, flexible and low-cost
Financing efficiency is high and procedure is simple. Turnover rate, liquidity ratio, quick
ratio and use ratio of assets sharply improve, which accelerates asset restructuring and
optimization of the lessee and effectively drives up economic benefit of the enterprise in the
same year; the amount of leasing fund does not occupy credit line nor be recorded in bank
loan card, which boosts enterprise’s opportunity for re-financing and cuts opportunity cost;
leasing company, when arranging sales and leaseback financing, would not force the lessee
to provide recycling deposit of raised funds.

5.5.1.5 Extending payback time limit, improving capital use efficiency for enterprise
If equipment is purchased with bank loan, the length of maturity, within 1 year normally, is
usually much shorter than the service life of the purchased equipment, so the enterprise has
to pay back the bank loan before the equipment investment generates return, which leads to a
higher fund pressure for the enterprise; but if the equipment is accessed through financial
leasing, it is similar to (but not equals to) purchasing the equipment by installment (the term
of lease is normally 3 to 5 years). It has dual benefits for enterprises in short of funds, which
are: first, most capital can remain liquid as cash payment can be divided in the term of lease,
reducing the amount of payment in each term; second, the cost (equivalent to interests of
bank loan) is distributed within the lease term so it can match operating revenue of the
enterprise more closely.

5.5.1.6 Saving working capital so that the enterprise could allocate the precious
working capital in places where it is more needed.
The rent is paid by installment, so the enterprise could save its working capital and allocate
the precious working capital in places where it is more needed. It generates a bigger return
on investment and helps the enterprise to keep its bank line of credit.

5.5.1.7 The leasing fund is flexible in use and not influenced by macro-control

Capital raised from sales and leaseback has flexible use without bank regulation and it can
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be used as capital fund for project investment; financial leasing is much more flexible, and
such flexibility is not only displayed by its simpler and clearer exchange provisions and
relatively smaller difficulty in business negotiation, it also has less restrictions on the
lessee during the whole financial leasing period than those multiple restrictive contractual
provisions in medium and long term loan contracts, posing smaller impact on the future
operations of the enterprise.
Bank loans are often influenced by macro-control and thus the enterprise could not follow
its plan to invest in new project in the right time. While financial leasing is a behavior of
commercial financing, the enterprise could have access to international excess capital from
other developed countries through foreign-invested leasing companies and avoid the
domestic macro-control policy, which is good for long-term stable investment and
development plan of the enterprise.

5.5.1.8 Breaking through conventional financing methods, developing new financing
channel and expanding financing scale for enterprise
Financing through financial leasing opens new channels to raise funds and diversifies the
source and application of funds of the enterprise. If the enterprise needs to expand its scale,
the established financial leasing programs could serve as examples for expansion projects
to boost efficiency for re-financing.
Capital obtained from equipment assets of enterprise through bank mortgage loan is usually
only less than 40% of the fair value of equipment assets. But sales and leaseback could allow
the lessee 100% financing of the equipment assets, so the enterprise would obtain enough
funding for new investment projects.
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Figure 13: Advantages of financial leasing

5.5.2

Analysis of financial leasing risks

Risks of financial leasing projects are defined by individual risk of financial leasing
companies, environmental risk, and industrial risk. Interest of each financial leasing project
involves lessee, supplier, investor, and regulator. For different interested parties, risks of
financial leasing companies can be divided into four types, namely, credit risk, fraud risk,
liquidity risk, and risk of macro policies.
During the progress of financial leasing projects, if lessee and guarantee debtor cannot pay
rents on schedule, the financial leasing company is entitled to take the leasing assets back,
during which by legal method, risk of creditor’s right of assets contract and risk of right in
rem of the leased assets, which are from the credit risk of lesser, will be involved.
One of main differences between financial leasing and conventional operating leasing is the
leased assets of financial leasing is not the stock of assets of financial leasing company, but
the leased assets bought according to demands of lesser, so financial leasing company
shoulders mainly capital risk. During the process of financial leasing, if supplier and lesser
plot to defraud the financial leasing company with its money, the financial leasing company
may be confronted with huge capital risk and suffered from loss. Therefore, one of risks of
financial leasing project is that of being defrauded by the supplier.
Risks due to investor mainly refer to liquidity risk and financing risk. When the financing
period is shorter than that of the project, term mismatch will force the leasing company to
terminate the lease contract in advance or suffer from bankruptcy, which is liquidity risk.
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Such risk is originated from the liquidity of the financing capital. In addition, when capital of
the financial leasing company goes to a fixed infrastructure continuously in long term,
capital return will takes a long time, which results in decreasing liquidity of the financial
leasing company. If the sources of capital cannot be solved effectively, then developed of the
financial leasing company will be restricted severely. On the other hand, financing risk refers
to possible changes of financing cost. Because the rent interests are directly affected by the
hike and drop of loan interest rate of the market, changes of interest rate of the market will
result in adjustment of rent interests. Such risk is from the financing cost.
Risks because of regulators are mainly taxation risk and macro policy risk. Taxation is one of
four pillars of financial leasing company, and taxation risk means that changes to taxation
system for leasing company will exert great impact on the development of leasing company,
especially in the condition where double regulatory systems exists. In addition, complete law
of financial leasing is not available yet, so changes to taxation system is highly likely. Macro
policy risk means when the regulatory system for financing leasing industry or regulatory
intensity to the financial leasing industry by regulators changes, the industry will be greatly
impacted. Currently, innovation in the community of companies is those in regulation. For
example, the latest provision says that after securitization of leasing assets, leasing
companies shall retain 5% of risk, which improves the controllable level of financing risk in
public offering market, but also increases the threshold of financing in public offering market,
and reduces the space of securitization financing of public offering.

5.6 International Comparison about Application of Financial Leasing in Urban
Infrastructure
Urban infrastructure construction is an indispensable step in national economic development
both for developed countries and developing countries. It is an essential part of national
economic and social development which is of important position and function. As the
investor of urban infrastructure construction, urban government should demonstrate its
predominance and guidance on this issue.
In this session, development and main approaches of infrastructure financing system of
western developed countries are summarized and reviewed, which are compared with
China’s infrastructure construction financing approach to explore the role of financial leasing
in this field.
Reviewing the course of infrastructure investment and financing system reform in western
cities, it is evident that marketization is a key: marketized operation along with the power of
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capital market gives infrastructure vitality which can effectively release the government
financial pressure and improve construction and service quality of infrastructure. While
several investment and financing patterns such as issuance of municipal bonds, innovation of
trust products, asset securitization, private finance initiative and public-private partnership
among others are role models for local governments to solve investment and financing
difficulties.
From the end of 1970s to the start of 1980s, with rapid economic growth of various countries
and accelerating pace of urbanization, backward function and insufficient supply of urban
infrastructure are became more severe. All governments had to take more efforts to carry out
urban infrastructure construction, meanwhile they had to face the trouble of inadequate asset
and sufficient administrative capability. Therefore, since 1980s, both developed countries
and developing countries have started to explore the reform pattern of urban infrastructure
and establish more scientific and more efficient investment and financing system and model
concerning urban infrastructure.
In western developed countries, marketization of urban infrastructure investment and
financing system generally means to break through the industrial monopoly, introduce
competition, cultivate market subjects, and to let market subjects organize and operate urban
infrastructure projects in marketization approach instead of administrative approach.
Through the introduction of competition mechanism in each step of infrastructure project
such as investment and financing, construction and operation to name a few, introduction of
innovation mechanism and acceleration of government function transfer, they aim to achieve
diversification of investment and operation subjects, reduction of fiscal pressure and
development of urban infrastructure via social support. In the practices of western countries
concerning marketization reform of urban infrastructure, a series of measures are
implemented such as contract rent, public-private partnership and user fees system to among
others.
As for infrastructure investment and financing, the western countries mainly adopt the
following patterns:
Municipal bonds. It is a bond issued by local governments and their agencies or authorized
institutes. Take Poland as an example, in the early phase of economic transformation in
Poland, environmental fund was taken as the main financing channel of the local government.
With the completion of bank reform, commercial loan replaced environmental fund to
become the main source of local government financing, and municipal bonds gradually
became the source of Poland’s local government financing afterwards. In the transformation,
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local governments in Poland do not only meet their needs for finance, but also keep the debt
ratio of the governments at a safe level. As a transformed country, Poland has something in
common with China concerning the course and background of reform. The financing
experience of Poland government can be drew upon by China. In 1994, China promoted
fiscal system reform in which the central government and local governments implemented
tax-share system. Since then, local government became an independent interest subject.
However, based on China’s current contradiction of fiscal operation, local governments are
facing arduous infrastructure construction task while they lack the right of financing which
results in mismatching of administrative power and financial power. Therefore, when local
governments fail to solve the problem of insufficient asset in a normal way, they seek help
from experiences of other countries which raise necessary asset by appropriate debt, thus
generating municipal bonds. But one of important issues that municipal bonds faces is: it
adds more fiscal pressure on local governments, resulting in local government’s highleverage dilemma and thus bringing more hidden troubles. In the practice of de-leverage,
China’s local governments gradually confirm financial leasing (especially leaseback model)
as the main approach.
Asset securitization. It is a process that makes some legal and financing structural
arrangements on the asset which lacks liquidity but can generate predictable and steady new
cash flow, makes separation and reorganization about the risk and earnings elements in the
asset to change the asset into saleable and tradable securities in financial market. The
financing pattern means that the original beneficiary transfers steady expected earnings
generated from specific asset to specialized company who securitizes the expected earnings
to raise fund in international and domestic markets. The key of the financing pattern is
existence of steady expected earnings. But asset securitization separates the original
beneficiary from his/her own risk and future cash income risk of the project asset, making
asset for repayment of principal and interest merely relevant to future cash income of the
project asset. Furthermore, the securities issued by international senior security market are
purchased by various investors which reduces investment risk. The idea of asset
securitization revitalizes China’s financial leasing pattern on infrastructure construction; it
effectively solves the issue of asset source, thus laying foundation for the asset needs of
infrastructure construction and reaching the match of source and flow.
Besides, developed countries create more new models of infrastructure construction, such as
new models of project financing. This can be mainly classified into two types, which are
private finance initiative and public-private partnership. The former is cooperation between
government and private sectors. The government entitles the special purpose vehicles (SPV)
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organized by individuals or private sectors with development concession of public projects,
and SPV provides part of public products production and public services for the government.
The government purchases the products or services of SPV, or gives SPV exclusive charging
right or builds partnership or co-operation with SPV to reach optimization of resources in the
governmental public goods output and maximization of efficiency and output. Public-private
partnership is cooperation pattern between public sectors and private enterprises which is
jointly built by government, profitable enterprises and non-profit enterprises for a certain
projects. Through this patter, all parties can get a result better than that of their individual
efforts. As for participation in one project, it is not that government transfer all
accountabilities to private enterprises, but all participants jointly burden the accountabilities
and financing risks. China’s financial leasing absorbs part of essence of new project
financing modes and renovate it with Chinese characteristics which revitalizes China’s
infrastructure construction development.
For China, it is beneficial to draw upon some advanced experiences from other countries
with focus, further deepen financing system reform, expands financing channels for
infrastructure and improve investment and financing efficiency. Practices of overseas
countries demonstrate that the main duty of government in investment and financing of
infrastructure is to take good macro-control, guide investment and financing of infrastructure
via market mechanism, instead of administrative rules. The development of financial leasing
business is a successful practice under this background. Based on the economic development
situation in China, over 75% of capital in Chinese entities is invested in fixed assets.
Consequently the enormous stock of fixed assets is in need of liquidization, the conflict
between large amount of subside asset and asset insufficiency for new project construction is
more desperate to the solution like marketization of financial leasing. Therefore, China is
restricted by maturity of capital market and urgency of urban construction compared with
western countries. So financial leasing is more important and more necessary for China.
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Chapter VI Analysis of feasibility of financial leasing for
infrastructure construction
6.1
6.1.1

Comparing financial leasing and conventional financing methods
Financial leasing and bank loan

Comparing with bank mortgage, both borrower and lessee may keep the assets after they
pay off, and both need to pay interest and capital within the length of maturity or term of
lease; in terms of asset management, both borrower and lessee need to undertake
management of the asset which includes but not limited to obligations such as maintenance;
in addition, unless the lessee or borrower withdraws prescribed all creditor’s right, the
agreement must not be canceled and the contract must not be terminated. The essential
difference between financial leasing and bank mortgage is: assets from bank mortgage
belong to the borrower while assets from financial leasing, or lease item, belong to the
lessor. The advantage of financial leasing, in comparison with bank loan, is that it does not
need high credit standing and respectability. Regarding risks, bank loan stresses the
borrower’s qualifications in capital structure and solvency, etc. while financial leasing
cares more about whether the construction project of the lesser is able to generate sufficient
cash flow from the leased assets to pay the rent on time. From the perspective of credit, as
the lessor uses the ownership of leasing assets as credit assurance of leasing creditor’s right,
the lessor has higher level of credit rating than bank who owns mortgage. Basic differences
between financial leasing and bank loan are included in the following table:
Table 7: Differences between financial leasing and bank loan
Financial
leasing

Bank loan

Subject matter
selection

Lessee

Client

Purchaser

Lessor

Client

Creditor’s right

Lessor

Loan issuing bank

Real right

Lessor

Client

Insurance
beneficiary

Lessor

Client
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Guarantee

Agent promises to buy back

Mortgage the subject
matter to bank

Preserve

Not involving in bankruptcy of
lessee

Involving in bankruptcy
liquidity of client

Right of disposal of
subject matter

Lessor

Lending bank

Lien

Lessee has priority to purchase after
paying off rent

Release mortgage after
loan paid off

Comparing with general financing methods such as bank loans, a major advantage of
financial leasing is that one can, through reasonable transaction arrangement, directly raise
the needed funding and improve one’s own solvency and asset liquidity. This is an
advantage other financing methods could not compare to. Combining funding with asset
financing, leasing helps local government obtain equipment and capital needed to develop
and maintain local infrastructure construction and municipal construction at a more
favorable price. Thus, leasing can facilitate the development of public utilities in all places,
especially the central and western regions, and correspondingly, people’s livelihood can be
bettered and distribution of basic public service can also be facilitated.
From the perspective of time limit, financing structure arrangement of financial leasing
business such as sales and leaseback has longer time limit and less restriction from rigid
regulatory indicators than bank mortgage loan which stresses more on short or medium term
and is subject to relatively strict structure indicators for loan. In addition, financial leasing
could adequately activate the liquidity of existing assets, resulting in 100% loan normally,
but borrowing money from the bank by using mortgage asset could usually result in an
amount around or less than 70% of the mortgage asset.
From the perspective of risk control, the lessor, in the trading structure of financial leasing,
has more effective risk management an risk guarantee capacity, the ownership of leasing
item is controlled by the lessor who holds the legal ownership of the asset and is not in the
bankruptcy repayment list, thus the lessor has a relatively sufficient guarantee of creditor’s
right. If problems occur, the item can be transferred for re-leasing or sold off, but in
comparison, once problems occur to the loan, it is total loss and has higher risk. Besides, the
lessor has more clear instruction and control over the use of fund (the lessor can directly pay
equipment suppliers according to the agreement), so the possibility that the user of the fund
makes up the use of fund, embezzles the fund or even fraud the bank is reduced, comparing
to loan. Meanwhile, financial leasing does not have restriction for additional fund while bank
loan does, and therefore financial leasing is applicable to a wider range of scope.
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6.1.2

Financial leasing and BOT mode

Financial leasing mode is more suitable to solve the funding issue in infrastructure
construction in urbanization than modes such as BOT. Firstly, in terms of the design of
trading structure, the price of BOT is the right of operation of the project during construction
and operation periods, and it obtains ownership of operation assets of specific projects by
free transfer of specific operation right, or trading right for right; while the price of financial
leasing is operation profit, and the lessee needs to pay the principle and interest in due course
to obtain the ownership, or trading profit for right. In terms of structure design and operation
mode, BOT is complicated to operate, difficult and involve many related parties, thus its
financing cost increases as its steps in the process increases. Although BT and TOT modes
are relatively easier to operate and have lower financing cost, they still involve multiple
trading bodies. Yet financial leasing does a better job in financing cost and complexity of
structure. It mainly includes three contracts: leasing contract between lessor and lessee; loan
agreement between lessor and banking and financial institutions; purchase contract between
lessor and lessee. The operation is relatively simpler and efficiency higher. If financial
leasing and national investment are combined into a mixed mode of leasing, it could enlarge
the investment scale of the government and reduce financing costs for both the leasing
company and the infrastructure project.
In terms of capital fund and government burden, BOT mode avoids one-off big amount of
financial investment into the project by transferring franchise and thus partially lightens
financial pressure of the government, but after the contract term is over, the government still
needs to pay for collecting the ownership of the infrastructure, which leads to large amount
of cash outflow and financial burden. Nevertheless, financial leasing is more flexible and
effective in liquidizing funds, which mitigates the issue of fund shortage.
BOT projects involve large investment and long time period, and conditions of each project
sharply vary from one another, providing no precedents to follow in many cases. Therefore,
the risk of BOT is relatively high, and risk avoidance and distribution become important
parts of BOT projects. There are 5 types of risks possibly emerging in the whole process of
BOT projects: political risk, market risk, technical risk, financing risk and risk from force
majeure.
Political risk. Unstable political situation and society pose political risk to BOT projects.
Such risk is especially considered by BOT project companies for cross-border investment.
Political risk for the investor increases as the project time limit extends. But for domestic
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investors, this is a less considered risk factor.
Market risk. During the long concession period of BOT projects, relation between supply
and demand as well as price change from time to time. It is possible to find cheaper
competitors or more popular substitute products in the market before BOT project collects
all the investment, and demand for output of this BOT project would dramatically decrease.
This is the market risk. Normally, BOT projects have long investment period and need
assistance and concession from the government, therefore, it is monopolistic, but market
risks caused by reasons such as technology progress can not excluded. In addition, another
kind of market risk is that rising raw material price on the raw material market could lead to
over-spending of the project.
Technical risk. During the process of BOT projects, risk caused by improper arrangement of
institutional details is technical risk. A manifestation of such risk is postponement of project
which directly shortens the operation period and reduces return from the project, or even
leads to abandonment of project, if not worse. Another situation is project defect, which
refers to issues left during the construction of project. The possibility of occurrence of such
type of risk could be reduced through technical treatment of institutional arrangement.
Financing risk. Risk caused by unexpected changes in exchange rate, interest rate and
inflation rate is financing risk. If inflation is higher than what is expected, the predetermined
price for BOT project (if the expected price is agreed whatsoever) would be lower; while if
interest rate rises, financing cost of BOT project will dramatically increase due to the high
debt ratio; since BOT is often used for cross-country investment, the change of exchange
rate or difficulty in cashing would also generate risk to the project.
Risk from force majeure. Like many other projects, BOT project also needs to undertake
risks from external forces such as earthquake, fire, flood and rainstorm which are irresistible
and difficult to estimate.
In terms of applicable scope, BOT mode is normally applied to profit-making infrastructure
project with stable income source, mainly for private sectors (mostly international private
financial groups) to invest in infrastructure projects including energy, transportation,
communication and environmental protection, etc. In other words, BOT mode is suitable for
profit-making infrastructure projects over which the government has dominant power
conventionally. However, government cannot hand over significant facilities which play key
roles and relate to national welfare and people’s livelihood to investor for construction due
to the issue of franchise period. That is the main limitation of BOT mode. TOT mode is
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applicable to all facilities and service projects which generate income through collecting fee
within infrastructure area of a country. In accordance with project differentiation theory,
TOT mode can be applied in the following profit-making infrastructure projects: purely
profit-oriented projects such as toll expressway, toll bridge and tool tunnel, etc.; some quasiprofit-oriented projects (requiring certain operation index) such as gas production plant,
metro, light railway and waste incineration plant, etc. BT mode is suitable for any kind of
infrastructure or development projects, especially key facilities which must be directly
operated by government due to safety and strategic needs. ABS mode applies to facilities or
service projects which generate income through fee collection such as power grid upgrading,
tap water, railway and toll road. PPP mode, making up for the flaw of government losing
control over ownership and operation right in BOT mode, is suitable for large one-off
projects on facilities with relatively low charge for use and possibly low investment return
rate such as road, school, hygiene and water. In other words, PPP mode is applicable for
quasi-profit-oriented infrastructure projects over which the government has dominant power
conventionally. In comparison, the advantageous areas of financial leasing are projects that
are able to independently generate profit and perform independent financial accounting
among purely profit-oriented infrastructure, for instance, expressway and conference system,
etc. Let’s take GBU mode as an example. It covers a wide range of industries, providing
funding support for local urbanization construction in the following areas:
•

Heating, water utility and gas pipe network

•

Waste treatment

•

Wired broadcast television network

•

Belt expressway, railway transportation, airport expressway, airport facility, port and dock

•

School, hospital, nursing and rehabilitation institutions, urban energy-saving, smart city
and city safety, etc.

In terms of the impact on enterprise finance, these two modes have different time limit in
their influence on cash flow. When enterprise leveraging BOT for financing, the investor
covers all investment spending during construction period of the financing project while the
enterprise does not have the liability to provide investment spending; during agreed
operation period of the financing project, all operation expenditure and income is not related
to the enterprise, meaning they do not influence the cash flow of the enterprise; when the
agreed operation period is due and after the investor transfers the project in question to the
enterprise that raises funds, the following related spending and income would influence the
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cash flow of the enterprise. In comparison, if the enterprise adopts financial leasing to
finance, its cash outflow includes not only the corresponding operation cost but the rent it
pays from the start of financing to the end of contract, as the enterprise should periodically
pay rent to leasing company as per the contract. It no longer needs to pay rent upon
termination of contract, which reduces the outflow of cash; while operation revenue, as cash
inflow, comes in from the very beginning of financing. Thus in general, the impact of BOT
starts from the transfer while financial leasing influences the whole process.
Lastly, two modes have different influence on operating decisions of the enterprise.
Regarding financial leasing, when the contract is developed, the lessee’s obligation of paying
rent as per the contract is clearly defined. As the lessee obtains the use right of leased assets,
it is provided with corresponding conditions to properly perform production and operation. If
the enterprise is able to make full use of the leased assets, the growth of its operation
performance would often make up for its disadvantage in its financial funding organization.
However, the situation is very different if the enterprise which raises funds adopts BOT
financing. Firstly, as the enterprise loses operation right of the project during agreed
operation period, it is not able to effectively adjust the project according to the overall need
of the enterprise operation, which mainly refers to the operation standard and scope.
Secondly, when it comes to changing price strategy systematically during the adjustment of
enterprise operation strategy, the enterprise still could not use price orientation to properly
divide value of profit for each operation direction according to its needs. In essence, the
enterprise could not seek for bigger profit growth in other areas at the cost of partial benefit
of the project.

6.1.3

Financial leasing and ABS

Compared with financial leasing, the main issue for ABS is it could not mobilize the power of
the market in a more flexible and comprehensive manner but only can liquidize the income.
Thus it could not liquidize the stock assets of the infrastructure itself. While financial leasing
is more flexible and able to deliver 100% financing. Besides, it could flexibly arrange rent
payment according to the condition of cash flow in the enterprise, including multiple
repayment methods such as average capital plus interest, average capital, decreasing amount
of repayment, increasing amount of repayment, setting up grace period and disproportioned
repayment, etc., so enterprise could choose method of rent payment to match different
infrastructure projects. The disadvantage of ABS is it cannot introduce advanced technology
and management experience of large foreign investment and management companies into
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project construction during financing of infrastructure projects, even though the government
holds control over the construction and operation of the project. Thus it does not facilitate
domestic enterprise to learn from advanced technology and management experience of
foreign countries. In contrast, financial leasing not only could make use of relatively loosened
policy environment to introduce advanced technology and management experience from
overseas countries for innovation, but also could effectively mobilize foreign funds to fully
facilitate the infrastructure construction. In addition, financial leasing is highly compatible
with other financing channels. It can effectively mobilize multiple fund sources in the national
economy to support infrastructure construction for urbanization. For example, it supports
local infrastructure construction from many aspects by establishing limited partnership leasing
industry funds, raising funds from home and abroad through multiple ways (overseas industry
funds, insurance fund, bank financing fund, overseas pension fund, fund management plan for
all kinds of trust/securities/funds) through methods such as creditor’s right, stock right
(structured financing) and leasing.
Effective integration of financial leasing and ABS will open up new space for development
of financial leasing business. It can be found that, according to the mode of operating ABS,
the features of ideal assets fit for securitization are: clearly defining the payment method and
predictable cash flow; at least one year of average repayment period; low delinquency rate
and default rate, fully amortization and high liquidation value. For some specific projects of
leasing companies, leasing assets could bring predictable and relatively stable cash flow. The
amount of rent is huge and the lease term is long. Normally, the rent is paid by quarter, the
leasing risk is low, and the transferred assets are usually good-quality. It means financial
leasing is more suitable to obtain fund support by the means of asset securitization.
Therefore, the main advantage of ABS financing in leasing sector are:

1) Expanding financing channels of the leasing company
Fund shortage is one of the important factors hindering the development of leasing company
as it grows bigger. The conventional financing method which depends on bank loan could, to
some extent, solve the problem of funding shortage. However, as China poses restriction on
loan scale and business volume of leasing companies expands, loan become more and more
unable to satisfy their need to develop business.
Thus, leasing companies are forced to adopt diversified financing methods to find new fund
source to support their development. ABS financing, by offering leasing companies a new
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financing channel, helps them expand their fund source and facilitates the development of
their business.

2) Reducing financing cost of leasing company
Currently, bank loan is the main source of fund needed by domestic leasing companies. Due
to the recent tight money and increasing loan interest rate, cost of fund for leasing
companies has dramatically increased, posing huge fund pressure. ABS method of financing
uses lease creditor’s right as guaranty to issue securities or asset management plan. If
leasing company has a high public rating itself, financing cost for ABS method could be
lower than bank loan even if cost related to the issuance of products is included. This is in
favor of reducing financing cost for leasing companies.

3) Bringing down operation risk of leasing company and bettering statement
Apart from being an effective financing method, ABS in essence is also an effective means
to reduce operation risk for enterprises. By selling specific lease creditor’s right to SPV, the
leasing company also transfers possible operation risks of the sold creditor’s right to SPV at
the same time. Such enterprise rapidly realizes the return of this part of assets, which adds
its working capital and boost asset liquidity. Meanwhile, as ABS is off balance sheet
financing, it could effectively reduce asset-liability ratio of leasing company and make its
financial statements look better.

6.1.4

Financial leasing and TOT mode

The core of TOT is that through the method of transfer-operate-transfer, the owner of urban
infrastructure temporarily transfers its ownership and operation right to raise more
construction fund for urban infrastructure construction. Its fundamental objective is very
similar to the role of financial leasing in urbanization — liquidizing stock asset of urban
infrastructure and reducing financial pressure of the government. However, compared with
financial leasing, TOT has a weakness in the last T process of the government: there is a risk
of asset value change in the project during transfer and when the asset value does show big
fluctuation, the financial pressure of the government could be increased. Another important
issue is tax. Deals in TOT mode involve large amount of tax. “The financing lease
companies shall be levied in accordance with the regulations when they carry out sale83

and-leaseback business and accept the ownership of the residential properties and land
rights of the lessees. If the lessees repurchase the ownership of the residential properties and
land rights after expiry of the sale-and-leaseback contract, deed tax will be exempted”,
according to Notice of the Ministry of Finance on Deed Tax Policies concerning the Fundraising by Enterprise by Means of Sale and Leaseback (No. 82 [2012] of the Ministry of
Finance). Announcement of the State Administration of Taxation, Announcement on the Tax
Issues Concerning the Sale of Assets by the Lessee in Sales and Leaseback Financing (No.
13 [2010]), proposes that, “according to current regulations on added-value tax and
business tax, lessee’s behavior of selling assets in sales and leaseback financing is not
included in the scope of added-value tax and business tax collection and therefore no addedvalue tax and business tax is collected from such behavior.” While regarding enterprise
income tax, according to current Enterprise Income Tax Law and regulations on related
income, lessee’s behavior of selling assets in sales and leaseback financing is not deemed as
sales income, and the assets for financial leasing shall be depreciated with the book value
prior to being sold by the lessee as the basis of tax. During the lease term, financing interest
paid by the lessee shall be deemed as the financial expense of enterprise and deducted before
tax. Therefore, the preferential tax policies become another advantage of financial leasing.
In addition, TOT has the following issues in promotion:
First, how to price the operation right of project transferred out through TOT?
Transferring projects out in TOT is the breakthrough to implement TBT financing mode
while a reasonable pricing of projects that is transferred out is the key to the transfer
agreement. If the transfer price is too low, the transferor would suffer property loss; but if
the transfer price is too high, the expected return on investment for the transferee is reduced,
making it difficult to reach an agreement or resulting in exorbitant prices for project products.
In latter situation, the transferor, in order to reach an agreement, needs to make more
concessions and promises which would also lead to certain loss for the transferor.
Compared with book value method, replacement cost method and market price method,
method of present return value can truthfully reflect the real value of operation right of the
transferred project. It is an evaluation method to determine the object price in TOT financing
by estimating the expected income from the object in TOT financing in the future and
converting it to present value. Its basic principle is expectancy value theory and it is an
evaluation of price based on expected income from the object.
However, since China’s domestic investment environment for railway is troubled, especially
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the soft investment environment such as legal environment and administrative environment,
the expected risk of transferee during operation period is increased. Thus transferee often
could not accept the price of operation right evaluated by the present value method, or the
transferee would raise rather harsh terms to transferor and the government, making it
difficult to reach a TOT agreement. Therefore, when pricing the operation right of project
transferred in TOT, one must give full consideration to, on the basis of present return value
method, all kinds of risk factors and make modifications to make the price more reasonable
and feasible. At present, Bharat evaluation method created by Professor Alfred Bharat of
Northwest University in the U.S. is internationally recognized.
Second, the set-up TOT project which plans to transfer operation right needs to match with
passenger transportation line construction project which is yet to be built.
The financing mode of TBT project centers around BOT project, and its final goal is to
establish BOT project. Thus, it is of crucial importance to choose established projects that
are planning to transfer operation right and match with BOT projects.
Firstly, the scale and net cash flow of project that is established and planning to transfer
operation right, or the evaluated price of its operation right during concession period should
match with the passenger transportation line construction project which is yet to be
established. Some experts believe it is better to choose, if possible, established project which
has lower operation cost and need no major upgrading or replacement for its fixed assets.
Secondly, in order to facilitate the BOT financing construction plan for a to-be-built
passenger transportation line project, established projects planning to transfer operation right
available for the owner or suzerain to choose from should not be limited to railway projects
and other projects should be possible, such as thermal power plant and certain section of
expressway, etc.; it should be feasible as long as it matches with the to-be-built project or
fits expectation of potential investors. In addition, there could be more than one project
planning to transfer operation right, or it could be a package including parts from several
projects, but it may be not convenient to the management of company operating BOT
project. It depends on the actual situation.
From the perspective of risk, investors of BOT and TOT modes are usually enterprise or
financial institutions which could not give up or transfer their investment, thus each investor
undertakes relatively big risk. It leads to the instability of the financial system, and partially
drives up the financing cost. Government is the one undertaking bigger risk in BT mode.
Investors of ABS mode are buyers of bonds on domestic or foreign capital market, and the
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investment risk is dramatically reduced through scattered buyers, which is beneficial to the
investors. PPP mode adopts another risk allocation mode in which both parties develop risk
plans in the early stage of demonstration to allocate the risk to a more capable participant.
Financial leasing mode has the risk advantage of limited recourse and without recourse, so
the government could avoid a large amount of project risks; and from the perspective of
lessor, the relatively stable cash flow from the infrastructure itself is a guarantee for the
income; in that way, both parties can reduce risks. This is an advantage that no other
financing methods could replace.

6.2 Study on the game relationship of interest bodies in financial leasing
Financial leasing of infrastructure in urbanization has typically essential attributes of
economics and the feature of being included in social welfare, thus it has universality and
particularity in coordinating interests of parties involved, program designing and contract
development. In this section, we intend to deliver a basic framework and idea on impact
factors and the most crucial and key issue of pricing in infrastructure construction for
urbanization by constructing a simple game mode.
The government contributes capital in infrastructure construction, and is one participant of the
deal (lessee) as the investor; while the other party is financial leasing company (lessor). Both
parties perform reasonable contract designing through negotiation to realize maximum
interest and optimal social synergy. Rent in a financial leasing contract involves all kinds of
expenses and income of both parties. Expenses of the lessor mainly include the following
factors:
1) C: Expenses for basic purchase, transportation, insurance and guaranty for the
infrastructure construction project
2) T1: Tax
3) I: Bank interest of capital paid by the lessor who takes the place of lessee to purchase
assets;
4) Others: Other expenses
Expenses of the lessee mainly include the following factors:
1) Exp: Expenses generated during lessee’s operation process and risk control
2) T2: Tax
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3) D: Cost of depreciation of infrastructure; assume value depreciation of infrastructure is
0 after depreciation period is over.
Assume the expected income of the lessor is E(r), lease term is T and actual income of
infrastructure is R. The public feature of infrastructure generates social welfare invisible
income which is calculated in the form of subsidy by government, assuming the value is G.
Both parties realize optimal contract designing through multiple times of negotiation. Thus,
the lessor chooses to enter into the contract if and only if the income > cost, or the minimum
rent satisfies:

The rent accepted by the lessee surely cannot exceed the project income. From the
perspective of tax, the depreciation could be used for tax according to law, thus the de facto
acceptable Rent could include tax amount on that basis (tax rate is TaxRate):

The condition to reach an agreement is rent acceptable to the lessor being lower than the rent
that lessee could offer:

Here we mainly use game theory and Rubinstein mode to find the only sub-game perfect
Nash equilibrium between the two interest bodies during the development of contract.
Both parties try to reach its optimum segmentation of (assuming the length of a Rent section
is

) within an acceptable range to them. Both parties give their acceptable price after

multiple rounds of offering and negotiation, but the negotiation discount acceptable to two
parties, or time cost and related expenses of negotiation is different (including other factors
difficult to be quantized), that is to say two parties have different negotiation status which
are assumed as a and b. In reality, leasing company of course does not have a status equal to
the government in negotiation. Assume the lessee could get
the other part
similarly, the lessor will get
lessee of

, and

, and the lessor gets

of the lessee at t+1 equals to

at t;

when offering a price at t, which equals to that
at t-1, who considers the lessor’s offering at this period, will
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propose corresponding price at t-2 to guarantee

. In this cycle,

income of every other period is the same, which is:

The result is

, which is the only sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium during the

gaming process. At this time, the rent that the lessor (financial leasing company) could
get is the minimum value of basic equilibrium level plus its corresponding parts in extra
income and it is:

The part in extra income mainly depends on negotiation strength of both parties.
Relationship between financial leasing company and the government is a mutual gaming and
supporting win-win relationship. During the process of lessee’s negotiating with government,
the operation stability, bank relation and innovation of asset securitization of the company
itself have dramatic influence upon the funding source, which would finally impact its
bargaining power; good cooperation between government and financial leasing company
could facilitate the achievement of the agreement and its positive development; in particular,
infrastructure construction involve enormous sum of money, so the financial leasing
company must possess good capital strength and risk control ability. Also, a good system
and law environment can help with a better balance of interests of both parties, so that the
financial leasing cost can reduce and efficiency can boost, and financial leasing company
could enjoy healthy development at a certain level of profit.

6.3 Basic mode and feasible program
The structural arrangement of financial leasing could closely combine finance, trading,
construction and production, fully exploring and enlarging functions other than financing. It
forms a value chain for related parties to share interest and risk of “urban infrastructure
operating and management company - financial institutions such as banks - lessor - supplier
– contractor” to realize optimal allocation of resources. All infrastructure assets with
predictable stable future income including major infrastructure projects such as large
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thermal power plant and hydro power plant could try financing through financial leasing.
Financial leasing includes many modes, such as direct leasing, turn-leasing, sales and
leaseback, leverage leasing, trust leasing, joint leasing and project leasing, etc. This section
will combine specific practice and thoughts of several successful financial leasing cases to
discuss the designing of feasible programs for several modes.
Regarding cooperation with small-and-medium commercial banks and all kinds of financial
institutions, designing and planning of programs, designing of leasing structure and
arrangement of financing innovation, financial leasing companies gradually have collected
rich practical experience and provide comprehensive service of domestic and foreign
currency financial leasing (including forms of direct leasing, turn-leasing, sales and
leaseback, leverage leasing, trust leasing, joint leasing and project leasing, etc.), investment
consulting, financing consulting and business consulting in the following: all kinds of
advanced or applicable domestic and foreign production equipment, communication
equipment, medical equipment, energy-saving equipment, electromechanical equipment,
engineering machinery, power equipment, oil equipment, chemical engineering facilities,
means of transportation (aircraft, railway, watercraft) and their attached technologies. Such
services above are provided to industries in China including energy and power transmission,
petrochemical engineering, gas pipeline, transportation (railway, aviation, sea transportation),
metallurgy and mining, new energy, renewable energy, health care, urban infrastructure
construction and public utilities, etc.

6.3.1

Sales and leaseback mode

In accordance with the definition in Measures for the Administration of Financial Leasing
Companies issued by China Banking Regulatory Commission in 2007, sales and leaseback is
a form of financial leasing in which the lessee sells its own property to the lessor and, at the
same time, enters into a financial leasing contract with the lessor to lease back the property
from the lessor. This deal structure mainly involves two parties and two deal contracts: in
terms of the interested parties, both the lessee and the lessor have dual identities respectively
and participate in dual deals to realize the separation of asset value and use value and the
separation of assets and transfer of real item. The basic mode of sales and leaseback is
displayed in the following figure:
The main objective of leaseback is to change the form and liquidity of assets and transform
long-term fixed assets into cash assets with highest liquidity. Ownership of sales and
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leaseback assets belongs to the lessor during lease period, but the right to operation and
decision-making still belongs to the lessee. The sole purpose of leasing company to hold
sales and leaseback assets is to finance for projects and gain rent, thus it does not hold shares
of the lessee, nor does it participate in operation and decision-making of the company.
Therefore, sales and leaseback does not have the problem of important projects which
involve national welfare and people’s livelihood being controlled by foreign companies.
Thus this mode shows unparalleled advantage in infrastructure construction. For example,
in the construction of railway transportation, the completed urban railway transportation
projects build up enormous amount of stock assets; and such fixed equipment investment can
be transformed into money capital by selling these assets to financial leasing companies and
leasing them back for use. It, to a large extent, relieves the shortage of urban railway
transportation fund and activates the cash flow for urbanization construction. By forming a
mode of progressive development, it thus can accelerate the progress of urbanization and
promote sustainable development.

Borrowing Enterprise (Seller/Lessee)

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Confirm
Leasing item

Sign Purchase
Contract

Sign Leasing
Contract

Pay
Equipment

Pay
Rent

Contract
Termination

Transfer
Property Right

Financial Leasing Company (Buyer/Lessor)

Figure 14: Deal structure and operation mode of sales and lease back

6.3.2

Direct leasing mode

Direct leasing refers to that leasing company purchases appointed equipment according to
the need of the lessee and lease the equipment to the lessee and collects rent at the same time.
During the lease term, the leasing company has the ownership of the equipment while the
lessee has use right to the equipment. When the lease term is due and the lessee pays the fee
for property transfer, the lessee will get the ownership of the equipment from the lessor. The
outstanding feature of direct leasing is its multiplier effect of investment, which means the
investor only needs to pay small amount of rent to operate the leased assets in the initial
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stage of investment. Its operating direct leasing mode is illustrated in the figure:
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[2]
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Figure 15: Direct leasing mode

6.3.3

Leverage leasing

Leverage leasing refers to that the lessor transfers or mortgages the ownership of leasing
items, beneficial right of financial leasing contract guarantee, beneficial right of leasing item
insurance and usufruct of financial leasing contract to the borrower. Yet regarding raising
fund for certain large equipment of extremely high acquisition cost but needed in
infrastructure construction and operation, the mode of direct leasing is difficult to raise such
fund, but leverage leasing offers a good solution instead. The lessor provides in the first
place 20% - 40% of total sum of the leasing equipment, which is a leverage to encourage the
lessor to pledge the rent and leasing contract to borrow the rest 60% - 80% of money from
the bank. If the lessee is not able to pay rent on time, the bank would only pay off guaranteed
leasing assets (Peng Shiqing and Qin Yali, 2011). The lessor shall transfer or mortgage the
ownership of leasing items, beneficial right of financial leasing contract guarantee, beneficial
right of leasing item insurance and usufruct of financial leasing contract to the borrower. Socalled without recourse to lessee refers to that, when the lessee does not perform its
obligation to pay rent, the financial institution, as creditor, must not directly request and
collect debt from the lessee, and it could only be paid back from the leasing assets of the
lessor. For large equipment of extremely high acquisition cost such as shield tunneling
machine, the adoption of leverage leasing method can reduce fund risk and resolve the
challenge of financing.
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6.4 Business procedure
Financial leasing normally goes through the following main processes: project application –
approval – signing contract – leasing start – collecting rent – hire purchase.

Leasing company
obtains demand
information of related
company

Rate credit and collect
related information

Internal approval of
Leasing company

Leasing company
Signs contract with
client

Leasing Company
examines client

Leasing
company prescreens project

Leasing
company sends

Leasing
company makes
loans

Leasing company and
subsidiary bank conduct
Post-lease management
to client

Figure 16: Business process of financial leasing

In urban infrastructure construction projects, the purpose of financing for the lessee is to
newly build a construction project, therefore, the depth of participation into the project for
the lessor is not limited to the operation stage, instead, the participation should also include
the early preparation and construction stages, etc.

1).

Applying for financial leasing project

Urban infrastructure operation & management company and lessor, based on the financing
needs of the former, negotiate the intention and project details of financial leasing while fully
leveraging the advantages of financial leasing.

2).

Evaluation and audit of financial leasing project

Financial leasing company investigates and audits the following: qualification, financial
status and credit level of the lessee, risk factors and profit source of the infrastructure
construction project, national laws and regulations as well as industry policies. Its
investigation and analysis on the project mainly includes the following aspects: investigation
on the credit of the lessee, qualification examination of the lessee’s guarantor enterprise,
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analysis of market environment and national policy, and most importantly, the
comprehensive evaluation of financial status of the project and comprehensive evaluation
and analysis of risk of the project.

3).

Specific planning and signing of contract of financial leasing project

For financial leasing project deemed as feasible after audit, both parties will discuss the
financing mode arrangement for the required fund and rent design. In specific, it includes
lease term, lease rate and repayment mode which is determined by risk level and project
income, as well as transfer price, guaranty type and liability for breach for the leasing project
after the lease term is due. Details of contract should also cover contents such as change and
termination of contract, termination conditions and treatment method etc., and at the same
time, it should lock up certain technical design including lessee’s requirement on project
quality and construction duration. Normally during leasing negotiation, the lessor proposes
an initial program according to the status of lessee and investigation result before the lessor
negotiates with the lessee to make a final decision.

4).

Project construction stage

After the lessee and the lessor sign the financial leasing contract, they move in to project
construction stage. The lessor is responsible for the investment and management of financial
leasing project while the lessee cooperate to finish certain parts. During project construction
stage, the lessor’s management of project construction is similar to owner’s management of
regular construction projects. The lessor has many contracting approaches to choose
regarding the construction of the project, thus this thesis only introduces the lessor’s
adoption of conventional construction contracting mode during construction stage. The
conventional construction contracting mode involves multiple participants: design institution,
construction organization, equipment supplier and construction supervision organization; the
lessor enters into contract with each of those organizations and thus the responsibility is huge.
Relatively, the lessee shares smaller responsibility. It is only in charge of supervising and
inspecting project construction and acceptance of the leasing project after it finishes
construction, to make sure the work done by each party meets the lessee’s requirement on
the leasing project.
All related parties participate in the acceptance of the project after the construction is
completed. When the project is accepted, an acceptance certificate will be signed, and the
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date of being accepted is the initial day of rent. If the project is not accepted, a written notice
shall be provided to each related party for rectification with a certain time limit. The project
can only start operation after it pass the re-examination.

5).

Project operation stage

It mainly includes the management of rent collection and treatment of leasing project when
the lease is completed. Upon the completion of infrastructure project construction, payment
of the rent starts on the day when acceptance document is signed. Then the lessee, or the
corresponding municipal construction company, starts to operate the project, and pays rent
with the cash inflow from the project operation to the lessor. The lessee pays rent to the
lessor as agreed in the contract, while financial leasing company periodically supervises over
the operation and financial status of the project as the lessor. If the lessee cannot pay rent on
time, the lessor shall find out the operation status and credit risk degree of the lessee in a
timely manner, and deal with the situation by using methods including fine, confiscating
cash deposit or terminating the contract. During the lease term, the lessee may propose a
price acceptable to both parties to buy the leased asset ahead of schedule and terminate the
financial leasing contract; in that case, the financial leasing company should not collect the
remaining rent and other fees in the rest of rest of lease term. As urban infrastructure project
has its own particularity, the lessee needs hire purchase as agreed in the contract at the end of
lease term, and the financial leasing company transfers the ownership leasing asset to the
lessee to complete the confirmation of the ownership of leasing item. Hire purchase refers
to a means of transferring the ownership of leasing item through hire purchase contract
after the lease term is due. After the lessee pays hire purchase price to the lessor, the lessor
issues an invoice for sales and thus the lessee obtains the ownership of the leasing item. The
price of hire purchase depends on the financial leasing contract, and is of certain percentage
of the purchase price of the leasing item. The hire purchase price can be collected by
advance sale. This is the end of the whole business process.
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Figure 17: Business operation process of financial leasing

6.5


Important parameters of financial leasing contract
Lease commencement proportion: determined by lessee
 Financing interest rate: relate to lease term. If People’s Bank of

Price composition

China adjusts the benchmark interest rate for loan at the same
time, the lessor could make adjustment to the annual leasing
interest rate at the same direction and range.
 Leasing procedure charge rate: 0.5% (12 months) + 0.1% (6 months)
 Premium rate



Lease time limit: 12-36 months (determined by the lessee)



Insurance time limit: no shorter than lease time limit



Cash deposit ratio: in accordance with regulation of the lessor



Date of payment: in accordance with financial leasing contract
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Hire purchase price ratio: 0.05%



Tax rate for repurchase price: executed in accordance with the national tax rate
regulations

Table 8: Profit mode of financial leasing
Profit
channel

Specific
operation
Main business of financial leasing companies is leasing businesses with objects

Rent
income

being the carrier. Inevitably their major profit mode is gaining interest margin or
collecting rent, and currently the interest margin, depending on the level of risk,
is normally 1%-5%.
During lease term, financial leasing company has the ownership of leasing item. If
the lessee violates the leasing contract, financial leasing company may take back the

Residual
disposal

use right to the leasing item; when the leasing contract is due, there will be income
from residual value disposal regardless the ownership of the leasing item is
repurchased by the lessee or retrieved by the financial leasing company. Increasing
the income from leasing item disposal can reduce financial leasing risk and is an
important profit mode for financial leasing companies.
In actual operation, financial leasing company collects related fees from the

Related fee

lessee such as management fee, procedure fee and fee for occupation of funds,
etc. according to the particular situation of the business.
Financial leasing company may organize and integrate a certain number of users

Promotion

using the same type of equipment to gain price cut from equipment manufacturer
through large-batch orders or long and stable purchase & sale relation.

Favorable
fund
Tax
preference

Financial leasing company can win loans on favorable terms from financial
institutions by establishing projects with low risk of return on investment rate
and high return.
Government usually offers tax exemption policy for financial leasing business,
meanwhile, accelerated depreciation of leasing item could postpone tax payment.

In infrastructure construction for urbanization, interest rate and other rates should be
reasonably determined by consulting and negotiation between the lessor and the lessee, in
accordance with attributes of the project, lease time limit, income cash flow status and
stability as well as exposure level of each risk. The following table shows some specific
cases on financing contract development and pricing.
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Table 9: Cases on related parameters of financial leasing

Heat supply construction
project of Binhai New
Area of a city

Water supply project
of Hi-tech Zone of a
city

Gas project of a provincial
capital city

1.Project
nature

Sales and leaseback

Sales and leaseback

Sales and leaseback

2.Lessee

A heat supply group in
Binhai New Area

A water service
group in Suzhou Hitech Zone

A gas group limited company
in a provincial capital city

3.Lessor

A financial leasing
company

A financial leasing
company

A financial leasing company

(1) Finance Letter of
Guarantee issued by a
joint-stock bank

(1) Finance Letter of
Guarantee issued by
a
joint-stock bank

(1) Joint and several liability
guarantee provided by a
state-owned asset operation
group (total asset is about 180
billion yuan) in a provincial
capital city

(2)Lessee conducts
pledge guarantee with
the right of heat supply
charge

(2)Lessee conducts
pledge guarantee
with the right of
sewage treatment
charge

(2) Lessee conducts pledge
guarantee with the right of gas
charge

5.Leasing item

Heat supply pipe
network asset owned by
the lessee

Sewage pipe
network asset owned
by the lessee

Gas pipe network asset owned
by the lessee

6.Leasing
principle

3 billion yuan

3 billion yuan

2.5 billion yuan

7.Leasing time
limit

5 years

5 years

5 years

8.Cash deposit

10% of raised fund

10% of raised fund

10% of raised fund

9.Composit
interest rate

9% of composite cost

9.8% of composite
cost

10.5% of composite cost

10.Fund source

Oriented private
placement securitization

Oriented private
placement
securitization

Oriented private placement
securitization

4.Means of
guaranty
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Chapter VII Potential risk, risk prevention and control of
financial leasing mode in infrastructure construction

As an infrastructure financing tool with huge development potential and growth advantage,
comparing with bank loans, financial leasing has both features of capital financing and goods
financing which is more advantageous. It is valuable in the situation of economic and
financial downturn and gets great governmental support. But in the course of exploration and
development of financial leasing, the risks hidden behind it cannot be ignored. It is
particularly important to control the risk of financial leasing mode during the infrastructure
construction where a project needs a large amount of asset, bears large uncertainties and lasts
a long period.

7.1

Characters of risks of infrastructure financial leasing project

The financial leasing project concerning infrastructure usually has the typical characters of
ordinary risks, namely objectivity, potentiality, predictability, relativity and randomicity.
Meanwhile, due to the characters of large scale, long period and complex structure of
infrastructure financial leasing, the risks faced with the project during lease term are
extremely complicated. (Tan Xiangdong, 2011)
a) Complex external environment. Since the period of infrastructure financial leasing is
relatively long, usually over 10 years, the project may be affected by some macro
elements such as inflation, fluctuation of interest rate and exchange rate as well as policy
change.
b) Complex project structure. Financial leasing business is related to finance, international
trade, laws, transportation, insurance and business management to name a few. Therefore,
leasing companies face complex management risks.
c) Complex contractual relationship. Infrastructure construction project is related to various
participants including lessor, lessee, contractor, supplier, bank or financial group who
need to sign many contracts. Since the contractual relationship and structure are relatively
complex, it may result in complicated potential legal risks.

7.2

Source and type of financial leasing risks
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Risk management is never outdated within the industry. The New-normal conditions of China
are facing sluggish real economy and great pressure of financial leasing. Lessor, lessee and
supplier’s deviated stances, separation of ownership and right of use are objective foundation
of financial leasing risks. As for types, financial risks in a global basis could be divided into
market risk, credit risk, operation risk and legal risk. In general, risks of infrastructure
financial leasing mainly include the followings:
a) Macro-economic risk
It mainly refers to the influences of global economic momentum, growth rate of GDP,
unemployment rate, proportion of consumption and expenditure and inflation among others
on the national and regional economic development which consequently may have negative
impact on the funding, construction cost, contract guarantee, evaluation of pledged assets of
infrastructure financial leasing to name a few.
b) Market risk
It actually means the interest rate risk, foreign exchange rate risk as well as value fluctuation
of lease faced by leasing companies. The investment value of financial leasing is fluctuated.
The fluctuations reflect the uncertainties of market interest rate which results in the interest
rate risk in financial leasing investment. If the rent level keeps unchanged, and the growth of
market interest rate, capital cost of leasing company increased, the business earning will be
reduced or even turn to loss.
If the financial leasing business is relevant to foreign currency business, the fluctuation of
currency exchange will inevitably influence the benefit of financial leasing companies which
is in the similar case of interest rate risk. In some financial leasing projects, lessors need to
borrow US dollars to purchase imported lease abroad and rent them to lessees for operation.
Since the US-dollar debt interest rate is normally related to LIBOR, and the rent is mostly
paid in RMB, the business will face exchange rate risk.
c) Credit risk
Due to the uniqueness of leasing industry, it also faces credit risk that cannot be quantifiably
analyzed. Therefore, it needs more financial leasing entrepreneurs’ attention. The
infrastructure construction project is under explicit or implicit governmental protection which
reduces credit risk. However, credit risk cannot be ignored especially in recent years where
the liability ratio of China’s regional governments keeping surging, reaching as high as 23.6%
in 2015(China Business Journal, 2016), even higher than that of the US. According to the
report of Financial Times on June 2nd, 2016, the debt of China’s regional governments
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reached $3 trillion. It is evident that the debt repayment capability of regional governments
needs to be reassessed. The financial leasing project concerning infrastructure construction
with government as business partner is always deemed by financial leasing companies as
trustworthy due to the good credit guarantee of the government, which actually enlarge the
possibility of risk.

Figure 18: Ratio of debts of China’s provincial governments and their respective GDPs
Sources: Moody’s Analytics, Moody

Figure 19: Proportions of China’s provincial short-term debts in their respective gross debts
Source: Moody’s Analytics, Moody

In financial leasing, the lessor transfers financing pressure and part of operation risks to the
financial leasing company, and the lessor makes up the loss of leasing company merely by
paying the rent. In this process, the main source of credit risk is lessor’s default or lessee’s
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default. On the one hand, the lessor may take advantage of information asymmetry, namely
hide the key information about the project or provide unreal information to seek more profit
which could lead to high financing cost or even failure of providing capital on schedule on the
part of the lessee. On the other hand, the lessee may also take advantage of information
asymmetry to hide or forge information. In addition, after the lease contract takes effect, due
to the long period of the infrastructure financial leasing contract, some significant changes
occurred on the lessee such as merge and division, change of shareholders, change of the
management, system reform, bankruptcy, ineffective capital turnover, mismanagement and
close for rectification to name a few may have great impact on the financial leasing project
concerning infrastructure, resulting in the failure of on-schedule or full-amount rent payment,
and thus leading to detrimental loss on the financial leasing agency’s part. Besides, what is
worth noticing is that the lessee of infrastructure financial leasing project is normally stateowned enterprise, but the period of office of China’s governmental officials or the
management of state-owned enterprises is usually 5 years. Therefore, the financial leasing
project may be conducted by several lessees or persons in charge. The new management may
not possibly execute the contract established by the last generation of management in a
rigorous and careful approach.
In the case of financial leasing of infrastructure, it is mainly presented as the risk of violation
of the second priority charging right, lessee’s rejection of rent payment and lessee’s request of
contract cancellation which will result in the loss and huge operation risk of the financial
leasing company.
d) Risk of the lease
Due to various reasons, the lease may be disqualified, the lessor may lose the control of
property and the lease may encounter with abnormal depreciation or spoilage. All these
elements will result in the lessor’s loss. For example, risks derived from the elements
concerning the infrastructure construction project such as climate, geological conditions,
environment and the site conditions etc. and the lessee’s failure of proper operation of the
leased assets may lead to the disposal proceeds of the lease less than its residual value which
poses a risk on the lessor.
e) Operation risk
It mainly refers to the risks concerning some complicated law articles, guarantee measures
and handing-over procedures of financial leasing, such as design of the law articles,
repayment mode, setting of operation path and invoice auditing etc. If the operator is not
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familiar with the above procedures, error or misconduct may happen and result in the related
risks.
f)

Legal risks

As an emerging financing tool, financial leasing is still facing the problems including
incomplete legal guarantee and entrepreneurs’ insufficient understanding of related policies,
laws and regulations to name a few. Besides, some risks concerning design of law articles and
contracts in the execution of financial leasing business also exist. In particular, pledge value
assessment and disgorgement of receivables both need thorough and considerate contract
articles. For example, receivables in disgorgement need to be paid by the buyers. So the
buyers’ rejection of payment or execution failure of second priority charging right could result
in legal risks.
g) Risks of market competition
Witnessing the two to three years of rapid growth, financial leasing industry also faced lots of
challenges. The industry now has entered a new phase where various challenges come upon
from both domestic and abroad markets, posing pressure and competition risk on the financial
leasing enterprises. Two major challenges are presented as follows:
First, challenge of market competition and business expansion. Currently there have been
over 3000 institutes in the industry, and most of them are still focusing on homogenous
business. Therefore, competitions will soon occur in the industry, either fierce or vicious.
With the promotion of market-oriented reform of interest rate, financial leasing enterprises
need to shift from the simple profit model to the profit model that provides customers more
accessorial services.
Second, challenge of international market. Currently, the scale of financial leasing industry in
China has ranked second globally, but the competitiveness of it still greatly lags behind
western or developed countries in Europe, the US and Japan.
h) Other risks
There are also several new systematic risks that financial leasing enterprises and the lessees
cannot control, such as technical risks and political risks to name a few.

7.3

Risk prevention and control in financial leasing industry

Though the scale, proceeds on every aspect and the growth rate of leasing industry keep in a
fast pace in recent years, the non-performance ratio of banks are ascending, and there are
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possibilities of overdue and malfunction in financial leasing industry. To change the
unhealthy development of leasing industry and reduce investment risk in China, it is a priority
to enhance market regulation and construction of macro supporting facilities to reach
sustainable development of financial leasing industry, help build up investors’ confidence and
expand the financing channels. In addition, it is a key element for the success of project
investment as well as a system demanding prompt improvement to establish an effective risk
management and evaluation mechanism so as to reduce and control the project risk.
How to spread and prevent risk to enhance the healthy and orderly development of financial
leasing industry? Since leasing industry in China is still growing from primary level to middle
level, the risk prevention and control experiences of western countries can be absorbed in
order to build a featured asset management model based on China’s situations and reach
sustainable and robust industrial development. Prevention and control of risk can be received
through the following methods:
1) Optimize the design of risk identification mechanism, improve information disclosure,
reduce information asymmetry and enhance the reliability and stability of the project. To
be specific, it is necessary to conduct a classified research on the financial leasing
projects according to the characters and requirements of the projects. Based on the
external investment environment, project manufacturing environment and analysis of
investment, income and risk, it is necessary to collect, identify and dispose the
information concerning external and internal environment of the lessee enterprises and
the enterprise itself, identify the elements that have impact on the expected object,
business process and environmental change to name a few, and measure and control the
various risks of the project. The risks generated in the course of financial leasing are
formed by the external environment uncertainties, complexity of operation and capability
limitation. Therefore, to effectively identify, measure and control the project risk and
make a reasonable evaluation of related risk elements are a complicated systematic
project which include both qualitative analysis and quantitative assessment.
2) Measurement of financial leasing risk aims to identify the probability of financial leasing
project risk as a random uncertainty. In the financially developed European and North
American countries, financing consultants of specific project can provide investors a lot
of valuable information, such as the determination of risk coefficient, determination of
project discount rate, analysis of project debt-bearing capacity, influences of financial
risk and inflation on the project to name a few. Meanwhile, the well operated financial
leasing companies mostly have their own featured project assessment models to deliver
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proper, effective and rapid analysis and measurement towards the investment project and
take a series of measures to control the financial leasing risks. The control of financial
leasing risk is a kind of strategy containing various measures and tactics adopted by
enterprises to avoid, spread, transfer and exodus from risk. Any risk if left unattended,
will have negative impact on the operation of the whole project and safe withdrawal of
funds.
3) Build an all-dimensional risk assessment and management system. In the circumstances
where macro systematic risks are relatively high, property right becomes essential, and
the industrial insiders need to pay attention to credit risk. Economic downturn and
increasing credit risk are also partly issues in the New-normal period. It is also important
to concentrate on policy trends and legal risks. The latter mainly refers to the trade
effectiveness risk and certainty of rights and interests. Another point worth noticing is
that operation risk becomes an aspect that Basel Commission attaches the greatest
importance to, which is relevant to ethical risk and is also an essential link needs great
attention in the course of infrastructure financial leasing. Under the New-normal
circumstances, financial leasing enterprises need to balance the relationships among scale,
risk and earnings of the business. It is necessary to carry out all-dimensional, multilevel
and focused comprehensive risk management, establish a comprehensive organization
system including risk decision-making bodies, risk decision-making supporting bodies,
centralized risk management bodies and risk feedback and monitoring bodies, and form
an efficient risk management system via a series of risk management mechanisms.
Meanwhile, risk control is required to go through the whole period of financial leasing
project, namely monitoring and reviewing the items such as operation links,
implementation and process, agreement implementation of the trade parties, change of
risk elements of the project to name a few, and propose and take effective risk-prevention
measures based on the implementation of the project.
4) Enhance the risk alert of financial leasing project. Due to the long period of infrastructure
financial leasing project and complexity of project, the related departments need to take
off-site and on-site investigations, perform their respective duties, jointly engage in and
timely find the potential risks for the customers, comprehensively implement industrial
risk alert, lessee risk alert, lease risk alert and other risk alert which are collected,
coordinated and disposed by the risk management organization.
5) Fully utilize new technologies to provide technical support for risk prevention. Recently,
with the development of new internet technologies and big data, financial leasing industry
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has embraced new opportunities in terms of risk control, business expansion and new
growth points. Many new technologies can be applied to some major leasing modes such
as leaseback mode to conduct risk analysis, real-time monitoring, credit analysis and
statistics etc. Meanwhile they can also be applied to market exploitation and operation
risk management.
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Chapter VIII

Examples of financial leasing application in
urbanization

8.1 Case I: Leaseback model built by Water Conservancy and Hydropower Investment
Co., Ltd in XX province and Niu Lanjiang-Dian Chi Water-Replenishment
Engineering Co., Ltd of XX Water Conservancy Bureau
In one year, GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd and a water conservancy and hydropower
company in a province completed a financial leasing project worth of 1 billion RMB which
could be regarded as a successful case of financial leasing application in urban infrastructure.
In this chapter, this case is demonstrated as an example to illustrate the pattern and rules of
financial leasing application in infrastructure construction and urbanization.

8.1.1 Project background and lessee’s profile
There are two lessees — Water Conservancy and Hydropower Investment Co., Ltd in XX
province and Niu Lanjiang-Dian Chi Water-Replenishment Engineering Co., Ltd of XX
Water Conservancy Bureau. Below is basic information about the two companies:
According to The Reply of XX Province Municipal Government on Foundation of Water
Conservancy and Hydropower Investment Co., Ltd in XX Province (Yunnan Municipal
Government Reply (2006) NO.73), the provincial government entitles provincial water
conservancy bureau with investor function, the provincial financial department implements
supervisory function; then the Water Conservancy of XX province (90% of share proportion)
and Xinhua Water Resources and Hydropower Investment Corporation affiliated to Ministry
of Water Resource (10% of share proportion) jointly founded Water Conservancy and
Hydropower Investment Co., Ltd in XX province (hereafter the corporation), a provincial
state-owned holding limited corporation based on modern enterprise system. It is one of
eight professional provincial investment corporations approved by provincial government.
Its registered capital is 2.915 billion RMB, registered address: XXX, XX city, XX province;
legal representative: Tao Guan Liang. The investment project of the corporation covers
public welfare water conservancy, hydropower, urban water supply, building stone,
engineering supervision and advisory and land replacement and development among others.
The business scope of the corporation includes: investment, development, construction,
operation, administration of major water conservancy projects; project investment,
development, construction, administration of local electricity distribution network and
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medium and small hydropower source to name a few; operation and management,
reorganization and transfer of water conservancy and local electric power assets; investment,
development, construction, operation and administration of urban water projects;
comprehensive utilization of water and soil resources concerning water conservancy; design
and consulting service concerning water conservancy and hydropower; management of
project investment and the projects (business scope above is related to specific examination
and approval of national laws and administrative regulations which are operated within the
legal limitation and approval). In May 2014, Pengyuan Credit Rating Co., Ltd gave Water
Conservancy and Hydropower Investment Co., Ltd the main long-term credit rating of AA.
Niu Lanjiang-Dian Chi Water-Replenishment Engineering Co., Ltd of XX Water
Conservancy Bureau (the company) was registered on March 3rd, 2009 with registered
capital of 245 million RMB in XXX, the legal representative of which is Tao Guan Liang.
The main business scope of the company covers development, investment, construction,
administration of hydropower, material supply for water conservancy and hydropower,
technology consultation about water conservancy and hydropower; water conservancy and
hydropower project construction; operation and management of water conservancy and local
electricity asset. Currently the company mainly finances or allocates funds for Niu Lanjiang
project construction based on the work progress, collects and pays the bank financing
expense in time.

8.1.2 Design of financing mode and basic plan
1) Lessor and lessee sign the Financial Leasing Contract (one financial leasing form is
adopted: leaseback).
2) To ensure that the lessee can repay the rent timely, lessor and lessee negotiate about
measures concerning repayment guarantee based on the situation.
3) The lessor and the lessee supervise the financing account, and the lessor pays leasing
principal to the lessee through the supervisory account.
4) According to the Financial Leasing Contract, lessee pays rent to the account designated
by lessor. The process is as below:
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Lessee
Water Conservancy and Hydropower Investment
Co., Ltd in XX province and Niu Lanjiang-Dian
Chi Water-Replenishment Engineering Co., Ltd
of XX Water Conservancy Bureau

[1]
Lessor
GBU Financial Leasing
Co., Ltd

[3]Offerings

[4]Revenue
[2]

[2]
1.

2.

3.

4.

Guarantee Measures
The lessee arranges XX Transportation Construction Group Holdings
Co., ltd to provide joint and several obligation guarantee as the
guarantor;
The lessee arranges XX Cultural Industry Investment Holding Group
Co., Ltd to provide joint and several obligation guarantee as the
guarantor;
Niu Lanjiang-Dian Chi Water-Replenishment Engineering Co., Ltd of
XX Water Conservancy Bureau takes its charging right of Niu LanjiangDian Chi water-replenishment project as the second sequential pledge
guarantee;
The lessess prepays 7% of leasing principal as cash deposit.

Figure 20 Case I: Leaseback deal structure arrangement

8.1.3 Project details and contract design
Table 10: Parameters concerning financial leasing

1

Leased
items

Water replenishment equipment and facilities with ownership of Niu LanjiangDian Chi Water-Replenishment Engineering
Co., Ltd of XX Water Conservancy Bureau

2

Set-up
location

The location appointed by Water Conservancy and Hydropower Investment Co.,
Ltd in XX province and Niu Lanjiang-Dian Chi Water-Replenishment Engineering
Co., Ltd of XX Water Conservancy Bureau

3
4

Leasing
principal
Leasing
period

1 billion yuan
12 periods in 6 years

5

Lease
payment

The lessee pays principal and interest based on the non-equal proportion principal
repayment, and the repayment ratio of the principal afterwards are 5%, 5%, 5%,
5%, 10%, 10%, 10%, 10%, 10%, 10%, 10% and 10% respectively. The total lease
amount corresponding to 1 billion yuan leasing principal is 1,196.735 million
yuan.

6

Rent
account

The account designated by the lessor
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7

Annual
Current annual interest rate of leasing is 5.39% which is 10% rise of over 5-year
interest rate loan benchmark interest rate issued by People’s Bank of China (PBC), and will be
of leasing adjusted based on the current over 5-year loan benchmark rate issued by PBC.

8

Lease
charge

The charge is 5.46% of principal, totaled 54.6 million yuan. It is one-time charged
at the start of the leasing period based on the agreement in Financial Leasing
Contract.

9

Cash
deposit

Cash deposit is 7% of leasing principal, totaled 70 million YUAN. It shall be paid
on the day before financial leasing principal payment of the lessor towards the
lessee based on the agreement in Financial Leasing Contract.

10

Rent
amount
(RMB)

Rent

Among rent: principal

1

76,950,000.00

50,000,000.00

2

75,602,500.00

50,000,000.00

3

74,255,000.00

50,000,000.00

4

72,907,500.00

50,000,000.00

5

121,560,000.00

100,000,000.00

6

118,865,000.00

100,000,000.00

7

116,170,000.00

100,000,000.00

8

113,475,000.00

100,000,000.00

9

110,780,000.00

100,000,000.00

10

108,085,000.00

100,000,000.00

11

105,390,000.00

100,000,000.00

12

102,695,000.00

100,000,000.00

Total

1,196,735,000.0
0

1,000,000,000.00

Remarks: (1) Calculation of the above rent is related to current loan interest rate issued by People’s
Bank of China; during the lease, if current loan interest rate is changed by PBC, the rent will be
adjusted correspondingly. (2) Any other expenses generated will be paid by the lessee.

8.1.4 Case analysis and summary
It is worth of demonstrating that this financial leasing plan takes full consideration about
some core risk points such as credit risk and default risk of trade counterpart, thus effectively
guaranteeing smooth implementation of the project. The project takes XX Cultural Industry
Investment Holding Group Co., Ltd (Cultural Investment Group) as the guarantor. The
Cultural Investment Group was founded on December 30th, 2009 with registered capital of
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1.12 billion yuan. Its investor is People’s Government of XX province. And the provincial
government authorizes the provincial Ministry of Finance to conduct state-owned asset
supervision. The cultural investment groups mainly focuses on investment, construction,
operation and administration of cultural industrial projects, implements major cultural
projects of provincial government including project investment and management, asset
revenue management after project construction, property right management and capital
operation to name a few. The guarantor has strong financial strength, and it is also a stateowned limited corporation funded and authorized with state-owned asset investment subject
by the provincial government which plays an important role in project risk control. Besides,
Niu Lanjiang-Dian Chi Water-replenishment Engineering Co., Ltd of XX Water
Conservancy Bureau takes its charging right of Niu Lanjiang-Dian Chi water replenishment
project as the second sequential pledge guarantee; the lessee prepays 7% of leasing principal
as cash deposit, further ensuring the robustness of the project.
In general, the local government bears huge pressure on infrastructure construction — water
conservancy and hydropower construction is high-investment, long-period and risky project
which is a huge burden concerning financing and construction for the local government and
enterprises. Under the background, financial leasing shows its irreplaceable advantage. To
adopt leaseback mode for water conservancy project fund-raising can effectively liquidize
the stock, and is good to motivate subside municipal asset, thus putting the newly increased
asset into new infrastructure construction. With the liquidization of asset and its application
in new projects, it effectively adheres to the policy appeal liquidize the storage and utilized
the increment of the State Council, and opens a new chapter for local infrastructure
construction, thus expending local financing capability by geometrical times.

8.2 Case II financial leasing project cooperated with XXX High Technology Holding
Group Co., Ltd
8.2.1 Project background and lessee’s profile
Approved by XXX municipal government and funded by the Administrative Commission of
XXX National High-tech Industry Development district, XXX High Technology Holding
Group Co., Ltd was founded on December 18th, 2008 which is a solely state-owned
enterprise serving XXX Nation High-tech Development district after the foundation of XXX
High-tech Development district State-owned Asset Management Co., Ltd. Its Corporation
Business License is coded as XXX, registered capital is 1 billion RMB and the actual paid-in
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capital is 1 billion yuan. The Group limited corporation has 20 wholly-owned and holding
subsidiaries with total assets of 19.3 billion yuan. Based on the unified deployment and
operation guideline of serve the high-tech development district, build platform, promote
appropriate diversification and enhance development, the corporation develops infrastructure
construction, primary land development, real estate and district operation services among
others, initially forming a financial powerful, new-type state-owned enterprise group with
core competitiveness and innovation capability. Its business scope covers urban
infrastructure and municipal public utilities project investment; state-owned asset operation
and capital operation; property right management for investor enterprises; house leasing;
scientific research and design; primary and secondary land development.

8.2.2 Project implementation pattern and arrangement
1) The lessor and the lessee sign the Financial Leasing Contract (one financial leasing
form is adopted: leaseback)
2) Guarantee measures are: (1) the lessee provides a piece of land in the downtown with
appraisal value of no less than 3 billion RMB; (2) the lessee prepays 8% of leasing
principal as cash deposit; (3) Finance bureau of XXX High Technology Development
District issues approval towards the Commitment Letter and Difference Make-up
Agreement concerning the difference make-up of rent of the financial leasing project; (4)
The charging rights about municipal infrastructure including tap water supply, sewage
treatment among others are taken as pledge, and related administrative departments
issue approval documents concerning the pledge.
3) The lessor and the lessee supervise the financing account, and the lessor pays leasing
principal to the lessee through the supervisory account.
4) According to the Financial Leasing Contract, the lessee directly pays the rent to the
account designated by the lessor.
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[1]
Lessor
Golden Bridge United
Financial Leasing Co., Ltd

Lessee
XXX High Technology Holding Group Co., Ltd

[3]
[4]

[2]

[2]
Guarantee Measures
1. The lessee provides a piece of land in the downtown with appraisal value of no
less than 3 billion RMB;
2. The lessee prepays 8% of leasing principal as cash deposit;
3. Finance bureau of XXX High Technology Development District issues
approval towards the Commitment Letter and Difference Make-up Agreement
concerning the difference make-up of rent of the financial leasing project;
4. The charging rights about municipal infrastructure including tap water supply,
sewage treatment among others are taken as pledge, and related administrative
departments issue approval documents concerning the pledge.

Figure 21: Case II Leaseback deal structure arrangement

8.2.3 Subject of leasing transaction and basic conditions
As for property of the project, it adopts the most common and potential financial leasing
pattern: leaseback. The lessor is XXX High Technology Holding Group Co., Ltd, the lessee
is GBU Financial Leasing Co., Ltd, the leasing period is 10 periods in 5 years and the annual
interest rate of leasing is 7.04% which is 10% rise of current 5-year loan benchmark interest
rate. The lessee repays the rent based at non-equal proportion, namely repaying the principal
and interest every half year at the end of each period (the repayment ratios of each period are
5%, 5%, 5%, 5%,10%, 10%,15%,15%,15% and 15% respectively). The cash deposit takes 8%
of leasing principal, totaled 120 million yuan. The leasing charge is 6% of leasing principal,
totaled 90 million yuan which is one-time paid by the lessee.
The guarantee measures combine mortgage of land use right, advance payment of cash
deposit and governmental commitment to the guarantee among others, which include the
following content:
(1) The lessee provides a piece of land in the downtown with appraisal value of no less than
3 billion yuan;
(2) The lessee prepays 8% of leasing principal as cash deposit;
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(3) Finance bureau of XXX High Technology Development District issues approval
towards the Commitment Letter and Difference Make-up Agreement concerning the
difference make-up of rent of the financial leasing project;
(4) The charging rights about municipal infrastructure including tap water supply, sewage
treatment among others are taken as pledge, and related administrative departments issue
approval documents concerning the pledge.

8.2.4 Case analysis and summary
The merit of the project design lies in: it gives the advantage of financial leasing in urban
infrastructure construction, technology upgrading, and high-tech industrial construction full
play, activates a project rapidly with high efficiency and full consideration about risk control.
As for the setting of rent, the interest rate of leasing is relevant to current loan interest rate
issued by People’s Bank of China; it also needs to be emphasized that the interest rate of
leasing is adjusted in accordance with the adjustment of current loan interest rate of PBC to
avoid hedge risk. Furthermore, the charging rights concerning tap water, street lamp
maintenance, sewage treatment and raw and recycled water sale are pledged, and related
department issue approval documents for the pledge. This is also a good example of risk
control in financial leasing project implementation which can effectively prevent risk of
trade counterparts and reduce uncertainties.
Obviously, this leaseback case reaches mutual benefit between the lessor and the lessee: the
leaseback pattern enables the lessee to get 100% of finance, providing the enterprise
adequate asset to start new investment projects. The leaseback mode also liquidizes the stock
asset for realization, transforms physical assets into financial assets, namely the cash with
extremely high liquidity. This process is equipped with high financing efficiency and simple
procedures. The turnover rate, liquidity rate and quick rate of asset are evidently increased
which accelerates the lessee’s asset restructuring and optimization and effectively improve
current economic benefit of the enterprises. When financing is implemented in leaseback
pattern, the leasing company does not enforce the lessee to provide recycling deposit of the
financing asset which is good to the lessee. Financial leasing also extends the repayment
period which improves capital usage efficiency of enterprises. In contrast, the loan of bank
usually has shorter period than the service life of equipment, normally no longer than one
year. The enterprise needs to repay the bank loan when it does not get earnings from the
launched equipment yet which brings asset pressure for the enterprise; while equipment
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obtainment via financial leasing is similar to (but not identical to) purchasing equipment via
installment (the leasing period is normally 3 to 5 years) which brings two merits for the
enterprise who lacks asset: first, it keeps liquidity of most of assets. Because the cash
payment can be divided within the leasing period, reducing the rent payment of each period;
second, the cost (which is equal to the interest of bank loan) can be divided during leasing
period which is consistent with the enterprise turnover and avoids capital turnover trouble
due to large consumption of equipment. Meanwhile, leasing saves circulating fund which
can be utilized in more needy fields. Since the rent is installment payment, it can save
circulated funds for more needy fields, bringing enterprises more investment benefits and is
good to keep line of credit in bank. The asset of leaseback has a flexible way of use, and is
free from bank regulation, thus it is proper to be utilized as project investment principal; the
flexibility of financial leasing does not only lie in simple transaction terms, business
negotiation concerning it is also less difficult. Compared with several restrictive contract
clauses in medium and long-term loan contracts, the financial leasing has less restrictions
towards the lessee and has less impact on the future business of enterprise. Compared with
other financing patterns, leasing is not influenced by macro-control which is beneficial to the
long-term and robust investment and development plan of enterprise.

8.3 Case summary
Financial leasing (especially leaseback mode) in developing countries guides the practice of
urban infrastructure construction, gets mature in twists and turns and revitalizes urban
development. To liquidize asset via financial leasing opens a new path of asset financing,
diversifies the asset sources of enterprises and governments and improves the refunding
efficiency. To sum up, the transaction mode can be summarized as below:
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Leasing
company
Social
capital

Financial leasing company
provides support:
a) International crossborder industry fund
support
b) Cooperation with
financial institutions
including bank, trust,
fund, securities and
insurance
c) Strong shareholder
support (bank,
investment fund, etc.)
d) Rich cross-border
financing experience
and executing structural

Make good use
of existing
municipal
infrastructure
(e.g. railway
transportation)

Local
government
obtains capital
fund and no
strict limit to its

Source repayment and
guarantee measures:
a) Operating income from
the liquidized assets (eg.
fee collection)
b) Local fiscal revenue
c) Operating income of the
borrowing body
d) Credit guarantee from
other municipal
enterprises and large
SOEs, pledge of
land/charge right, L/G
issued by local financial
institution

Levering
bank loans
for project

Local financing
capacity is
levered to
extend
geometrically

Underground
pipe network

Energy saving
&

Flood
prevention

Park zone
construction

Figure 22: Summary: Leaseback mode

Except the two cases above, a lot of successful practices exist:
Example 1: In 2008, the biggest cooperation on rail transportation infrastructure
construction through leasing method in China is the Financial Leasing Contract signed by
Wuhan Metro Group and a leasing company in November 2008. The contract specifies the
adoption of sales and leaseback of fixed assets, which raised 2 billion yuan for the
construction of urban railway in Wuhan. Finance Department of Wuhan City includes the
repayment plan of Wuhan Metro Group on this project into annual repayment plan of the
city’s Finance Department which provides form guarantee. Wuhan Metro Group transfers
part of equipment and vehicles for rail transportation Line 1 to leasing company, and can
draw 2 billion yuan within 3 years according to its needs. Meanwhile, Wuhan Metro rents
the aforementioned assets from the leasing company. During the lease term, the leasing
company only has nominal ownership of the assets abovementioned without influencing its
normal operation. After the city railway is constructed and Wuhan Metro Group pays off all
rent and residual value of the assets, the leasing company could regain the ownership of
assets. After this project, many more city railway construction projects gain capital support
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from financial leasing companies through the means of financial leasing.
Example 2: The registered capital of a drainage facility management limited company of a
city is 1,000,000,000 yuan, and its paid-in capital climbs to 301,200,000 yuan. Its business
scope includes operation, management and specialized service of municipal drainage
facilities; construction of utility tunnel of urban underground pipeline; urban rainwater
collection and utilization project; urban flood prevention management service; maintenance,
leasing and related technical consulting of water pump and pipe network facilities &
equipment; dredging drainage pipeline and river channel and upgrading of drainage pump
house. With a state-owned asset management and operation limited company in the city
(wholly state-owned company invested by local government) as its guarantor, it carries out
sales and leaseback to the asset of pipe network system facilities and equipment. Its leasing
principal is 400 million yuan and the time limit is 10 periods in 5 years. Annual interest rate
of rent is 8.5%. The lessee repays principal and interest every 6 months at non-equal
proportion; 5% of the leasing principal, totaled 20,000,000.00 yuan, shall be paid according
to what is agreed in Financial Leasing Contract; and 4.15% of leasing principal, totaled
16,600,000.00 yuan, shall be paid according to what is agreed in Financial Leasing Contract.
Example 3: A state-owned power grid company in a region has a total asset of 26 billion
yuan and 16 billion yuan of fixed asset and it is in good operation status. The company has a
high credit line in banks, but its medium and long-term loan is used and it has large amount
of idle working capital loan quota. The government’s development plan requires the
construction of a 2.2 million kV high voltage power transmission and distribution project
within a time limit of 10 years. The total investment hits 2.8 billion yuan, thus the
company has challenges in getting loan from the bank. Financial leasing company proposes
the following deal structure: the financial leasing company offers two financial leasing
contracts to the enterprise — sales and leaseback project (560 million yuan) with a time
limit of 3-5 years; and direct leasing contract with a sum of 1 billion yuan within 10 years.
Meanwhile, the bank provides project loan of 1.24 billion yuan to the enterprise with a time
limit of 10 years. This deal structure design could deliver an advantageous result of tripartite
benefit. Firstly, from the perspective of power grid company, it effectively liquidizes fixed
assets, resolving the pressure of cash flow and mitigating fund pressure of infrastructure
construction; thus it reduces financial burden for the government; also, it properly arranges
all fund sources for the power transmission project and distributes risks adequately, which is
good for long-term stable operation. Secondly, from the perspective of the bank, the
financial leasing company indirectly solves the challenge of financing arrangement for it,
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which expands its business and market share, boosts its competitiveness and enables the
bank to gain relatively stable income from loan interest. Lastly, from the perspective of
financial leasing company, this deal structure arrangement could sufficiently help the
enterprise enter the market through the means of leasing, and establish long-term
cooperation with government and SOEs in particular. Besides, the enterprise can gain
relatively stable rental cash inflow and maintain the risk controllable. It is very beneficial for
long-term operation and development of the enterprise. In a word, this is a case successfully
applies the combination of multiple financing methods including sales and leaseback, direct
leasing and bank loan.
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Chapter XI

Conclusion and outlook

For urbanization, financial leasing service is not only a social responsibility, but also a
vigorous emerging market full of business opportunities. Compared with other financing
tools for infrastructure, financial leasing has flexible operating system and relatively relaxed
development environment, enabling it an effective financial tool suitable for municipal
infrastructure financing in the expansion of new urban construction. This thesis
systematically sorts out the fundamental idea, features and financial situation of
infrastructure construction for urbanization, objectively analyzes its status quo and existing
problems, discusses its conventional financing methods and their existing problems, and then
states the necessity, inevitability and feasibility for financial leasing to play a role as a new
financing tool in urbanization construction. On that basis, the thesis discusses in detail the
political background and mode design of feasible program for financial leasing to facilitate
urbanization construction, and concludes the business process. At present, the positive role
of financial leasing in China’s urbanization development has increasingly drawn wide
attention from the industry community, financial community, academic community and
government decision makers. Thus the study conducted in this thesis is of important
theoretical value and practical significance.
As an important bond connecting financial capital, industry capital and commercial capital,
financial leasing is a new financing means with strong vitality. It should have huge market
potential and innovation space in the area of infrastructure financing. Looking into the future,
the nation should issue related policies and measures to create a comprehensive systematic
environment, to facilitate financial leasing companies in their gradual establishment of both
scientific and effective organization structure for governance mechanism and management
system.

1)

Tax policy and legal system construction

In 2010, the State Administration of Taxation issued Announcement on Tax Issues
Concerning the Sale of Assets by the Lessee in Sales and Leaseback Financing, which is a
symbol of certain new progress on tax issues that keeps haunting sales and leaseback
financing. But tax issues are not completely resolved and remain the major problem
restricting the development of financial leasing. The taxation legislation is lagging behind
and could not catch up with the expansion of related businesses. This is mainly demonstrated
in the following aspects: first, one feature of financial leasing is the separation of ownership
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and use right, and for the industry the taxpayer is also the lessor and lessee, thus the situation
of no separation of tax payment and net price impedes business development and could lead
to dual taxation. Second, local tax departments do not have adequate or unified
understanding and practice of tax policies related to financial leasing; even though China has
issued a series of tax deduction and exemption and preferential policies, many places fail to
adequately execute these policies, which impedes the development of business.
A good legal system is the fundamental basis for the development of financial leasing. The
focus of legal construction should be regulating financial leasing contract, supervising
financial leasing companies and measures to facilitate and promote financial leasing,
protecting legitimate interest of interested parties in financial leasing, and coordinating its
relation with tax legal system, contract system, accounting system and regulation system. In
addition, the management system of leasing should be improved and the leasing sector
should be included in a unified regulation system as soon as possible, and a unified
regulation department for leasing sector should be established for unified coordination and
regulation of the leasing market.

2)

Promoting international development of financial leasing business

Economic globalization has already reached all areas of the economy today when the world
economy is highly integrated. This is both opportunity and challenge for developing
countries while globalization of financial leasing is increasingly inevitable. Globalization of
financial leasing is significant for the self-improvement, breakthrough and innovation for the
leasing sector, and it facilitates optimized international allocation of productive resources,
which improves the operation efficiency of global asset market and provides a new source of
strength for urbanization construction and infrastructure optimization in developing
countries.

3)

Looking for innovation in trading mode and risk control system

Financial leasing is a foreign product in China, yet it plays an important role in
urbanization construction featured by particularities in China and sees adequate space for
system innovation. This poses new challenges for financial leasing companies. In the future,
financial leasing companies may try harder to explore withdrawal mechanism innovation.
On the one hand, it can look for better leasing asset securitization mode including designing
a rent asset pool and choosing appropriate leasing asset injection; setting up SPV and selling
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receivable rights and interest of rent to SPV; performing credit enhancement and credit
rating for ABS (asset-backed securities); issuing ABS and distributing income and
dismissing after the term of rent is due. On the other hand, it can design good insurance
policies targeting specific risks such as political risk and risk of default in infrastructure
construction projects that financial leasing company deals with. In addition, there is new
development space for receivable rent factoring business. Financial leasing company can
work with banks and apply for factoring financing from banks. By signing a factoring
contract between the bank and financial leasing company, the bank receives usufruct of rent
and provides factoring financing to financial leasing company.

The last but not the least, this thesis identifies the advantages of many financial
instruments, however, work is still necessary to provide deeper and further evaluation of
the risks of these financial instruments!
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